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Kates of Advertising : One inch ol space,
engtli of column, constitutes a “square.’*
$150 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w iek after; three insertions, or less, $ 1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Week, $1 00; 50 cents per week alter.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head ot “Amusements,” and “Auction
Salks”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Mad™ State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
Of the State) for $1 00 per square tor first insertion,
• I 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communication* to
PUBLISHING CO.

W. C.
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it- desired.
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3Plasterer, Stucco and

Street,
ME.

WALKS, DRIVES, STREETS,
aprleoddm

—DEALER

WESTBROOK SEMINARY
riNHERE is to be a Supplementary Summer Term
X of six weeks, beginning Taemlny. Jane Mi.
1874. Usual rateB of expenses charged per week.

Apply
Arc.

H, SIMONTON,

,

IN—

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
all kinds of Hard Wood sawed to
Order

to

G. 91. BODGE,

JAMES

COUNSELLOR-AT

CARRIAGES !
Your

Buying

NO. 84 1-2 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

AT

THE

All

collections

T VinHTnV

^

Law.

at

promptly attended to by E. A.

rnnu.oWo anti Rill Pnllpr.t.nr.

Zenas

dtf

American Printers’ Warehouse
LANE.

SPRING

19

C. KIMBALL, Boston.

C.

Every kind ot Printing Material on hand or made
to order.
Every thing used in the art of printing
furnished at short notice, and at the lowest cash
fel«Sd6m
prices.

Thompson, Jr.,

Who lias the largest and best assortment of Single
and light Double Carriages ever exhibited in Maine,
among them many new and original designs (many
of which have been copied by other concerns,) and
all of which are fully up to the standard for quality’
which gave to the OLD HtVIJWE its well-earned
reputation of building the best carriage in New Eng-

land.

VIACHINEWORKS
OF

Agents loi It Ball’s Wood Working Machinery, and Blanch-

PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One Kew Portable Engine, 40

ti

MAGNUS A. B. L1NDBERG,
Tice Consnl of Sweden Si Norway,
Office, Mo. 29 Middle Street,

LANE

&

Portland,

AUSTIN,

Fresco Painting, House Painting
and

Paper Hanging.

slate at W. P. Hasting’s Organ Mann factory,
Exchange and Fedeial Streets. All orders
promptly attended to.
Order

M. LANE.

C.

E.

J. MORRELL & CO.,

House and Ship Painters and Grainers.
Office at 11 Ilanfortli Mt., Up Stair*.
Order Slate at WHIPPLE & CO.’s, 21 Market
Square.
Prompt attention paid to all orders. Six
^
tion given to polishing bard wood.' (jontraTis taken
In all parts ot the Stale.
E.J.nOBBELL.
B. €. lHOBBELL.

my26dtf

W.

L.

KEILEB,

D. W. CLARK & CO..
SEASON
10
15
20

RATES

1874,

OFFICES:

lbs daily, from June to October 1st,.$ 8.00
••

daily,

11.00
14.00

•*

*,

RATES*.

MONTHLY
10 lbs.
15
20

per

month.$2.50

3.60
4.50
customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
at
more
one time, by giving notice AT tue office,
will lie eutitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request that neglect to leave the
ice, or carelessness on the part of our drivers, be reported at the office at once, and it will be attended to

Any

RY

THE

CAKE,

30 cents per 100 pounds.
SSf’’"Bv reason of the great demand /or shipping
ice, we desire customers to order their supply before
the 10(h of June. We cannot agree to furnish any
ice, at present prices, to those not engaging ot us
previous to that date.
my23d6w
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—

Spring

6

MAY

Portland

jtit

New

STREET.

CHARLES PEARCE.

Twenty-six years Practical experience, I am
WITH
prepared to (lo any and all kinds of Plumbing
Work on Houses or Ships, and can safely guarantee

Class.

satisfaction.
137 Federal St., under V. S. Hotel,
tf
PORTLAND, ME.
jnal

ARTIST,

Get rid of Freebie*, Mole* and other
For ah of which no
perfection* of the Mb in.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mcMHdtf
lease. Call and examine for yourselves

W.

C.

137

Office at F. F. Halo’s, Cor. Cross
and Froo Streets.
All Orders left there will be promptly attended to.
d3m
me9

No. 231

and Domestic Cigars,
CONGRESS

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

Woodford’s Comer,

GEORGE RACKLEFF,
Woodford’s Corner.

mc20dtf

SALE~

FOR

situated

on

■* tui nami

mar28

tf

on

Street

CAPS,

HATS,

f ALSO

ior«

You who have the privilege of
using RUBBER HOSE for luxury
or necessity in preventing dust,
watering gardens or lawns and extinguishing tires, please remember
that we propose to supply the demand for 3-ply hydrant RUBBER
HOSE at prices from 12c per foot
upward in any length yon require.
Our best HO* E, like our best HUB-

MACHINE BELTING mid
RUBBER STEAM PICKING, is
made from new Rubber, and the
Hose has a pure Rubber lining,
which makes it dh table and is
warranted to stand 75 pounds to
the square inch. Most RUBRER
HOSE, RUBBER BELTING and
RUBBER STEAM PACKING, &e„
is made (to save expense) from
the grindings of old Rubber Boots,
shoes, Car Springs, Ac,, which be
ing-lileless stuff allows the water
to penetrate the lining ot the Hose
into the cloth and soon becomes
rotten and worthless. Hence nothing hut a pure Gum lining in Hose
is of much value whether subject to
pressure or not. Our biass coup-

lings securely attached

50c per set.
Common Brass Hose Pipes w'ith
stopcock, 1.30 each. But few persous will use the common style of
Pipe alter once seeing HALL’S PA-

a

fine a stock of Horses and
summei’s business as there
Boston, I wonld call the attention of the riding public to it. 1 am prepared to
kind
of
furnish any
carriage wa ited at short notice
and reasonable rates, wim or without drivers. Any
as

a

number Hacks furnished for funerals,weddings, parties. Ac. Particular attention paid to cads for cars,
boats, &c. All kinds of Single and Rouble Teams
may l»e found at either of mys ables. Parties wishing
teams by the season will be dealt with liberally.
Boarding horses taken as usual. A lot ot secondband Carriages for sale.

ParriagpB

14 Preble Bl., No. 311 CongrcMN Nircct.
J. F. LIBIiY,

for Sale an a

nice new open Box
band Concord Wagon.
wheels will be sold cheap at

3“

apfcti

45

A

Found.
SHEEP, that came to the premises of
GEO. HUDSON, Woodford’s Corner, Deering.
Owner wanted.
ju2dlw*
Lost.

nth, on Lewis street, a Gentleman’s Amethyst SCARF PIN. The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at No. 9 I^ewis

APRIL

street._

Proprietor.

a

and

Bargain.

HOVEY & RE AN’S,
Preble StM Portland, Me.

the

near

FABKAND’S IMPROVED

Self-Folding Tucker

and

ble Hcmmer.

The most

A

Adjusta-

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

my27eJl^fWillt

obtain
partnership in
well established
CANmanufacturing
business that wil.'nav h?m
a

a

more

ordinary prolii it he tins *l'000 to invest M
he sf good
and prefer that he
nmierstnml bookkeeping. Address A. 13. C

habits

shJuld'
1 AdveSlS

omce‘__spaidtf
Law

Library,

Fmniture Tilton & McFarland Sate and
OFFICK
lor sale, inouire of
elegant Walnut J3ook <
ase

UFO. C.

mylSeodff

LADIES

HOPKINS.
119J Exchange Street.

upwards.

FOB

—

AND

DRESS~G00DS

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.
The Largest and Best Assortment in the
State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

CLARK, Proprietor.

We are prepared to supply Families and Parties
with every variety of Cake, lee Cream, Sherliert,
Koman Punch, Jelly, Charlotte de Basse; also
Escalloped Ovsters, Salads, Game, Pies, Cold Ham,
Boned Turkey, Chicken, Ac., Ac.
Public and privale Dinners, Suppers, Collations,
Ac., got up in the best style. Clam Bakes, Excursions and Island parties supplied at short notice.
and finish, packed
Wedding Cake of superior
and safely sent to any part oi the country.
Ice Cream, Cake and Pastry at W holesale.
itiOilOnr

Better goods at equally Low Prices.
N. B,—Job Lot ot all Linen Genuine Russia Crash at 8 cents per

yard.

COYELL & CO., Agents,
Congress,

DADT

TIT

A

corner

ju4
M

Brown Streets.
dlw

a

aB

a>

Dontyoulorgetit

n Mr

FOR SALE.
Goods.

The meetdeetraWc location inPortland
One of the largest and best assorted Stocks in this
city will be sold, at once, if satisfactory terms can be
made.
For full and particular information inquire of

146 9IIDDLE

STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

jny23dtf

It is unsurpassed in
Simplicity, Ease of Urn.
auement. Durability, Dryaen and Purity
of Air and El'ONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Betail at Manufacturers’ Prices
other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or
agent.
Don t fail of being convinced of this fact before buying.
Salesroom 333 Fore St., J. F. MERRILL.
Manufactory, Rear of No. IO Cross St.

A.

FIFTH
AVENUE
Storking Supporters,
WITH

PATENT CLASPS,
IiHdieR, minifies and
Children,

No more Buckles or Buttons
Worn by every lady who values
health and comfort.
at#-

luuiu luiiu

uiree

_

Also, Dealer in

Music, Books, (fee.,

&c.

MIDDLE

E.

Plain,

Slit

in the

oat

Plaits

yew. Boiler new, Engine and Machinery
first-class order.
Length of Keel,.60 ft.

new

Beam.17
Cylinder..20x20 ft.
Diameter of Propeller. 7x2
Tanks hold 6000 gallons water. Coal bunkers hold
twelve tons. Everything in good order and condiBreadth of

tion. For further
the undersigned.
in Saco Utver.

^

particulars enquire of or address

They can

dfo-g AA worth

$1UU

be seen at w ork any day
JAMES M. ANDREWS,
CHARLES H. RRAGDON,
Biddeford, Maine.
ot

infonnation -f A
**

Stamp and 10 cents to

J

10 cts
_

C. H. BAKG A- DO., Box 1689, Bangor, Me.
endtf
au29

Every llcnlthy Per*on. in order to remain in
that blessed condition must dwell where good drainage
obtains.
IIYDRADI.ID
CEMENT
TDBBM, if used, insure a good drain.
PRINTING of every
JOB
wxweukud at Hm* oiicc.

“Don’t you forget it,”

KOHLING

and Decorated.

description neatly

do it

“jus so veil as

any

who calls himself

tailor,”

a

J<

RECEIVED.

JUST

large lot ot

A

GAS
with all

No. 99 Exchange St.,

STOVJES,

SAVINGS BANK BUILDING.
'

Baking, Broiling and Flat Iron Heating.
are

dtt

myl

the different kinds of Furniture for

These stoves
isfaction

No Such Word Q

all warranted to give perfect sat-

h|
KINSMAN,
Exchange Street;

JOHN
128

—

Ladies’ Belts and Shawl

Straps.

have resumed business for the manufacture of Ladies* Belts, Book and Shawl Straps. Worsted made
up with Russia Goat and Nickel or Gold gilt mountings. Broad’s Patent Wire Stiffening Frame. Also
sole manufacturers of Broad’s Patent Shawl Straps.
Orders by mail or express will receive immediate attention. Fancy leather work of ail kinds.

^
■

jJJ

eodlm

8.

MATHIAS’"
EXCHANGE

ST.

one

best and

PRICES

OF

Worsted Work,

LEARNING.
y

*3.00

\
«j MILLINERY
at

dlw*

HAVE ON HAND or can flirnisli at short notice
all kinds of Lumber for building
purposes, also
Doors, Sash, Blinds, Nails, Cement Pipe tor Chimneys, &c., &c.
Cottages built by contract or by the day at very
short notice. Call on or address
F. A. PLAISTEI), Old Orchard, Me.
my26d&w3w#

I

Business for Sale
in the City of Portland.

Manufacturing

SPLENDID opportunity for a party with small
capital; a ready market and one hundred per
cent, profit. Price *809 cash. For particulars apply

A

UPHAM Si GARDINER,
Real Estate Agents, So. 7 Exchange St.,
PORTLAND.

my28-2w

Dress and Cloak Making.
cut and

SUITS
and made.
my7dtl

basted ior *2.00. Boy’s Suits cu
No. 160 Middle St.
(Up Stairs.

•louse far Mnlrt Has it a good drain? Nol
Well, it ought to have.
Buy CEMENT PIPE nt once.

Ju2

dOt

less

price

U

the

same

H

a

Mthan
quality

can

purchased
j

*

“.2.00

father

Styles

”

®

Notice.
ARTIFICIAL WORK.
Mrs. Hutchings will open a School tor learning Artificial Work, on WEDNESDAY, June 3,1871. at 39
Salem Street, Portland, Me.

0

suit every
with the very U

Latest

The Largest & Finest Assortment.
A KEW AM) SKILLFUL CUTTER.

—

We

No. 162 1-2 Fore

cor. of Market Street,
POBTL1KD, BE.

AS

FAIL.

tf

mVl6

sues

as men

and breth-

Martha Penny

of Springfield, 111.,
$5,000 for breach of
Nathan will please Antle up,

value ot the stakes
a

on

revoir.”
the French

are

opening the degrees—which is the
opening all the classes in University
Colteg.—to women. This action ou the part

off of everything,

be

else-

where.

and order

^

yonr

nt
*

qCOGIAHASSAN’S
W129 Middle; & ^

[N

6

W

St.
Temple
InSdX’
*

■

Colby’s Be *ok Store.
119 Exchan

ne

Street.

Has reopened with the larg« t Stock in the city. We
retail all books at lowest w' holesale prices. Second
hand books bought and sohl.

Albert
my6

The gross value of the poultry products of
the whole country in a single year reaches an

amount greatly in excess of the ordhiary estimates of casual observers. The amount
consumed by farmers and other residents of
rural districts is certainly equal to the amount
sent to the markets of cities for sale, and this
moiety of the whole production is lost sight
of in estimating the gross amount. When
we remember that 20,000 barrels, or about
16,000,000 eggs, are not an unusual weekly
receipt in the markets of the city of New
York alone, and that occasionally a week’s
receipts are considerably over that quantity,
the total value of the egg production of the
United States can be readily supposed to be
of great pecuniary interest to the laraiers. Iu
t.n

this thorp ia tho hnsinosu in

Coll »y’s

nnnl-

cer-

tainly be of equal value, at least, to the production of eggs. And yet nearly all this vast
production is dependent only upon irregular
effort and the spontaneous labors of farmers'
wives and children. It is never looked upon
as a regular branch of the industiy ot the
farm, nor is it brought under studied supervision as a special industry. It may be supposed that that this remark does injustice to
the large number of enterprising breeders of
fancy poultry, whose efforts to raise the character of our feathered stock have so greatly
increased the profits of the business. But
this branch of the business is altogether district from the production ot egg aud flesh for
food, aud it is very rarely that a prize fowl or
its eggs appear upon any tables but those at
the exhibitions. The remarks we have here
to make are not intended tor 'hose persons
who are breeders of poultry for stock purposes, but for the greatly "more numerous
class who might learu many useful lessons
from the care and skill with which their
flocks

are managed.
Notwithstanding the large extent ot our
poultry business, it might very profitably be
trebled or quadrupled. Farmers very rarely
kill poultry for their own use. The constant
pork upon their tables during all seasons of
the year might very well be banished in
great part and poultry be substituted. If
pork is a cheap food, so is poultry. Every
reason for keeping pigs applies w ith greater
force in tavor of poultry.
It the same care
to provide sufficient shelter aud food were
given to fowls that are now given to the hogs,
a largely-increased production
would result.
Poultry flesh can be produced as cheaply as
pork, and for a considerable portion of the

year fowls are most active consumers of predatory insects. If tbeir instincts iu this direction wore given full scope, their services
would be ot great value. But very stangely,
both their value as insect destroyers ami as
producers of food for domestic purposes and
for the markets is ignored. Their habits are
not studied,their necessities are not considered, and their presence upon the lai m is simply tolerated because they are favorites with
the women and children.
A man who will carefully nurse a litter ot
pigs will feel it beneath his diguity to give
any attention to a brooding hen or a nest of
chicks, aud he will wring the neck of a ben
which makes a nest iu his feed-box, without
mercy or scruple; yet if he should count the
real value of the two he may find that the
despbed heu aud chickens will briug him
more money for the same outlay iliac the
pigs. From very careful tests we are satisaim attention

to

a

tew needed details are given to a lot o'poultry they may be brought to market with
double the profit that the same value of pork
maybe; also, it any person will give his sole
attention to producing poultry upon a farm
he may do so with little labor and great profit.
Having succeeded in carrying a flock of 300
breeding hens through two seasons with safety, and having raised and sold ati average of
nine chickens and nearly 100 eggs per hen in
each season by adhering to a few simple rules,
we here repeat them for the benefit of those
of our readers who are weekly inquiring how
These rules apply
to go and do likewise.
equally for a few iowls as for a large number,
and it was simply by experience with a lew
that we learned how to succeed with a larger
number.
Only young fowls should be kept. All over
three years old should go to market at such
No
seasons as prices may be
satisfactory.
weakly or sickly fowls should be kept; all such
should be separated at one and treated until
cured, when they should he sold. All troublesome, nervous, “squawking” fowls should be
promoted to domestic uses. Thus the flock is
kept young, vigorous, healthy, tame and easily handled. The treatment should be gentle,
kind and regular, so' that the fowls are
educated to their owner’s methods, and
they readily fall into the discipline estabThe food should be varied snd
lished.
Over-feediug
given in regular rations.
taken to
and care
should be avoided,
apportion their feed to theiractual wants. A
its
equivquarter of a pint of grain a day or
alent of other tood is about the need of a
to
be
needs
water
fowl. Pure fresh
provided
always ready for use, especially tor young
chicks. The roosts should be airy, well ventilated, not less than eight feet high, with
earthen floors—as, indeed, should be all the
houses—well lighted, and not too warm. The
may be made warmer than the

laying-houses

Don’t Wait! D

H GO AT ONCE
.

package; though, to be sure, it must be shown
they have been used in order to make
the experiment work well.

that

try, both living and dressed, which must

Sons.
tf

roosis,

aim me

sett-iu^-uuuacs

puuuiu

w

^

ened and kept specially lor this business. All
the houses should be swept out daily, the
walls should be whitewashed at least twice a
be kept
year, and the roostin'-poles should
greased with a mixture of lard, sulphur, aud

kerosene oil—one pound of the first, and one
oi nee of each of the latter is the proper pioportiou—and every crack and crevice should
be filled with the mixture brushed in while
These precautions will keep the
melted.
flock free from vermin aud disease ot all
kinds. When treated properly, there is no
stock more healthy than poultry, and the reverse is equally true when they are improperly cared for. A run of grass land should
be provided for ihe flock, and, if possible, the
orchard should be fenced with pickeLs six feet
high, and appropriated solely lor the use of
poultry. Hi re they may be pen*, up when
the grain fields need to be protected, aud here
they will do the most valuable service. We
have found the most convenient location for
the fowl houses to be adjoining tlie orchard
with doors opening into it which may be
opeiiel or closed at pleasure. This arrangement is about what is needed upon the farm,
where there is abundant room. Upon small
village lots, where space is less ample, poultry-keeping becomes more difficult, because
there is always
temptation to enlarge
tue
ot
the flock beyond
the capacity

One hundred fowls to
no one should go
beyond which
ry prohtawho would succeed in making poul the
of ground
greatble. Upon smaller lots
will be required to
est care and watchfulness
Twenty-five to
loss and disease.

ground.

the extent

prevent

as

of the three great British Universilies has
produced an immense sensation, and should it
be confirmed by the Senate, the institution
in question will gain the conditional
bequest
left by Mr. Mill. The majority in the Convocation was respectable—83 against 65. The
opponents of the measure hope to kill it in
me oenaie, nrnieu is reaiiy uie
ueierminmg
body. The Senate was originally composed
by the Crown, and is dow recruited as vacancies arise by the Crown and by the Convocation in turn. Senators bold office ior life. All
graduates who pay a certain fee are members
of the Convocation, which r»ally numbers 1,4S0members; the normal attendance is about
150, and the work is cartied on by a few.
The votes of the Convocation have great
weight with the Senate, and there is much
hope that the influence of Mr. Lowe will be
able to secure the confirmation of a measure
which has brought as much joy to the young
dames of London as that sapphire worth a
thou-and pounds whieh the Singalese are
sending to the Duchess of Edinburgh can ever bring to the favored lady.
A degree from
one of these great universities is no idle compliment; is means distinct and great advantages, pecuniary among others, to those who
obtain it;and in this case the degree of M.
D. is Included, involving a free welcome to
the wards of the University Hospital for pur-

TransatlaDtique

An Indiana lady has just secured a divorce
from her husband ou the ground that she
found a hair-pin in that gentleman’s pocket.
And hair-pins are only twenty-five cents a

ariilitmn

so

iti favor of
same

the government can take the shirt off a man's
back. This is only a delicate way of saying
the rag

treatment,

London, May 16.1874.
Although the Czar is here aud excites a
certain amount of interest in certain circles,
yet the great event of the week is the vote of
the Convocation of the University of Loudon

fair shake.

see why so rnauy of the papers
pitching into Ben Butler for saying tha1

that it can take

the

are

[Correspondence Cincinnati Commercial.]
Londou University and Women.

the other

parting—“ilu

Passenger by

in

contented and kept healthful, are attended to, any person of ordinary
tact may provide without difficulty for all the
contingencies that may arise alter a very
short experience.—JV. Y. Times.

The following is probably British in its origin:
Passenger by the Cunard Line to his friends
at

regularity

Nathan Antle for

lieu mat* 11 moderate cate

at

Purchasers are invited to examine.

LUMBER 1ARD.
a

cus-

^USTD

man

rarll

Aid.

once.

style and the

suit the

can

OLD ORCHARD CAM P-O ROUND

above First Class Tug will be sold at barTHE
Hull is ten years old, top
gain it sold at
this

of

TEA.

ap»dtf

FOR SALE.

Tug

full

—

lu3

Steam

a

THE LOWEST PRICES.

KASTMAN BROS.,
VICKERY A KKIOHTON,
A. R. CORBY &
CO.,
E. A. MARRETT.

in

AND

Band,

Gold

great improvement on the common bosom.
or

CO.,

Toilet Ware.

”

Shirt Bosom

large variety

Excellent Goods!

CHINA,

DINING,
—

&

MERCHANT TAILOR 1

PATE 11T

W.H.KOHLING

tomer.

Steamship EGYPT,

FRENCH

STREET.

REINFORCED
a

JOSE

Have just received per
assortment of

98

SIBEEY’S

is

so

liowest Prices in the New England States.
ju3
dim

Merchandise.
Music sent by mail, and particular attention given
77

and

which he will make up to

«. B. BROAD & CO.,

ESTEY’S REED ORGAN,

hand,

Caban Cigarettes. Mpnninh paper, warranted Havana tobacco. I will make the

K. HA.WES
Agent for the Celebrated

at

are

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

my21

77 MIDDLE STREET

AND

Cigars

NO. 113 FEDERAL STREET,

cause 1

Sheet

OF—

CIGARETTES,

quar-

all Female Diseases are
by wearing garters 1
Fur sale by all dealersin Ladles’ Underwear. Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods, etc. Manufacturod only by ELLIS MANUFACTUHJ.NG CO., Waltham, Mass. Samples Children’s, by mail, 35 cents; Ladles, by mail, 85 cents.
8HEFHEHI) & CO., Helling Agents,
Middle Hi., cor. Chinch, Portlnud, Me.
eodlm
myl6
ter» of

weather

with his

LAMB,

—

AGENT* WANTED EVERYWHERE
JOLLIS’

C.

T.

—MANUFACTURER

PORTLAND, MAINE.

may2Gdlf

April and the snow storms
are
over; May and fine

notice!

C.

THE PEERLESS.

their rights and privileges

fect

that the fowls

Poultry Keeping.

SHAWLS!

SHAWLS,

Block,

OPPOSITE CUTY BUILDING,

ROBERT

perfect cleanliness, a moderate supply if
v ried
lood,
occasionally, fresh water,
occasional
do-es
of
sulphur, pounded
oysler-sliells, aud quietness with per-

In Wisconsin clergymen are not permitted
to kiss the bride any more; and if
they dou’t
start a new church they fail to understand

!

A large variety in desirable Shades at the Lowest
possible prices.

Striped Ottoman Shawls for $1.50.

GENTS.,

Havana & Domestic

Dry Air Refrigerators

They have a cocky-looking bonnet this seajabbed up on one side, like a Tipperary
hat, and the etTect when on a middle-aged
woman, rather stout, b ats laughing gas all
to pieces.—After Dinner.

when it chooses to.

—

230 Congress St, Fluent

THE ADVANCE ON ICE !

juGdtf
man

than

—

Sole Agent for Portland,
mh27d3m
NO. 139 OXFORD STREET.*

ap!3__dtt

generally.
JOHN MIXER &
WON*, N. E. Agents,
«»"'»“■ '«»"»•

cts

Six Large all Linen Towels tor 50c.
“
“
Three “
Striped Towels
for 50 ceuts.
Our Damask Towels at 35 cents
are a Great Bargain.

DINING SALOON

thereby

For sale by

Furnishing

Oyster, Ice Cream
AND

re-

second

We don’t

Large Assortment from 13 1-3
nnd

M ew^aloosT

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
making a great saving of time anti
labor. It will tuck any thickness of
goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth, The lleuiiner attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two anti a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.
hand,

Doe* not Crack

keep

annu-

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,

may27(l&w2w

VotniR

Maine

useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

Valuable Improvement overall Others,

EASTJUAN& EIJTTS,
1 U. S. Hotel Building,

A

Association will boldits
THEal MeetingMedical
at Army and Navy Union Hall, 301J

my19dtf

SOHETIIWG ^E W !

desirable styles of

Crockery

Maine Medical Association.

City Building. Address
M., Press Office.

aplOdtf

Is

Manufactured from SLATE STONE. These Coolwater sweeter, and purer, and are more
economical of ice than
any other in the market.
Por sale
trade
by
and House

ju2dtd

2,1874._

a

Caps,

THE BEST KIND AEE THE

CCDI<I

Ladies’ Regular Make Balbriggan Hose,
Silk Clocked, 50 cents a pair,
a

are
a

son,

Line—“Adieu.”

Also

as

other business

are no

Must be

HATS AND TRIOTJUING GOODS.

ers

Portland. June

*»V

OHAKLES FOBES, Sec.

YOUNG Man of good habits, wishes boar<l in
A Retail Stock of Fancy
A private family where
there
other board-

ers.

ported. The place will be known
Sing Sing one of these days.

side isn’t sufficient to make

SIZE,
HUH

can

Street.

That Treaty of Washington acts like bob
chops on J. B.’s political stomach. And
yet it came from the nigh Joints, you know.

promise.
though the

43c rack.

w auieu*

FLOWERS,
new

a ad

Handkerchiefs,

LARGE

ifr’Pubbc patronage respectfully solicited.

Board.
or a

“

full bne of nice

1-3

Hosiery, Hosiery,

quality

Gentleman and his Wife
TWOhe Gentlemen
accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms

Spring Millinery Goods 1

Buggy,

and one second
Also two setts ol light

apl8dtf

BOARD.

my29eod3m

new

Hemmed

are

tlie ensuing year, and to act on any
that may legally come before them.

THREE

dlw

choice stock of

Handkerchiefs !

30, 35, 30, 33, 37

Notice.

—

MEMORANDUM BOOK, with Papers relating
to the estate of Samuel Chase, last known to
be in the bands of Stephen B. Chase, deceased. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same
at No. G1 Franklin Street.
ju3dlw*

in

Miss

Hemstitched

should be weeded out of the flock on
first symptom of disorder, and either
put
quarantine or killed. One rooster to twenty-hve fowls is sufficient.
the warm
During
weather a plentiful
supply of chopped cabbage or bunches of fresh clover
should be
given, and a shady retreat should be
provided. The houses and nests should be made
of smooth, closely fitting boards, and
every
crevice should be carelulty filled with the
lime wash. Then if youug fowls are kept
one may expect a constant supply of
eggs
during the greater part of the year, and durthe
of
summer a fairsupply
ing
ydling chickens for consumption, and to replace the old
stock which should be renewed each year.
If the grand requisites of roomy apartments,
the

ren.

LADIES’ ALL LINEN

Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
the landing of the Co’s Steamer.
dtf

First Class

.to orders.

We have Just opened

Handkerchiefs !

Wharf at
mar23

dlw*

Lost.

—

-ap‘_03m
CAMPAIGN OP 1874.

have

ju5

HOTEL.

!

7, 8. 10, 12 1-2, 15, 17, 20.

ROSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
WILLIAM
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,baa
ed Lie

IN

u 11 haitwh

Spring Millinery

ocTtf

Congress Street, Portland, commencing on Tuesday,
June 9th, at 10 o’clock. A. M., and continuing three
CHAS. O. HUNT, Secretary.
days.
my!9d3w

ju4dlw

Violins, Guitars, Accordeons, Concertinas, Banjos,
Flutes, Piccolos, Harmonicas, Cornets, Piano Stools.
Extra Violin Strings, wli -lesale and retail.
Music Rolls, Folios, and every
description of Musical

&c.

RKASONABLE PRICES.

two pair of oars and
her will be suitably re-

TENT
COMBINATION
HOSE
PIPE, with which" you can produce either a
solid stream or
sprinkler by a simple turn of the
stopcock. Phase call pnd examine
these Hose Pipes even if you tlo
not wish to purchase, at HALL’S
WATERPROOFING AND RUBBER
WAREHOUSE, MIDDLE

ju3__

and board at 75 Free street.

Removal.

were

R'CHARD J. NEMAN,

at No. 20 Brown

—

Colored Borders, at 25, 30, 33,
37 1-2 and 42 cents each.

REMOVALS.

this city, 4th inst., a package of SPOONS, part
marked M. H. & O. D. The finder will be well
rewarded by leaving them at 115 Oxford Street.

RER

Pattern Hats, Dress

MILITARY HATS & CAPS

In her

Cape Porpoise, Me., Ji.ra 1, 1874.

From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

RUBBER HOSE

hand at his store

rooms

hereby notified that the Annual
Meeting
Company will be held at their Office
on Franklin Wharf on
WEDNESDAY, Jane 17th,
1874, at 3 o’clock, P. M., for the choice of Officers for

Lost from Schooner Little Kate,
Cape Porpoise, while at anchor on Jeffrey,
May 25th, a 13$ foot DORY, painted white with

There's nothing uglifr than the men’s hats
this seasou—except the women's.

or

can

THECompany
of the

LOST AND FOUND.

SATE

T94
drawn b* How, for a
genteel and convenient resifor the same. Enquire ot
EDWIN CHURCHILL,

TTiini;n

STREET.

Middle

ONE

manufacturer of all Brands,

360

SAFE.

TWO STORY HOUSE at
Price $2500, Enquire of

alll the fashionable styles of

myl2dcodlm

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Jn2

TAILOR,

GK A.. SUSSKRAUT

ftiablcs—No.

JOSEPH 0. EUGENE,

NO.

BECKETT,

BELIEVING
Carriages to do
is to be iound east of

JOST,

FRESCO PAINTER,

and

LOOK.

MIDDLE

I

Imported

to the whole.
There is no doubt that the
town would exempt the capital ot the Tannery tor
some years from taxation.
A large portion ot the
purchase could remain on a-mortgage.
For particulars enquire of GEO. R. DAVIS, Real
Estate Broker, or Jonathan Smith, on the premises.
mc21
d3m

one acre

Hack & IAvery Notice
NEW WATER COOLERS,

removal.

I).

!

of ali descriptions in the
very heat styles and at

Is prepared to make all the carious styles of Card
pictures, Rembrnnt, Medallion, Arc., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
im-

Great Bar-

a

Gentlemen and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle
be accommodated with
gentlemen

1

_

for Sale at

and all the

316 CONGRESS STREET,

GEO.

flwv

Deering (Strondwater Village) containing 118
Vats, mostly covered. The buildings are in good
repair. The Tannery is supplied with water by two
aqueducts, the best of water for manufacturing purposes; the location is very good lor purchasing
hides and bark, being located within a few rods ot
the Canal and the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad. The bark is ground by water power. There
are about 20 acres ot laud; the purchaser can have

MARE to ORD1ER nt NHORT NOTICE,

GEO. E. COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

the

Spring Goods

will keep constantly

Practical House & Ship Plumber.

Work First

at

137 MIDDLE STREET.

aplO

tf

Come!

has

MERCHANT

Me.

Charges moderate.

THAT

—

by looking

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

oictr.ei,

line cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with tine shade trees. This is one ot the linest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ol G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

NO. 17 MARKET STREET.

iT-PLEASE

FRESCO PAINTER,

non. 1

fe4<ltf

Stockholders of the Portland Steam Packet

tf

reak.

AT

Hemstitched

Rooms To Let.

Cook at No. 98 Free Street

Anyone finding
applying to

Handkerchiefs,

LADIES’ ALL LINEN

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

apl5

A

dences, and adapted

8. AUSTIN,

Residence 154 Pearl Street.

febl 7d6m

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor,- with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, J acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place

a

•orner

C.

of West-

deoj>, and plans have been
Mock of seven or nine

PRICE

Portland Tea Store,
mch7
2tawtf

dtt

feet

promptly.
Jle.

road, alj story Hoouse of 9
Stable, and one of two acres of
land, or more, if wanted. For particulars enquire of
E. b. ROBINSON, at C. E. Jose & Co.’s, or
J. L. PARROTT, at Store near the premises,

LOT of vacant

horse

apl4

&c.,

the west side
Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
A of High, betweenland,
This lot has front of about 61 feet and is about

FOR FAMILIES AND

mower, built to order.

near
on Ocean House
rooms.
Also small

eod3m

my6

ard’s Patent Boiler.

21$ COMMERCIAL. STREET,

HOUSE

302 & 304 Congress Street. A

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
MANUFACTURERS

For Sale.
107 Cumberland Street. Enquire at the
House from 3 to 5 o’clock P. M., or at 29 Commercial Street during businecs hours of
mli30eodtfJ. B. DONNELL.

ja24*lw

bhreet,___

wanted!

CAPT.

antly located on what is known as the Foreside road, consisting of a story and a half House
with ell, good bam with shed attached, together with
ten acres of good land. Said buildings are in good
conlition a* >to wood work.
The above desirable
property will be sold on easy terms. For particulars
inquire at 21 Merrill, comer of Turner street, Portland.
j. a. WELCH,
my 13
deodlm*

FOR

Engineers,

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

CAPABLE Servant to do general housework in
a family of four, one and one-half miles from
city. Address Box 15o5, Portland, Me.
my6tf

A
the

warded bv

in the Town

T87i

8.

More escapes from New Caledonia

remov-

n amea,

OF

PRICES !

GENTS’ ALL LINEN

Wanted at the Orphan Asylnm.
to do general housePROTESTANT
A work. Apply atWoman,
No. 42 Park St., afternoons.
tf
myl5

pleas-

5. 6,

my22tf

a blue upi»er si
a troll roller.

USUAL

THE

Hemmed

Suitable
then tf

To Let.

COOK at No. 56 High Street, to whom the best
wages will be paid. Satisfactory references

required.

a

For Snle.

\ SMALL place, three miles from Portland,
-rlL

l^rRcmembcr the Old Repository,

The public are invited to call and examine work in
process of construction and judge for themselves.

PORTLAND

for

Free Street.

pleasant

Wanted.

situ-

Physician—formerly occupied by Dr. G. L. Kilgore.
Terms easy. Apply to D. D. CHASE, 175 Middle
Street, Portland.
myl6eodlm

Sale

the

veal

LADIES’ ALL LINEN

or

At 52

at

Let.

BOARD, large pleasant
WITH
for families
single gentlemen.

tenement in House No. 114 Spring Street.
LOWER
inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle

SITUATION as Private Music Teacher in a
family, or to secure a limited number of pupils,
place as assistant. Satis/action given. Address
at once, Miss N. A. CARR, Portland, Maine.
my292w#

HALF

—

unfurnished Rooms for Gentleman and wife,
TWO
without children. At No 4 Locust St. mc28tf

or

IN

SUCCESSOR

80 MIDDLE ST.
my8

country residence for sale,
ated at Windham Hill. A good location
A DESIRABLE

juBdlw

rooms.

A

A

S. KNIoiHT.

S.

Rooms to Let With Board.

To

For Sale.

gain.

—OF—

Counsellor

TWO

Tannery

J. 31, KIMBALL, & CO.,

S. BROWN,

City Hall.

CAPABLE GIRL to do general housework at
Deering, on the line of the horse cars, one mile
from Preble House. Good references required. Apply at No. 8 Brown street.
juldtf

A

301 High St.,

tf

Deering for Sale

In

miles from City Hall; ‘very
pleasantly located. House contains ten rooms,
all in nice ordei; also carriage house and a new stable. Good garden, with about fifty
apple and pear
frees. Price, $2,800. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.
my293w*

anil

—OK—

fehJft

west oi

Slightly Damaged,

12 and 3 P.M.

de*

a

Address Box 639 Post Office.

and one-half

House,

—

Old and w ell known Carriage Manufactory

Commissioner of deeds for the several State*.

EDGAR

Money
Carriages

your
—

PORTLAND, MAIINK.

good
reiair, suitable fbr t wo families, situated on
the southerly corner of Pearl and Lincoln Streets.
Enquire at the House any time after 10 A. M.
mydIJ
tf

For

BY-

—

in

rooms

At

HANDKERCHIEFS!

LET!

To Let.
ENTLEMEN wishing pleasant furnished Rooms
VA
without board cau apply at 91 New High St.,
between

Tenement Wanted.
eight
sirable location,

Street.

Pleasant Rooms Willi Board,
nolOeodtf

dtf

or

Exchange

22

TO

ju2

In

brook.

LAW,

has removed to

For Sale.
PLEASANT two story dwelling House,

my 16

mb3dtf

O’DONNELL.

i»ropertles in

England. Delightfully and conveniently
sitnared, warmed by steam, abundantly supplied
with aqueduct water, forty acres of land, near one
ot the best water powers in Maine. Address,
WAUUE.N JOHNSON,
juGd2w
Augusta, Me.

Elizabeth, 1£ miles from Portland Bridge,
IN Cape the
Baptist Church, Town House, Store,

45 Danforth Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
Pilling., Principal. Send for Circular.
oclOtf

Save

A

Matter’s Celebrated All Linen

To Let
apl4tf

A

For Sale.

Jn2d2w__PRINCIPAL.
St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

HOLYOKE’S WHARF.
COMMERCIAL

OF

Watch and Chronometer Makers’ll
Tools,
mathematical, Optical aud Philosophical Instruments, Nchool
Apparatus. &c.,
56 market Ntrert, Printers Gxfhange,
PORTLAND, MB.
C. F. WOODFORD,
0. P. BABCOCK.
d&w6m

CONCRETE

SALE.

of the most desirable school

cottage

EDUCATIONAL,

Whitening, Coloring, Whitewashing, Cementing, Ac.

FOR

d3w*

ONENew

fifty fowls might be kept upon a quarter of an
less by providing two inclosures with
The fowls
buildings between them.
should be changed fro n one to the other
weekly. While one is vacant it should fie
caiefully cleaned and dug over at least a foot
in depth, to bring'up
fresh, clean soil. The
houses should in this case be cleaned
daily,
and lime-washed at least
Sick
monthly.
owls
acre or

Gossip and Gleanings.

tf

No. DO Commercial Street, Thomas Block
STOKE
Apply to
F. j. ROLLINS,

GIRL to do general housework. Address or call
at A. B. MORRISON’S, 17 Alder Street.

BABimTi,

MANUFACTURERS

Mastic "Worker,

rooms

Johnson Home School for Boys,

A

& Job Printer

tc

on

R. K. GATLEY,

PORTLAND,

MARKS

MODEL MAKERS & JOBBERS,

Clothes Cleansed and Repaired
Short Notice.

No. 21 Union

CHAS. J, SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices

•

GARDINER,
Real Estate Agents, 7 Exchange St.

ju2dlw

Wanted.

TOPSHAM, MAINE.

satisfactorily.

M.

Good

in

jul

for tw.>
Good neighborhood.
Terms moderate.
WM. H. JEliKlS, Beal E tale Agent,

MCIKIMACHfiB.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

Thomas Brown,

Second hand Clothes Bought and Sold.

JERRIS, Real Estate Ag’t,

FOR

MOKMNGr jOE

MONDAY

‘‘JOB LOT”

gress Street.
j°2

Wauled.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
ap22

FEDERAL

and

Book, Card

CemmitMiioiier’s Office,

PORTLAND, NIK.

CONTRACTOR

many yen rs.
WM.

WM.

Streets, Places, Sidewalks, and all kinds
of Paving done Promptly,

64

so

juld3m

EDGE-STONES SET,

a!__

Apply to
mylil.

-A. CARD.
take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm,
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him dura-

bly, tastily

CONTRACTOR,

viviui/9

ON
PAINTER, families.

Box

ju2dlw#

Of six

A Good House for Sale.
Munjoy Hill; contains twelve finished
gas and plenty of water; well arranged

I

PAYBON,

Street

SCHUMACHER^

cen-

Partner, $§00 Capital.

a

the city, well established.
BUSINESS
protits. For particulars enquire of
UPHAM tf

Real Estate for Sale.
WM. B.

Portlaud.

the
Address P. O.

Wanted.

Story

A

TO LET.
Furnished Room at 326 Con-

suitable

rooms

part of the city.

For Sale.
TWO
Ilouse in good repair. Containing
9 finished rooms. Convenient for two families.
Enquire of F. G. PATTERSON 13 Fluent Block,
r at 55 York St.
aprJ4dtf

Next East of City Hall.

WILLIAM

western

Wanted,

oc4dtf

—BY—

respectfully inform the public that I have taken
business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted tome. I sha.l endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor

tf

myll

Block.

I
the

PIPING.

Office at

Secniity,
Portland,
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real
Estate, Office 13
Fluent

aprl<13m

WATER

Paving Materials furnished

Moderate
may 20

5 DEBRING BLOCK.

»p21

PAVER AND

Street,

a

THE PRESS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

__

in

or

Office at Schumacher Brothel's,

East of Temple Hi.,

J. II.

Plcoac.

a

to Loan.

first class Real Estate

ON

DENTIST,

CLARK,

AND

at

Gentleman and Wife
few
BYfor housekeeping.
Must be located in
tral
or

Commission.

D It. C OL EMAN'

has held lor

GAS

work

FRESCO

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Street.
ME.

judge tor yourselves.

_POKTLAND

BU SINESSCARDS.

money

TO LEI.

Wanted.

1862.

Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new
styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion
ne l orcelain, or Mezzotint
card, aud the retouched
sard, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and

Estate

BULLETIN,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
JVo. 152 Middle

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

G. Patterson’s Real

F.

_WANTS.

ESTATE.

REAL

LAHSON,

At 109

mall subscribers
▼anee.

CARDS.

_BUSINESS

I
I

poses of study.
The gentleman who has actively managed
this movement in the university is a Mr.
Hensman, a barrister. He has had a motion
on the paper for some years, but every year
his opponents managed to trick him out of a
fair heariug, generally by putting his motion
so low down that it could not bo reached.
However, his question actually got first on
the paper this year by virtue of “seniority”—
that is, it had been longest on the paper.
There was, it must be owned, a pretty stroug
“whip.” Mr. Hensman, the barrister, aided
by a physician of Gravesend, sent around circulars to all whom they had the slightest
reason to believe had any sympathy with
their movement, and the result was the unusually large attendance in convocation on
Tuesday ot near -.200 members, which ouly
dwindled after two hours’ debate. One of
the most remarkable things about the debate
was its seriousn«ts and earnestness.
The
discussion of questions about women among
students has not unfrequently been the occaOIVMJ

IVI

I*

mu

pvipvnuui

VI

J

vo VO

nuu

iumo(

But in two debates, each lasting two hours,
there were only two speakers who attempted
anything funny, aud each of them somehow
tbund it convenient to be brief. Funny man
No. 1 was a young, fashionable, military-looking fellow, who twilled Ills moustaches while
he spoke about as follows: “Ah—lady I saw
this morning—ah—said I was coming to the
Umvahsity—ah—and the rest—whereon she
said—ah—most cultivated per-on herself1—ah
—‘For my part, a girl with B. A. after her
name is not—ah—half so admiwable as one
with BA BY.’” [A voice—Ha! ha!]
Funny man No. 2 (medical) ran ahou’ this wise:
“What are you to think of the gallantry of a
young man competing for honors against a
girl, who cannot work tour or five days in
Besides, supposing women
every month ?
were allowed to enter my own profes-ion, this
would be the cousequeuce:
‘.Mv dear Mrs.
Dr. Soandso, I expect to be confined iu Noand
vember,
hope you will find it convenient
to attend me.’
‘My dear madam, I am honored by your confidence, ami should have the
greatest pleasure in attending you, were it
not that about the same lime I expect myself
to—’
The rest Is lost in laughter.
But the laughter raised in this cheap way
did not go very tar. The demand of the convocation was really that of the science and
philosophy of London,and even if the Senate
should not respond this year, the end is certain to be reached at no distant period. Miss
Eliza Urine, the young iadv who took the
prize of the University examinations iu political economy, two years ago, has made a
rather clever answer to Dr. Maudsley (who
has rehashed Dr. Clarke for English use.) and
reminds him, aud also the Senate ol the University, that since women are less able than
men to undergo great mental strain they eminently require all the aids which men have
iouuil useful in the work of file, among others “Degrees.”
“It is not,” says Miss Drme,
“a question of whether women are to work
or not to work.
Many women must work.
The question Is, are women to have the assistance of a uni'ersity degree in the work they
are obliged to do.
The Convocation of the
Loudon University has answered with a decided
it
now
reand
affirmative,
mains for
the Senate
its part
to do
in the same liberal spirit.
The experiment cau be tried with safety and under the most favorable conditions. The examinations are too severe to confer the degree on undeserving candidates; anil they
are sufficiently varied to
give all a fair chance
of making use of special tastes aud capabilities! On the whole there is no University
more suited to take the lead.”
It is a notable fart that though the Right
Hon. Robert Lowe (Member for the University) has always so strenuously opposed the
extension of suffrage to the lower classes of
men—and did so only this week,’ opposing
Mr. Trevelyan’s bill to enfranchise the agricultural laborers—he has always advocated
the
opening of the Universities to women,
and it is believed may yet be liir that sex
“t.hft Uominu Man” in

seenrincr thi>

inentary franchise.

M. D. C.

Hercules.—Xo grander form meets us as
wander through the tangled wilderness
of Hellenic legend, says a writer in Blackwood, than that of the stroDg yet suffering,
the subduing yet struggling Hercules, the
persecute J son of Zeus, the vanquisher of
we

Hades. Xo matter how his story originated
—whether in au exaggerated tradition of the
exploits ot some mighty tnan of old, or (according to modern theories) in the misunderstood language in which the young Aryan
described the sun’s twelve labors
race
through the twelve signs of the zodiac, and
the red light, which at his setting makes the
sky to Haze like the flames of a hero’s funerThe tale, however it first arose, has
al pile
been told by Homer briefly, by the later Hellenic poets at length, gathering significance
as it fell on the ear of one toiling and sorrowful generation after another with a spiritual meaning often wanting to the graceful
stories of ancient song.
As men found this
world in vai ious ways too hard for them,
they loved to hear of the great champion who

had wandered through and beyond HeWas,
slaying mousters and vanquishing tyrants—
just as our own oppressed forefathers loved
minstrel's tale of knight-errant and nragonkiller; men in more thoughtful mood, con
scious of alien and discordant elements In

breasts, moaning over “the better
approved, the worse pursued” by themselves,

their own

lent an eager ear to the story of the divli.e
and human in Hercules sundered by the pu-

rifying flies
as

on Mount
t.hev ihAnoki of death

had been

won

nacs

uj

men

trembling

heard with awe and

iu»

«iiu

u

Hercules Turn his grasp.

JOHN
Has

ADAM^

the largest stock ot fine

Carryalls
Express Wagons
Top and No Top Beach Wagons
Pliaelons

And the Concord ptyle Business Wagons in the State
for SALE and Warranted.

■
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1874.

suppression

regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding

fame.

faith.

*

or

j

reserve com-

a

Wednesday, June'44th, 1874,
At 12 o’clock m., for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for the Forty-fourth Congress.
The basis of representation will be as follows:—
Each city and town will be entitled to send one delefor
gate, and one additional for every sixty votes cast
election of 1873,
Sidney Perham at the Gubernatfonal
A
fraction ol thirty-five votes will be entit-

majority

Bridgton.

7

Berwick.5 Brunswick.9
Biddeford.14 Cape Elizabeth. 9
Buxton. 6 Casco. 3
Cornish. 4 Cumberland.3

Deering.7

Falmouth. 4

Freeport.

7

Gorham.8

Gray. 4
Kittery.9 Harpswell.3

Lebanon.5

Harrison. 3
Limerick. 4 Naples
3
Limington.3 New Gloucester.4
4
North
3
Yarmouth.
Lyman.
Newfield.4 Otisfield. 3
North Berwick. 4 Portland.48
Parsonsfield. 4 Pownal. 3
Saco.14 Raymond. 3

Sbapleigh.3 Scarborough.

Current Notes.
Isle Sunrise sees fit to defend
James Watson Webb. Its a bad case to defend ; and besides it isn’t at all necessary, for
The

3

out an

although suspending
dies games. It says:—“It must not be supposed because we stop the Daily Herald that

.’.139

County.164

could not carry it on, as such is not the
fact. We have all the pluck necessary and
can raise the money, but the editor of this
paper does not propose to submit to an
official insult from the city council of Duluth or any other official body.”
The Connecticut and all other Democracy
have been for years denouncing the Republican party because of its centralizing tendencies and its disregard of popular government.
The Connecticut legislature is Democratic,
but has shown its disregard of local self government by forcing upon the city of Norwich
a charter its people have not asked for and
upon the acceptance of which they are not
allowed to vote.
Mr. President Clausen of the Brewers’
Congress must have imbibed some of the
inflating properties of hops or else he would
not have credited or discredited Maine with
we

resent.
The District Committee will be in session at the
Reception Room of Lancaster Hall at 10 o’clock the
morning of the Convention for the reception of credentials.
J. M. MASON, Limerick.
B. N. PERRY. Portland.
G. M. STEVENS, Westbrook.
JOHN WENTWORTH; Kittery.
O, B. DIKE, Sebago.
J, W. BEATTY, Saco, Chairman.

THOMAS HANCOCK, Gray, Secretary.

Congressional Conventions.
First District at Portland, Wednesday, Jane 24.
Second District, at Auburn, Friday June 19th.
Third District, at Augusta, Thursday, June 18th.
Fifth District, at Ellsworth, Thursday, June ‘25th.
The President and the Finances.
The views of the President upon the financial question as given in the telegraphic despatches of Saturday will receive the emphatic endorsement of every one who desires a
stable eurrency and recognizes the fact that
real national prosperity can only be attained
by returning to a hard money basis. The
mere politician, laboring under the mistaken
coajrietion that the people desire an expansion of our paper currency, may shamelessly

having eight breweries.
Commenting on the action of Congress In
regard to the centennial, the Nation says
that “if this policy be rigidly and energetically pursued, we have no doubt the country
will back them up handsomely yet with contributions; but all signs of hankering after
the Treasury must be suppressed.”
The Boston Transcript thinks that temperance people should exercise charity toward the Brewers’ Congress which made
such a savage assault upon temperance people, because they, the brewers, have their
money invested in the business and really
think that they are doing a work for temperance. The last claim is funny.
One of our Maine exchanges “slings” English which is decidedly original, for instance:

upon party and national pledget.
the President. With him party pledges
have a meaning, and the national honor
of which he appreciates the cost, he is zealHis last nonously intent on maintaining.
official message will inspire confidence. Now
the country knows that whatever action Congo back
so

be no

expansion of
the currency, no further depreciation of its
value, no step taken toward repudiation, at
least until after March 4th, 1877.
Further,
can

from what we know of the man, he will use
the influence of his responsible position during that time to bring the country to a re-

sumption

of

specie payments

currency which is the

and to that

circulating

medium of

civilization.

The plans of the President lor the resumption of specie payments and for placing our
finances on a sound basis, will command the
attention of the country, not simply because
they are those of its Chief Magistrate, but
because the details of his system exhibit a
statesmanlike insight

and

into

the

subjectljf

fi-

knowledge of political economy
which completely establish his intellectual
ability to discuss this question with the wisest
nance

a

in the land.
It is said that the leading inflationists are
in high dudgeon because Gen. Grant has,in a
straight-forward manner in which he has, announced his convictions on this most
important subject to the country.
Political triflers and make-shifts, they care nothing for
past pledges and past professions.
They sufficed for the time to ride into power.
Now
they are certain that opposite declarations
will tide them over another election or else
seeing their chances lessening in present political organizations, they are intent on forming a new party. These gentlemen mistake
the popular sentiment.
They are on the
wrong track. The home organs of senators
and representatives, because they are their
organs, sustain certain of them in their views
and thus mislead them.
This is the error of
organ grinding. Had these journals sought
the sentiment of the best men in the community they never would have advocated inflation, and the country would not be called
to witness the humiliating spectacle of men
who might have been statesmen, acting the
part of unprincipled time-servers.
A Washington despatch says that the
Democratic leaders at Washinglon have coneluded to make
inflation one of the party
With
principles in the pending elections.
any other association or organization we
should say that such a policy would be impossible,since it would indicate a degree of political idiocy quite beyond comprehension,but
the average human has

long

since

given

over

Democratic leadership as outside of all possible conjecture. Long since political weather clerks refrained in disgust from
basing
Democratic probabilities upon past facts or
It will, however, be
present indications.
very strange if that party forgets its failure
on a repudiation platform in 1868,
A

mass

convention ot the voters of Dewitt

county, Illinois, has been called for the purpose of taking measures to cut down the exorbitant salaries paid to teachers in the public schools.
The movement is a praiseworthy one, and should at once be started in
this section of the country. We have too
long groaned under the excessive burdens imposed upon the people to pay the extravagant salaries of our teachers, women teachers
especially,—the men of course earn all they
get. There are towns in this state in which
womsn are paid two dollars a week—and
board, for teaching; teaching too under circumstances which make it a positive pleasure, with the rosy faces of innocent children
clustered about them, and the
balmy air of
June making its
way into every comer of the
school-room through crevices in the walls
permitted to remain there
by thoughtful
agents and committee men.
We appeal to
the sterling
commonseose of the people and
ask if this
extravagance doesn’t tend to keep
at a shamefully low
figure the
salaries of the hog reeve and
the pound keep-

hard.earne^

Thb city of Montevideo, the
capital of
Uruguay, exhibits an Increase in population
and wealth suggestive of North
American
towns. Ten years ago it had 40,000 inhabitants.
To-day it has 150,000. in 1&70 ;t
Last year it exported
exported $50,000.
$150,000. In 1871 sixty-eight steamers did
its business.
To day two hundred are required. Its banking capital is $6,500,000 and
it supports five
All this makes
daily papers.
an excellent show for
the enterprise and industry of the almost universally underrated

Spanish American

race.

T*e Millers’National
Association, representing 30,000 flouring mills and
300,000 men,

imn«7r3910natSt'L0Uis-

l lCrtreriQg

°ne ofthe fiues13 that °f insurance.

It ,. cla med that the
rates imposed
upon
flour m. to are in excessive
disproportion to
the risk incurred by the
underwriters and the
benefits derived by the policyholders.
The

“organ.”

The Duluth Herald

Total.303
Delegates are authorized to fill vacancies only with
actual residents of the city or town they claim to rep-

take, there

Presque

J. W. W. is rather Johnsonized,and isn’t any
kind of a Republican. Don’t recklessly wear

Sebago...2
Standish. 5
Westbrook. 6
Windham. 6
York.6 Yarmouth.5

gress may

_

firwl

Santoro..5
South Berwick. 5
Waterborough. 5
Wells. 6

No

Cheney.

It is said that Chief Justice Chase, who
administered five presidential oaths, gave the
Bible used on such occasions to the wife of
the President, marking the passage therein
pressed by the lips ot the official. We are
told that Andrew Johnson kissed the twentyfirst verse of the eleventh chapter of Ezekiel,
aud Gen. G.aut in 1809 theoue hundred and
twenty-first Psalm. Curiosity hath its uses,
as the reader who consults his Bible, may

Baldwin. 3

County.

a

has been arrested in Lewiston for
illicit business in shoes. Several cases
of stolen boots were traced to his possession.
Ho says he foudd them.
John

doing

Riley

an

CUHBBBLAHD COUNTY.
The Bridgton News says excitement exists
in “New Limiugton” neighborhood oyer the
mysterious disappearance of one of its wellknown citizens, Mr. Bailey Emery. Last Monhe told his
day taking a razor in his hand,
wife he was going to kill himself, and then
trace
of his
no
which
time
went away, since
whereabouts have been discovered, although
every effort has been made to that end.
Deposits iu tho Bridgtou Savings Bank
amount to $131,753.82 with 889 depositors. Tho
deposits have increased about $10,000 during
the past year.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

of.taxation this year will be
Augusta’s
$1.05 on tho $100. Last year it was $2.00. The
valuation shows a slight increase.
Mr. Charles Keizer of Winthrop, caught two
dogs among his sheep and killed them both.
liev. Charles D' Crane will be ordained pastor of the Congregational church in Clinton,
June lltli, at 2 o’clock.
Rev. J. H. Eeob of
Augusta, preaches tho sermon.
rate

*

KNOX COUNTY.

E. L. Truman, Speaker of the Rhode Island
House of Representatives, is a native of Cam-

den.

South Hope on ThursFrank St. Clair, a
man
23
years old, belonging in South
young
The affair originated over a woman.
Hope.
The name of the assaulting party is not known
It was thought that St. Clair could not survive.
The

man

day night

assaulted

at

at

dance,

a

was

LINCOLN COUNTY.

soon as chosen to the Chairman of the District Comxuittee. The apportionment oi ueiegates to me several
cities and towns in the District is as follows:

Whole number from York
Whole number from Cumberland

Graves and

gret its disappearance because of the pretext
it will afford to the book makers to get out a
revised geography for the use of schools.

led to an additional delegate.
The chairmen of the several cities and towns are
requested to forward the names of their delegates as

2
Eliot. 5
Hollis.•. 5
Kennebunk. 6
Kennebunkport. 5

week

British vessel Challenger has been cruising
about in the South seas beyoud the Antarctic
circle bunting for Wilkes’ laud, and finding
only pack ice. We never thought it was
much of a continent auyhow, and only re-

Portland,

Dayton.

cheapening the market, and

This is

now

The Republicans of the several cities aud towns in
the First District of Maine are invited to send delegates to a District Convention to be held in Lancas-

Acton. 3
Alfred. 3

wide-spread conspir-

a

the Antarctic continent has vanished into the thinnest of air, leaving not
Lieut. Hyues of the
even an island behind.

Republican District Convention.

ter Hall,

evidently

supply will soon exceed the demand. One
is'really as much as the biographer,
the poet aud the,writer of juveniles can get
away with, and the man who will get up a
a
corner in heroes will
prove himself public
benefactor. Thomas Conroyand Jack Evans
are the latest additions to the list headed by
a

but
guaranty good
We cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.
of

grain gamble.

the

cations.
as a

of the

acy to break it down. Within the last three
weeks four heroes have been boosted into

party to such frauds.

Wo do not read anonymous letters and communiTbo name and address of the writer are in
all eases indispensable, not neeesaarily for publication

its

Somebody is “bearing,, the hero market,
and there is

credentials of every person claiming to represent our
Journal, as wo have Information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even pasa

incorporating

own insurance company, and another object
which it has set itself to accomplish, wh ch
strongly smacks of the impracticable, is the

Every

sively,

contemplates

association

THE PRESS.

luesemeuc

oeauiy

the hiatus that
1

ei

separates

oriuges
nuisn;him from fortune.”

The Rutland Herald earnestly

protests
against the policy that discourages and destroys tbe am hit ion of young men on account
of their lack of gray hair, and says that policy
has sent the best of Vermont’s young men to
other states. This may be true of Vermont,
but the young men of Maine surely have no
reason to complain that their claims are
overlooked, or that they are debarred on account of youth from places of honor and

profit.
Very many papers are attributing the responsibility of the terrible Dwyer tragedy iu
New York Tuesday to the trades unions, alleging that the murder was the direct result
of the destitution caused by the coopers’
strike.
The

Rutland

Herald

made by Robbins on
“a singular freak.”

calls the assault
the crew of the Annie B
Freak is a good word.

Business Changes.—The following are the
business changes iu this state for the past
week:
Portland.—B. Barnes, Jr., insurance; D. H.
Barnes admitted; now Barnes Brothers.
J. E. Jenks, sold out to Barnes Brothers.
J. S. Fitz, gro., now Fitz & Lord.
Holyoke, Benson & Co., lumber, dis.
Auburn.—Maddox & Stackpole, grocers, dis.
Bridgton.—Caswell & Murch, jewellers, dis.;
John H. Caswell continues.
Gibbs, Fowler & Wales, hard ware, dis.; now
Fowler & Wales.
Gardiner.—Robert Williamson, clothing, deceased.
Industry.—N. N. Oliver, mfr. salt boxes, sold
out to D. M. Norton.
Lewiston.—Patterson & Ed wards,contractors,
dis.
Machias.—Perry & Inglee, dry goods, admit
CharlesE. Inglee: now Perry, Ingleo & Co.
Norway.—S. F. Favor, dry goods, sold out to
E. H. Brown.
Rockland.—Calvin Hall, gro., deceased.
Saco.—W. 8. Noyes & Co., York County Independent, dis.
Skowhegan.—G. H. Lord, gro., sold out.
W. T. Symonds, drugs, sold out to Horatio

Cushing.

Vanceboro.—G. D.
to M. L. Ross.

Robinson, hotol,

sold out

Another Line to Boston —The Rochester
Courier says that an attempt will be made dur-

ing the present session of the New Hampshire
Legislature to secure a charter for a railroad
from the town of Windham, on the line of the
Rochester and Nashua Railroad to Lowell,
Mass., with the title of the Lowell and Windham Railroad.
By constructing this new road
but thirteen miles long, a new line through
from this city to Boston can bo secured, varying but a mile or two in length from the Boston
and Maine. The citizens of Lowell are deeply
interested in the enterprise, and have appointuu

a

wiuumbcc,

m

tue

uuu

nearly all of the city government, and a number of influential gentlemen, to urge the granting of a charter. The towns through which it
would pass, Draeut, Pelham and Windham,are
alike enthusiastic in the movement. Of course
the project will be fought in the Legislature,
and as the Boston and Maine is strong in that
State, it is something a matter of doubt if the
scheme succeeds.
State Pbison.—The Governor and Council
inspected the State Prison last week. There
are 142 convicts at present in the prison; more
than half of them confined for larceny and
robbery, 14 for murder, and 10 for life for rape,
arson and
burglary. One of the convicts,
Nathan Kichards, is serving his seventh sentence; two of them their fourth sentence; fourteen their second sentence and 125 their first
sentence. Contrary to general belief, only one
in ten of the persons sentenced to State Prison
ever commit another crime for which they are
sentenced the second time. About eight out of
ten convicts committed their crimes directly or
indirectly under the influence of intoxicating
liquors. A very large proportion of the convicts cannot read or write.
Only five per cent,
of them had any trade when thoy committed
the crimes for which they were sentenced. Of
142 convicts in the State Prison, only three are
women.

_

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The new hall of Folsom Post, G. A. B., in
was dedicated last Thursday.
A grand stallion race to come off on Lewiston
driving park on Fourth of July, has been arranged. Phil Sheridan, King William and W.
1 a'ue’s
stallion, J. T. Bussell have been entered.

Auburn,

Lewiston and Auburn Bailroad will be iu
complete running order this week. It is
thought the running time on the Grand Trunk

between Lewiston and Portland will be less
than an hour and a half,
in September it is
ordered that the gauge on the Grand Trunk
shall be narrowed, when Boston and Maino
trains will probably run to Lewiston.
Bates sophomores discussed the question
“Should the United States require any educational qualification for the right of suffrage?”
Thursday. Messrs. Smith and Libby took the
affirmative and Messrs. Everett,Houghton and
Stacy in the negative. Mr. C. S. Libby received the prize.

While Mrs. Eugene Wailo of Waldoboro, was
returning from Boston Wednesday, her child
was taken with a fit near Newcastle, and died

in her arms about the time she reached the MeThe child was nine months
domak House.
old.
Two Wiscasset dogs are accused of having
killed nineteen sheep in the suburbs, one day
last week. The dogs met a violent death seoa
after.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

A little boy about five years old, son of Mr.
Win. Mundy of Vaueeboro, was drowned in the
lake just above the corporation dam at the outlet, last Thursday. The body was recovered.
Willie Clark about seven years ef age, fell
through a hole in Gates wharf at Calais, Wednesday and was drowned.
A few days since a man fell from a bridge at
tho upper dam in Vaueeboro, but was rescued
just before reaching the sluieeway where death
would have been certain.
YOBK COUNTY.

There is to be a reunion of the students ef the
West Lebauon Academy on the 2d of July
next. The exer.ises consist of an oration by
E. Gay of Auburn, a poem and an historical
essay.
Biddeford’s committee propeee fireworks and
fautastics for Fourth of July. There is a prospect of raising $500 or $600 by subscription.

iCHDAI

SERVICES.

NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.

following is a sermon from Nemb. XIV.,
preached by the Bev. Mr. Hayden Sunday week,
but crowded out by the reports of Memorial
Day:
Unbelief is treated in the Scriptures as a sin,
and the severest penalties of transgression are
denounced against those who persistently conThe

tinue in it.
This is wondered at by many, for it is main*
tained that the mind is so constituted that it

ing, sustaining, guiding mil things. To such s
redeemed and sanctified believer in Christ, each
fellow man was a brother child of God whose
interests and happiness are equally to be cared
for with his own; and each dumb aDimal, a
creature of the same God, so that its happiness
was to be consulted as far as consistent with
the best interests of men.

so present His Truth to mankind in such
way as to dispel uncertainty and remove
doubt?
The fallacy lying at the bottom of this
thought is that belief is not an act of the understanding alone; the understanding being
largely influenced in all its operations by the
affections of the will.
We fail to acquire many branches of natural

idg he delivered
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In the morn-

very able sermon upon “Hu-

promote

sufficient and
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City.New York.. Havana... .June
Marathon.Boston.....Liverpool... .June

8
9
Pent. New Tor*. .Bermuda. ...June 10
City of Merida— New York Havaua.June 11
Canima.New York.. Bermuda... .June 11
Frisia.... .New York.. Hamburg... .June 11
Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Jane 13
Algeria.New York Liverpool ...June 13
Celtic. New York .Liverpool... .June 13
City of Brussels .New York Liverpool... June 13
Columbus.New York ..Havana.June 16
Olympus.Boston.... Liverpool_Juns 16
City of Havana.New York. Havana.June 18
Andes. ..Mew York. .Jamaica.. ..June 19
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool... June 20
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall. .June 20

Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool... .June27

MARINE

steady

Rolling

Pennell, Ratnn, Philadelphia.
Seh
Torrey, Ssule, So Amboy—slay to Portland Stoneware Cs.
Sell Kate Miller, Miller, Gesrgstewn—caal t# Gas

The State Temperance Convention
the

Company.
Adaline

City Hall, Gardiner, Jane 11, at 2 o’cik.

•sk

The exerciser THURSDAY EVENING are la
Johnson Hall. All friend, of the canse are earnestly desired to attend and participate. Got. Dintley
preside, and able speakers are to be present, free
return titkela are expected.

EDWARD P.

Steamer

Porteous.

ARRIVED.

nBMORASBi.

Ship Martha Bewker, (of Bronawlck) Allan,

at Naw
Tork from Antwarp, marts, Iron the lttk ta tha
15th of May, In loa 40 W, lat 47 N, encountered n
eucceaaion of heavy westerly galas, and shipped large
qnantitiee water; a heavy sea (track tha bow aad
knocked off head aad cutwatsr, started bowenrit,
aad did other light damage.

SAX FRANCISCO—Ar 4tb, ahip Midnight, Ken-

drick, Hong Kong.

GALTBSTON-Ar 3»th, eeh Carrie Belle, Beavey,

Bootkbay.

4th, sck Saa Joan, Xoble, New Terk.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar op JOtb, ship Baden, Dyer.
Havre.
MOBILE—Cld Mth, eah Henry Norwell, Bargees.
Boston.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar Mth, O M Bird, BlankenAr

ON AND AFTER THIS DATE all ef
Imparted Herua Ci|tn will be toll by
(1,00 worth at the seme price aeperglOuO. I
offer to-day a fine Imparled Havana Cigar—The
Oeldea Rail—a regalia britanica, at
my
the

ship, Now Smyrna.

30tb, brig Gambia, Gilley, New Tork; eche A R
Lewie, Lewie, Boeton; Webster Bernard, Smith, do;
J E Ridgwood, New Tork.
Cld let, eehe Liexie Lane, West. Stockton; Harry
White. Hopkine, Mew Tork.
SATANNAH-Cid 4U. ash 0 F Gerri.h, Armstrong, Boeton.
Ar 3th, ach Hattie B Sampaen, from Gardiner.
Sid 5th, brig Jalia B Haskell, from Boeton.
CHARLESTON—Sid let, eche Willi* Lnee, Spear,
Baltimore; L A Edwards, Miller, New Tork.
Cld Id, eeh Traveller, Hodge*, Jacksonville, to load
for Newark.
■ALTIMORB—Ar 4th, brig Petomac, Damarara;
Cld

8100.00 per lOOO.
•'
too.
10.00
3.00
“(box) 30.
lO Ceau Each.
Also a fresh lot of the well known brand Eelleiane at f8.00 per 100.
The business reputation of thlehonee la a inlDclent
guarantee that ne demealic cigar* will he palmed
off as imparled.

WM. ALLEK, JR.,

NO. 11 IXCHANSI ITRRBT,
entf
Jul

eche Lilli* D

BENOTAIi,
SPRINGER

hu removal her Studio to

BLOCK,

receive pupils in Object-drawing and
usual.
sntf

Where she will

Painting,

at

mar23

GREAT REDUCTION IN RATES
To New York, I’hiadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington, Cincinnati, Chicago, St.
Louis, San Francisco and all points West.

duskia, Means,
Cld 5th, sehs Agnes, Hodgdon, Waldoboro; RM
Smith. Grace, Newburyport.
At Delaware Breakwater 5tb, ships Alexander, ha
Liverpool for New York; Anna Camp, from Barcelona, for orders.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, ship Martha Bowker, Allen,
Antwerp: brig Manson, Smith, Cardenas 11 days;
schs E V Glover, Ingersoll, Georgetown, SC* Z A
Paine, Jones, Windsor, NS; C E Morrison, 8mith,
Port Caledonia; Nellie Carr, French. Bangor; Hattie M Mayo, Chadwick, Calais; Pusbaw, Hart, Elkworth ; Z A Paine. Jones, Addison; Caroline Grant,
Seott, Bangor; Willie Harris, Harris, Irom Addison; Grace Webster, Gales, Portland; Teaser, Hadlock, and E E Stimpsod, Randall, do; Cauary, Hart,
Bath; Hattie M Howes, Snow. Buckeport; Elizabeth

turn.
Tickets Arena

ROLLINS,

&

9‘J

Ju6
A

LOWING,

Exchange St., Portland.

LARGE

VARIETY

DRY

euginn. crewei. xucmnona, are; Caspian, vieicner,
New Bedford; Xylon, Mitehell, Harrington; Mary
Sands,
Percy, Glen Cove.
v
Also ar 4ih, schs A B Perry. Look, Addison; Oro-

ADAMS,
d2msn

zimbo, Banker; Amirald, Bickford; Juliet, Sawyer,
Calais: Willie Harris, Tenney, Columbia Falls; Hattie M Howes. Howes, Buckspert; Waterloo, Weeks,
Bangor; Pusbaw, Hart, Rock port; Gem, Thomas,
Rockland; Mansfield, Achorn, Newport.
Ar 5tb, barque Ironsides. Potter, Leghorn 65 days;
brigs Belle of the Bay, Williams, Hamburg; Faustina. Blanchard, Sagua 12 days; Harry, Brown, Calbarieu 12 days; S E Kennedy, Ray, Sagua; schs Albert Clarence, Hawes, Eleulhera; J C Crafts, Kennedy, Windsor, NS; Jachin, Belfast; Allegro, Miller, Machias.
Cld 6th, ship Charger, Knowles, lor San Franeisco;
•cli Gertrude Plummer. Plummer, St Vincent.
Passed through Hell Gate 5th, barque Ormus. from
New York for Cork: schs S B Hume, do for St John;
Mary E Staples, do tor do; Jennie Rogers, Barnegat;
Chalcedony, New York for Machias; Rowena, do for
Calais; B L Condon, Port Johnson fer Boston; LM
Strout, do fer Salem; Alnomak, New York fer Noak;

OP

GOODS

marked at prices to close them out.
153 Middle Street, Vickery A Leighton.
d&wsn2w
ju2

FISHING TACKLE
FOR TROUT AND PICKEREL.
Wholesale and Betail.
Cr.

I..

BAILGT,

48 Exchange Street,

Agent for Du Routs Powder Mills

Campbell,
*

my29sueod2w

PROVIDENCE-Sld 5tb, sehs Annie P Chase,

Calais.

HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
Cor. Oak and Congress St-,
(Over the Book Store.);
Ju6

PORTLAND,

PAWTUCKET—Ar 5th, sch Sedona, Walls, Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 4th, sehs A C Paige,
for Bosten; Louisa Bliss, Strong
Alexandria tor de; Charley & Willie, Philadelphia
for Portsmouth; Hattie Ellen,de for Calais; Carrie B
Woodbury, do for Banger; Outers, Sprague, aid
Sami Gilman, do for Portland; Nellie J Dinemore,
Parker, Georgetown fer do; liuskeo, McCliutock,
Buddington N*J for do; £f Treat, Port Johnson fer
do; Hattie,McAUep, Pass Christian 23 days fer Dan-

Haley, Philadelphia

enlw*

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion
A safe and sure remedy lor removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and Iresh and imparting to it
a MARBLE PURITY.

the

necessity

for

love and

faith.
In the)evening he preached by request of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, taking for his text, Prov. xn, 10. “A

righteous man regardeth the desires of hi*
beast, but the tender mercies of the wicked
are cruel.” Cruelty was a mark of alienation
from God, and also a mark of brutality and
barbarism. He who feared God would remember that the Creator made the animals also to
enjoy their share of happiness, and would show
kindness to whatever God had made. Bnt the

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK A
and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
door above Brown, Portland, Me.
au26entl

CO., Apothecaries

M1LL1NEKYI

aggerated in their imaginations the sufferings
of animals. It was a fact well established by
naturalists that no animal suffers so much pain
as man.

Yet they were capable of pain, and of pleasure, even of mental pain and pleasure; and
while the sensitive heart might find comfort in
the fact that their sufferings were less tlian
would be in their circumstances, the
ours
cruel could find no justification in

inflicting

unnecessary pain. The test of the wise Hebrew was a real test, cruelty to animals betrayed a hardened heart, and ungrateful for-

of the Creator’s morcy; it betrayed
this alienation from God; and it produced
it.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

getfulness

Auimals, he considered a society for the prevention of injury to men. The law of the equality
of action and re-action held for spiritual things
as well as for mechanics.
But although the
blow at collision might be equal to each body,
the effect on each might be very different.
The steamer suffered more tban the
icebergs.
Socrates said that be who injures another, injures himself more. This is certainly trne,
when we injured an inferior, or a brute. He
would not speak of the confessed injury to
public health arising from cruelty and inattention to the needs of milch cows, and of beef
cattle, swine and sheep; although the benefit
to public health dons from the action of such
societies as this, more than conpensated for ail
the expense of maintaining them.
But ho
would press on liis hearers’ attention the injury
done to human character by cruelty; the alienation from God, tie smothering of humane
affections, the destruction of happiness and
usefulness produced by the brutalizing effects
of cruelty to animals.
Of course, Dr. Hill said, ho would have all
efforts to prevent cruelty to animal*, judicious
and sensible; but he trusted that the societies
would never be betrayed into any such zeal for
the rights of animals as should’ lead them to
forget tlie rights of men. Any petty and spying interference between a man and his beast,
any cognizance of actions which are not manifestly and incoutrovertibly cruel, would be likely to do harm to both man and beast, leading
the owner to resent what lie deemed officious
intermeddling, and vent his resentment on his
animal. The preacher also thought that something ought to be done to prevent the wanton
destruction of innocent and even useful animals
under the name of sport. The righteous, Godfearing man could not destroy the life of any
aniinai without first considering the question
whether ho had God’s permission; whether
there was a sound and sufficient reason for its
destruction. If a man really believed in God,
that became the ruling idea of his life, regulating his intercourse even with the brutes. The
love of God, the Hebrew fear of God, controlled every thought and feeling and action of
life.
This' was the atonement wrought by
the Lord Jesus Christ; Ha slays the enmity of
the heart,
pours into our souls the love of God,
fills us with joy in recognizing his hand, craat-

STYLES.

MISS II. F. MARSH
Hu JUST RECIIVBD a large assortment of the
most desirable Summer Styles of
HATS AND BONNETS,
CHOICE FRENCH FLOWERS,
BEARED LACES, RIBBONS,
TORCOIS RICKS, NECK

F4EEIGN POETS.

TIES, RCCHINOS, ETC.,

399 CONGRESS STREET,
sntf

REMOVAL.
EVANS

A

MOONEY,

DBALEBS IX

COAL

AND

WOOD.

HAVB REMOVED TO

RICHARDSON'S WHARF,
Office 189 Commercial, cor. of Center St.

SPOKEN.

where we shall be pleased to see ell onr old ea.toners and the public generally.
We are prepared to take orders for Coal fbr present
or Winter use, at the Lowest Market Ratos.

May 22, lat 36 48 N, Ion 48 26 W, ship Belle Morse,
from Macabi tor Europe.
Hay 24, lat 42, Ion 57 20, barque Oasis, from St John
for Pekarth.

Standard Coala af all kinds, Hard and
Soft Wood, Edging,, Efo„
ALWAYS

ON

my25snin

COUNTY RONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
RRAL ESTATE XOETOAOII.

fvmtatiAn Af tha T.nnoa

the Chest. Asthmatic and Catarrhal Symptoms and
Colds and Chills.

All careftilly (elected In the west, paying 19 to 11
per cent intereet. Very nft u well u profitable.

CHARLES III. HAWKE9,

of
IMMEDIATELY
single
dose

ive compound,

STREET.
J°nl3entf
90

MIDDLE

S3.

or

Above all things. Keep by you against the time of
need this great preventive of disease. It is so pleasantly flavored as to bo eagerly taken, and has completely routed, wherever known, the old-fashioned
remedies, such as Com position, Hot Drops, Thoroughwort Tea, and like disagreeable mixtures. Not less
valuable is this remedy m

WM. ALLEN, JR,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE STREET.
sndtt
my26

DYSPEPSIA,

M ARRI ED

Flatulency, Rising of Food, Oppression after Eating,
Pains in the Stomach and Bow els,Chronic Diarrhoea,

DIED.
In this city, .Tune 6. Mr. George Warren, aged 81
years 8 months 21 days.
(Funeral services this (Monday) afternoon at 2*
o’clock, at his late residence, 72 State St. Friends are
eordially invited to attend. Burial at convenience of
the family.]
In Dcering, June 7th. at the residence of her broth•r-in-law, M. G. Dow, Eunice, daughter of the lato
Enoch Lowell, aged 71 years.
(Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend. Burial

It is not a preparation of doubtful
one whose composition and characIts great success where
ter is known to
other preparations have failed is owing to the superior mode of preparation adopted by the proprietors.
Thousands upon thousands regard it as one of the
greatest, if not (he greatest, medical compounds of
tliis century, simply I ecause it lias saved them from
distressing sicknesses and averted serious diseases.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

family medicine.
ingredients, but

:

physicians.

WEEKS At POTTER, BOSTON.
General Agents.
XV. F. PHILLIPS Ac CO.,
J. W. PERKINS Ac CO.,

|

Wholesale
ma24

12 NEW

Agents.
juSdlw

8TAR8

&

GENERAL

InsuranceAgents

!

Admission, Gallsry 25 sts., Parqnetta SI at*., Orchestra Chairs 60 eta., Boxes $4.00 Grand Matinaa
every Saturday Afternoon at 2 o'clock. Matinaa
prices, Gallery 15 eta., Parquette and Oreheatra
Chairs 25 cts.
Bax Office open from 10 to 12 and lto4.
Jultf
THE GREAT AND ONLY

28

L. B. LENT,

PORTLAND, ME.

AT

FLUENT'S

—

PORTLAND,fl

MAINE

Holiday,

RAILROAD.

BRANCH OFFICE,

DIRECTOR.
—

Exchange Street,

First door north Merchants Exchange,

New York Circus.

Ju6d6t

June

BLOCK,

Cor. Congress & Exchange Sts.,'

8th.
OPPOSITE CITY HALL.

Summer Arrangement, June 1,1874.
CARD.

pnaiHBHD Pauramr Train, leave Part-

The undersigned would reeDeetfullj anmonnce that
he has associated with him in the Cearral In■urasce
Business, under the firm name of
BARNES BROS., Hr. B. H Barara, of
Winehendon, Mass., formerly of Bouton, well known
aa a careful, conservative and experienced under
writer, who is commended to the eoofidenee aud
favor ot the public.
B. BARNES, JB.
Portland, Me., June 1, 1874.

SB* land f>rB«Ma at #.15, 9.10 A.M.

and 3.15 P. M.

Leave Partlaad Per Black Paint, Bine
Paint, Bid Orchard, llaen, Biddeferd,
Keanehaak, Welle, Nertk Berwick, Sal.
Valla. Great Falla aad Barer at 0.19,
0.10 A. M., 3.15 and 9.00 P. M.
Leave Partlaad far
Parlaaaaatk (via
Portsmouth & Dover Railroad from Dover) at 0.19
A Lm*I Trnla will laarr Portland far
Biddelard at 10.23 A. M., and returning will leara
Biddefard at 11.20 A. M., itopplag at all war »tationa.
Aeara Baaton far Portland at 8.19 A. V.,
12.00 M. and 6 00 P. M.
All Boaton Train* mak* Sontharn, We*torn and
Northern eonncetloue.
0. H.
June

Performance Afternoon

1,

la

only First-Class

The

STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

1-2

be distinctly understood that this estab-

It should
llahmant

at 2

Cirens

in America, established in a large city, conducted in
metroi>olitan style, and which has acquired a metro”
politan reputation. With the New York Cireua will
be found the names of

1874.] a8tf

Lumber Wharf to Lease.

MESSRS. BARNES BROS.

at 8.

Evening

JAS. T. FURBER,
General Superintendent,

wall knows
William II. Morgan,
Hastings* Wharf la
THEEastWharf
Cambridge, Mass., whore the lumber busi-

announce that they have purchased the
business oi Hr. «S. V£. JKINM.A, the enterprising
Insurance Agent of this city. By the coosolidatieu

respectfully

of these two

Agencies is presented

second to

Agency

list of Companies
character and
standing, with facilities for placing Insurance unsurpassed in the State.
no

in Maine

a

aa

to

as

besn carried on tor over 40 years, and a good
trade ttablished. For the.sals of Kastsrn Lumber
this Whart is unsurpassed by any in the vlcinit) of
Boston. Ths teams and a part of the buildings will
be sold at a bargain. Low rent: long lease. For
any party wishing to engage in the business near
Bostou. er to establish a branch lor ths distribution
of all kinds oflEastern lumber, this is an
opportunity
seldom offered. For further information address
JOHN A. EASTON,
East Cambridge, Maos.
JutdSt

who has achieved the most triumphal successes in all
the Capitals of Europe in his challenge BAREBACK
STEEPLECHASE ACT.

ness has

iVI’lle Carlotta

Le Petit

hts
the highest honors ever awarded to any equestrian from the most critical audiences of all nations,
and who stands absolutely unrivaled in his marvellous feats upon a single BAREBACK HORSE, or in
his magnificent act upon FOUR OR SIX F1EBY
BAREBACK STEEDS—thus presenting the
won

$2000.

FIVE BEST RIDERS IN AMERICA

lntoreat
the Lamp Shade
FORmanufacturing busineu,
fully eetabllened and
In

In

■-

payi a prolt ot over 208 per cent.; telle at
and it the only Shad# of the kind made in tha
ad State*. Same eaa bo tee* at tha

HlBehctBRn Exhibition, Oily
dariaa lb. weak.

company,

one

equaled in

Unit-

Ball,

\Tlth

The only mannlbttory of

Rattan Furniture and Wares

FULL AND EFFICIENT CORPS OF AC-

Potwl

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duiv appointed and taken upon himseU
NOTICE
tbe trust of Administrator of
Is

THE PORTLAND

the estate of
DAVID nUSTON, late of Gray,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as tbo law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate ot said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said

Industrial Exhibition
will be open to the public

called upon to make payment to
EDWARD HUSrON, of Windham, Adm’r.

are

Tueiday Eienlng,

1874.__wSw24

on

June 9, 1874.

AT PRICHIELV 8 O’CLOCK

CATARRH!
CATARRH!

the Board of Manufacturers, with Gov. Din,ley and
oiher invited gneet. will take aeats upon the platform, when the Exhibition will be formally opeuod

be cored by Dr. H. P. Evans' Remedy. Cell
and zee testimonial.. Warranted to cure or refund the money. Price 75 cents. Agents wanted.
HICKS & CO.,
...
Ju8dlw»
_102 Federal St.

TICKETS 95 EACH, OR 0 FOR
ONE DOLLAR.

CATARRH!

by a

Short Address

CAN

A Store on Congress Street for Sale.

with

a

rooms,

3l».

j

To Let.
In Sd Story ol Adams’ Block, Market
Square. Apply to
ju8dlw
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.

ROOM

Tenement to Let
Inquire on the premises.
juSdlw*

wuuvuatitu)

under the

The Question Settled

HUMBOLDT, Newark,
PLANTERS, Memphis,
AGRICULTURAL, Watertown, N. Y.,
MERCHANTS’ MARINE, Bangor,
gy Superior facilities for placing large lines of In
Particular attention given to insuring Mercantile and Manufacturing Property. Surplus line*
solicited.
Correspondence with insuring parties
promptly attended to.
surance.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR MAINE

JOHNSON

Patent Force

Fire

the National Association of Wool Manufactuiers. railroad coinn* nip* mA.nnfartnrun hmi.

of Manufactures

PORTLAND INDUSTRIAL

EXHIBITION

Maine.

AT 7 1-9 O’CLOCK,

And

HOSIERY

Be sure and visit onr store tor
all kinds of

lO CLAPP’S BLOCK.

BONDS
Lewiston
...

....

Cook Connty

•

6’s
G’s
G’s
G’s
G’s
7’s
8’s
7’s
7’s
7’s

PomIriiiI,

Office

of

,.
•

Toledo,

FOR

lebl 8T

32

Light-House Board, \

}

o

SALE

33 Y

EXCHANGE STREET.

my27eodtf

ICE.

on

day
dune, 1874, from ship-builders only, for
burnishing the materials and labor of all kinds necessary to construct a first-class Light-ship, in accordance with specifications and
drawiugs, bearing date
as above,
copies ol which may be had on application
at this Office, and to the
Light-house Inspectors at
the Custom-house, Portland, Maine; at No. 14 Pernberton Square. Boston, Massachusetts; at Tomkiusville, Staten Island, New York; and at No. 20y South
Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
JOSEPH HENRY,
Chairman.
myl83taw3w

shall offer

Department.

our

Prices.

entire assortment of

ENGLISH. FRENCH, AND
AMERICAN

WOOLENS
made into garments to order in the
in the most Fashionable nnd tasty
mmiwiftr at

this

Lowest of Low Prices.

SUMMER SUITINGS,

CARGOES

OF

PURE

I C E

J

Furui.bed and

deOdtstf

“

O’*

H. M. PAYSOM & CO.

Proposals will be received at this Office
until 11
SEATED
clock A M.
WEDNESDAY, the
ol

luch

«>•

$’■

wtate of IVlalae,
Stute of New Hampshire,
And other Wecuritie*.

DEPARTMEM\T~
1874.

Custom

ALSO

BT—

Washington, May i2,

Orin Hawkes & Go.,

tion in

Srn*or

BARRETT,

the

Ju6dtf

We have some very choice English Goods of our own importa-

•

•/■ucinnati,

too MIDDLE STREET.

TREASURY

ME.

LrwiHton,

6’s

•ep24_eod

Evening,

More.

CITY bonds:

7’a

E. & N. American R. R. Gold

or

C. P. Kimball. W. L. Dana, J. B. Brown, C. E.
Jose. Geo. E. B. Zackson. Wni. Curtis, W. W. Thomas, Jr., Board of Manufacturers.
Exec. Com. on
)
C.P.KinBAIiL,
G.JOME.
India*.
[ Cortland
trial
W.
THOJIAW,Jr..)
W.
Exhibition.
M. A. BLANCUAltD, Cor. Wee.
my2
d&wtt

dlw

...

continue,
Days

ten

Letters relating to the Exhibition should be
addressed to the Skc’t Portland Industrial Exhibition, who will extend any desired information,
and file all applications for space and entry.
The Exhibition will be open dai’y from 9 A.M. to
10 P. M.
The
prices of admission will be:
Single
admissions 25 cents. Children under 12 years of age
10 cents. Schools will be admitted as a body, in
charge of their teachers, a reduced rates, made
known by the Secretary upon application.

LADIES FURNISHING GOODS.

...

Day and

Goods and

in all the desirable STRIPES tor
Children and Misses.

Bath

PORTLAND,

The object of this Exhibition is to gather
We invite especial attention to
together specimen products from all our foe-tories and workshops, thereby demonstrating '’,..^tlepnrt«ne«t of our business,
and to the great inducements otthe importance of Portland as a manufacturing center.
tered to purchasers, both in
A deep and widespread interest is manifest
on the part oi manufacturers, artizans and
inventors of the city.
The applications for space already received
is ample assurance that the Exhibition will
possess all the attractions that space in City
For the balance of the Season we
Building will normit

excels all others as to qnality and
colors. For sale only with US.

•

1874

Exchange Street,

Jane 1,1874.

Thomson Kid Gloves

3u6

BARNES BROS.,
28

Tuesday Evening, June 9th,

It Is an acknowledged fact that the

SWAff &

$10.

Insurance taken at Less Bates
where these Pumps are used !

COMMENCING

at our store than to be
found elsewhere.

BALK

generally.

Local Agents wanted In all the
Principal Towns and Cl ies of

Citv‘ Hall Building

Trimmings

Louisville Ky.,
Maine Central R. R.

owner*

will be holden in
7

Chicago

and property

PRICE

and all kinds of

Cleveland 0..
“
Toledo

Extinguisher!

departments,

Rnttnna

Belfast
Bangor

—

T WT?

purchase

•

AMD

Pump

of

nes» men

Board

Gimps,
Fringes,

Portland

—

Endorsed by the U. S, OoTemment, Boston Board
Underwriters^and leading insurance companies
and agents, municipal authorities, engineers of fir®

management of the

—

Malta Laces,

cheaper

GF THE

—

PORTLAND

DAVIS & CO.’S

Dress & Cloak

w_
v n at my

ATLAS, Hartford,
FARRAGUT, New York,
ALLEMANNIA, Pittsburg,
ST. NICHOLAS, New York,
GLOBE, Chicago;
ROCHESTER GERMAN, Rochester, N. Y.,
CLAY, Newport, Ky.,
CITIZENS, Newark.

Industrial Exhibition

_

can

GIRARD, Philadelphia,
WESTCHESTER, Sew York,

GRIND

AT 67 York St.

Ladies

anlhoririid ifrnu of Ike following
Firot Claa. and Heliaklo Companiroi

by 0. P. Kimball.

C. P. Kimball, W. S. Dana, J. B. Brown, C. 1C.
Jose, Gee. E. B. Jackson, Wm. Curtis, W. W.
Thomas, Jr., Board of Manufacturers.
C. P. KIMBALL
Exec. Com. on
)
C. E. JOSE,
J Portland Industrial
W. W. THOMAS, Jr.,
Exhibition.
_M. A. BLANCHARD, Cor, Sec.

WM. H. JKKRIS, Real Estate Agent.

THAT AT

Duly

—

The lot is SO feet front and 115 fset deep—
passage way from Green Street. Apply to

Ju8_

!

MUSIC »¥ THE PORTLAND BAND.

and Dwelling-house next to City Hotel.
THETheStore
dwelling contain, dozen
gas and

Sebago.

all tbs details of the business being attended to with
care and promptness.

vonmiurro

In order to avoid the crowds upon the Circus
Ground, tickets have been left for sale at the Musis
Store of C. K. HAWKS, 77 Middle St.
ju2dlw

to.,

Cornea Richmond and JStrth Sts., Boston, Mass.
dim.
_ju8

a

Companies,

$10,000,000

This Band is three times as larqe as any band ever
at<n lied to any other Circus, and will paiade the
principal streets abont 10 A. M.. in the largest, most
: .a<*sive and elaborately carved and decora ted Gold
Eh Chariot ever constructed, and drawn by
The Handsomest Team of 90 Horses
that the world can produce.
Admission 50 cents; children under ten. 25 cents.
Doors open at 1} and 7; Grand Entree at 2£ and 8

The well-known schooner-rigged yacht
BONITA. 28 tons, in thorough order for
sea. Will bo sold cheap. Apply to
JOB JENNESS & SON,
Rye Beach, N.

—

ASSETS HEPRESENTD

Prof. Jas. S. Robinson’s Brass and Reed

For Sale.

IK

cannot b»

any

Art nerer betore equaled on this Continent. One of
the greatest features of the New York Cireus is

started in Maine. See sample of oar first productions at Industrial Exhibition.
Rattan Wares ef every description made and repaired to order. Salesroom and Manufactory
4l Union Bt., Falmouth Hetrl Building.
I>. URCki, Proprietor.
ju8d2w*

Gray, June, 2,

a

Desirable Risks

on

First Class and Reliable

ROBATS, forming an array of Firat-Class Talent in e,ery department of Equestrian and Acrobatic

ever

estate

combination wblcb

a

equestrian troupe in ths world,
CUSS LEE)
The Popular Clown and Vocalist.
FRANCISCO GERARD,
The Famous Grotesque.
TOMMY WARD,
The Champion Trick Clown.

eight,

dlw
J*»_
NEW PORTLAND INDUSTRY.

or io r. riLKiit &

placed

Lowandc.

(WITH HIS CHARMING INFANT SON], who

WE MORTON A SON,
138 A 130 Middle Bt.jJuat be law Phillips’
Urns Stare, Portland Me.
I^^Stere closed on Saturdays.
myl2dti2p

For Sale.

Insurance

—

illartinlio

offered in Portland. All in want of Nuref whatever description should call on

$2040 ceih—hell

in

The Great Brazilian Wild Horse Tamer,

Vines, Roses, Evergreens for Hedges, Shrubs, Bnlbs,
and Plants in variety. The largest and best assort-

$2000.

Believing that the Insurance business should be
conducted on sound principles,—by seeking only desirable risks, at adequate rate#—by looking carefhlly
to the moral hazard, and duly regarding tha rights
and interests of all parties concerned, even in the
minutest details,—we shall endeavor to conduct our
business on this platform, aud are confident that by
so.doing we shall fully prove our elaim to the confidence of the entire community.

Tony,

(aged only 5 years), the smallest and prettiest rider
the world, on his Fairy Bareback Ponies.

With all kinds of Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

ment ever
sery stock

Deberg

The exquisite grace and peerless riding of If'lie Deberg, combined with an irresistible abandon and a
fearless dash, incomparably surpasses every species
of Female Equestrianism hitherto seen on this Continent.

LILIES!

FOR

and improved appetite follow ita use. Mako but a
single trial of tms most elegant, effective, and safe

and HatarHay Maticlan Variety Entertain

day!.

Blank Proposals and printed circulars,showing the
est.mated quantities required at each post and giving full instructions as to the manuer of bidding and
terms of contract and
payment, can be obtained by
personal or written application to the Quartermasters at the various posts, or at this office.
A. P. BLUNT,
Captain and A. Q. M.. U. S. A., Chief ^
Q. M. 2d Q.

and diseases of the Bowels.

HEALTHY DIGESTION

flret

MONDAY, JUNE 8th,

all bids.

M.D.,M.D.A.

a

Entire change of Programme Monday, and Thurs-

DAYIS & CO.,

TOUR LUNGS

^2.001

United States Quarter-

#

Search the whole catalogue of the Materia Medica,
and you will find nothing so admirably adapted to
loosening and breaking up a cold that has settled on
the lungs. It has saved tliousauds from chronic ailments which would invariably result from a neglected
Cold. Look to

from Boston,

In this city, June 5, by Rev. A. Dalton, Charles F.
Adams and Miss Etta Westwood, both of Portland.
In Harpswell, May 24, by Rev. L. G. Dudley,
Capt.
Geo. R. Johnson and Miss Gcoigia A. Pinkham, both
of Harpswell.
In Chelsea, Ma s., by Rev. J. E. Fullerton, assisted
by J. Uphaxu, D. D., Melville C. Rich of Boston and
Miss Amelia Ellsworth, daughter of the late N. W.
Ellsworth of Portland.
In Bridgton, May 30, Granville Riley and Miss Isabel York.

relieved ia tbeir first stage* by a
elegantly flavored and effect-

that

JAMAICA
GINGER,

OITT!

BOSTON ft MAINE RAILROAD TICKETS
To

offices of

aee, with
meal.

day

SANFORD'S

0 0!

BOTTOM DROPPED

Paina In

—-x-—--o~j--

BARNES BROS.,

Open Every Evening

masters at the several posts named below, until
twelve o'clock M. on MON DAT, the 6tli
of July,
1874, for the delivery oi military supplies during the
fiscal year beginning July 1, 1874, and ending June
SO, 1875, as follows: Fuel, Forage, and Straw at the
following-named posts: Boston—Fort Independence,
Fort Warren ana Fort Winthrop, Boston Harbor;
Fort Stanoish and Fort Andrews, Plymouth; Fort
Sewall, Marblehead; Fort Phoenix, Fairhaven; Fori
at Clark’s Point, New Bedford, and Long Point Batteries, Provincetown, Massachusetts; Forts Preble,
Scammell, and Gorges, Portland; Fort Knox, Buck*port; Fort McCleary, Kittery Point; Fort Sullivan,
Eastport, and Fort Popham. Parkei’s Head, Maine;
and Fort Constitution, Newcastle, New Hampshire.
Bids for any portion of the supplies will be entertained.
The Government reserves the right to reject any or

THE LUNGS.

ELAND.

Portland, May 15,1174.

M,

Sid fm Leghorn 3d inst, barqne Caro, Brooks, for
United States.
Ar at Elsinore 4tk inst, ship John Harvey, Brown,
Mobile for Malmo.
Sid fm Antwerp 4th inst, ship S 0 Blanchard, Mea4o, Cardiff.
Sid fin Cardiff 20th nit, ship Alice Yennard. Humphrey, Aden; 5th lust, barque Wetterhorn, Rich, for
St Thomas.
Arat Liverpool 5th inst, brig Salista, Partridge,
St Thomas.
Ar at Havana 29th nit, sch Nellie Cuehing, Simpson, St John, NB via Cardenas.
Chartered—barque Rosetta McNeil, for Caibarien
and New York. 25U0 boxes at 80c; brig Nellie Clflord,
for Sagna ana North of Hatteras ; Winfield, at
Cienfuegos for Hatteras, 750 hhds sugar at 45c, net;
J B Brown, at Cardenas ter New Orleans, 700 hhds
at $5}; Geo E Dale, at Sagna for North of Hatteran,
350 hhds sugar at $5.
Ar at St John, NB, 4th, ship John Bryce, Morse.
Havre; schs Spring Bird, Williams, and Milo, McDougal, Portland; Little Annie, do.
Cla 4th, sch Henry, Ftlkingham, Newcastle, Dsl.

Which trill be sold at reasonable pries*. Also
Palmetto end Straw Shade Hats la the
Beat 8 lylee.
PORTLAND.

■

Ella, Wilbur, Pembroke for New York; Olive, Reynolds, Dover for 4o; Ospray, Shulee, NS. for do.
BOST ON!—Ar 5ib, barque Jennie Cobb, Small,
from Trinidad; sehe Broadfield, Britt, St Andrews;
Mary D Haskell, Hodgdon, Baltimore; Leontine,
Pratt, Rondent; Mary A Rowland, Veazio, Bangor.
Cld 5th, brig Altavela, Precthy, Wilmington; sch
Aldana Rokes, Fales, Alexandria.
Cld 6th, sebs Stephen Bennett, Bennett, Darien;
Stampede, Dow, Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 5th, ache Ophir, Benson,
Machine; Scud, Hallo well, Pembroke; T J Trafton,
Hoyt, Port Johnson.
BATH—Ar 4th, seh Scguin. Rogers, Savannah.
Sid 6tb, barqne Harriet S Jackson, Bacon. Washington ; schs Nellie F Sawyer, McFarland, Baltimore;
Arabella, Smith. Philadelphia.

•ue

1st

Phil'iHalnhia tar

TlulniAnt

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

SUMMER

usual
SEALED
and also at the

do for Portland.

Poole, Baltimore; Mail, Merrill, New York.
APPONAUG-Ar 4th, sch H E Wellman, Terrill,

J. P. SldlTII’S

MISCELLANEOUS.

*

Atlantic,
Boston, Mass., June 4,1874.
PROPOSALS (in triplicate), under the
conditions, will be received at this offi«e,
the

Ellsworth.

We sell tickets via Lake Shore and Michigan,
Southern, Pennsylvania Central,Erie, Baltimore and
Ohio, Great Western and Michigan Central and
Grand Trunk Railwayss, and Fall River and Stouington Line Steamers,
At lean ratea than any Agency in Maine.
Excursion Tickets to New York and BeMteamer and
Railread
Portland tv Bowon nt

Barker, Barker, Elentkera; Starlight,

Jones, Bowdeinham.
Cld 4th, echDB Webb, Groan, Turtle Cay.
Sid 4th. brig Carrie Bertha. Hall, Bermuda.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar M Inst, eeh Ida C Bullard,
Small, Boeton, JW Fish, Rawley, Bath; Wellington, Barbour, Bangor.
Cld 3d, barque Miguon, Soule, Boston; eeh Alice
M Allen. Brigham. Braintree.
Ar 4th, eche Watchman, Candage. Blnehill; Nellie
Treat, Dorr, Boston; Marion Draper, Bailey, Gardiner; Maracaibo, Tobin, Portland.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Proposals for Military Supplies. MUSIC HALL—PORTLAND, ME
Office Ciiibf Quartermaster,
Second Quartermaster's District
Ward’s Varieties,
Military Division

DSniSTIO FSRTI.

HAVANA CIGARS.

CLAPP’S

John

Seh Emma W Brown, Mo ay, Deer lei*—earned
lobster to Portland Packing Ca.
Sch Sami Chase, McFarland. Bristol.
Sck Arrival, Farnham, Bootkbay.
BBLOW—About 100 eoaatara, with lambar aid Ice
from Beet bound Won.

FIRST PARISH.

teligioa* life;

Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N I

Bek Sympathy, Billet, Mt Desert—Nathl Blake.
Haidar, Sue 7.

IMPORTED

3,

Bsstsn

—

Seh F P Ladd, (Bri Baleom. Bear River, NS.
Sch Hmblem. (Br) Eisentism, Cheater, NS—master.
Scb M A Harmon, Mablman, Lubec—J S Winelew Sc Co.
Sch Mary D Wileon, Noble. Calais—Nathl Blake.
Sek Expreee, Smith, Elieworth—Nathl Blake.

The undersigned, for several years In the Insurance
business in Portland, respectfully announces that he
has disposed of his business to Messrs. Barnes Bros,
of this city, to whom has been transferred the agency
of the following well known and reliable companies,
(wnich be has represented for some time): Westchester, N. Y., Clay, Ky., and St. Nicholas, N. Y. The
above named arm consists of Mr. B. Barnes, Jr., ef
this city, and Mr. D. H. Barnes of Wincheudon, formerly of Boston, the former the well known correspondent ‘‘Sidney,M of the Boston Journal, and Successful insurance agent, and the latter coming to
Portland with the very highest testimonials, both
careful, experienced and influential underwriters.
Besides occupying their commodious and attractive
office at 98 Exchange street, Messrs. Barnes Bros,
will also, (at least for the present) have a branch office
at my old stand, Fluent Bloek, corner of Exchange
and Congress streets.
I most cordially and earnestly recommend them to
the public, and am confident teat the interests of my
customers and friends will be most successfully and
satisfactorily cared for in their hands.
J. E. JBNKS.
JneCtfsn

ROOM

Isle for

Steamer Glsndon, (Br) Sulis, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Citieen, Upton, Nswkuryport—Geo 8 Hunt A

THWING,

CARD.

MRS.

Adams, Johnson, Doer
CLEARED.

Secretary State Clnb.

Ja8entd*

Mills.

fl
Mary
David

Brig

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

BOSTON

Katarday, Jans 8.
ARRIVED.
6tesmer Chase, Bennett, Haliiax, NS—passengers
and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer Chesapeake. Johnson, New Turk—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Barque S R Lyman, Plnkham, Philadelphia—coal
to Randall A McAllister.
Barque J S Winslow, Davis, Mew York—ooal to

NOTICES

Meets at

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND,

strong.

duty.

Fhe pastor, Rev. Dr. Hill, preached la the
morning from Matthew xix, 25, 26, on the insufficiency of merely prudential motive* to a

....June 9.
rises...4.24 I Moon rises. 1.00 AM
sets.7.34 | High water.6.00 PM

nisisiere Almanac
Sun
Sun

Bupply of tho solvent which converts the food to the
purposes of life, but it also regulates the flow of bile,
controls the bowels, and has a most invigorating effect upon tho nerves. The glow which the very first
dose diffuses through the system is an earnest of tho
more permanent vitalizing effects which a.e produced by its persistent use. It improves tho appetite,
cheers tho spirits, and rendors the body hardy ana

SPECIAL

61 years.

Crescent

Food and Digestion.
dyspopsia the gastric juice which should dissolve
the food is only formed in small quantities, end whatever may be the fading of emptiness and weakness
in such cases, tho dyspeptic should eat very sparingly. To remedy the evil, the mucous membrane of
the stomach, which secretes and emits tho gastric
fluid, should be stimulated and toned, and the best,
in fact the only sure preparation for this purpose is
Hostettor’s Stomach bitters. Not only doeB this adstomachic

Brunswick, May 28, Mrs. Caroline T. Floyd,

DEPARTURE OFOGEAIf STEAMERS
Name.
From
For
DaU
Claribel ......New York. Hayti, &c...Juno 8
Wisconsin.Now York. .Liverpool... .June 9

In

mirable

70 years.

In

Depravity," strongly supporting the dogma.
In opening he remarked that he was
aware of the growing aversion to doctrinal sermons, but he should speak from the subject
named, notwithstanding. His text was from
Romani vii, 18—“For 1 know that in me, )that
is) in my flesh, dwelleth no good things."

knowledge, simply because the heart feels no
interest in them; while from the mere preju-

lead to our destruction.
We are not apt to realize with sufficient distinctness and clearness the twofold structure of
the human mind, as taught in the Scripture;
the external, and the internal. There are indeed two minds in every man, the natural and
Paul calls them “the inner
the spiritual,
man,” and “the outer man.” The one looks
up to heaven, the other looks down to earth.
This distinguishes man from the beasts. Animals have but one mind, while man has two.
Hence we read in the Book of Creation that
“God breathed into man the breatb(not“of life”
merely, but)of lives,” as it is In the original
tongues.Some commentators say,“of two lives."
So Job says, “There is a spirit in (or within)
man;” inside, that is, his outward, mauifest
And this “inner man” is what rennature.
ders us all immortal, spiritual, religious beings.
natural
The
mind, or “outer man,” is the
This part of us is, indeed,
part that rebels.
before it is subdued, at war against our own
salvation. For the flesh lusteth against the
spirit, and the spirit has to contend against the
flesh.
Unbelief, skepticism, doubt in regard to divine
and heavenly things is thought and feeling carried on exclusively in the lower or natural part
of the mind, to the neglect and forgetfulness of
the testimony of the upper or spiritual part.
“For the natural man receiveth not the thing*
of the Spirit of God; for they are foolishness
unto him; neither can he know them, for they
are spiritually discerned.” These two part* of
the mind are like the two stories of a house,
The upper one
one above, the other below.
lighted by the glorious sun of heaven, the lower
one only by the fitful flashes of the firo blazing
In the upper one resides
on our own hearth
the (conscience, with the true reason, and all
In the lowour moral and spiritual faculties.
er one reside the propensities, the lusts, pasof
our
lower
sions, appetites,
nature, with such
persuasive thoughts and reasons as the selfish
prudence of the world can supply or suggest.
What wonder that skepticism, doubt and unbelief abound, when we are willing to dwell in
the lowest portion of the mind, neglectful of
the light which the Lord is ready to pour in
through the upper story, if only we will open it
to Him.
The moral, healthy, growing, pro
gressive altitude of the human mind is that of
childlike trust in the Words of Heavenly Fatherland a firm belief or sincere conviction affirmat ivo of every holy truth and every sacred

18, Mrs. Susan Skolfleld, aged
89 years.
In Brunswick, May 28, Mrs. Anna Maria Blown,

man

ways

dice of an adverse feeling we refuse belief in
the truth with respect to some of the plainest
and commonest of things.
How much more, then, In morals and religion? The secret is that the natural, unregenerated heart leans the other way. With the
heart we believe unto salvation and out of the

ln^Bridgten,

Bee ten papers pleas*

June 1, Mrs. Annie J. Milliken, aged

84 years 4 months.
In Freeport, May

FRBB BTBBET CHtTROH.

Rev. Dr, Ricker of Augusta,
pulpit at this church yesterday.

must yield to evidence when adequately presented; and, it is asked, why cannot God ala

at convenience ot the family.

Shipped bf
N. O CRAM.

FANCY

TROWSERINGS,

WORSTEDS,

Black and Blue West of England
Broadcloths and Boeskins,
and haviug a Cutter that is second
to none in the city we feel assured
in saying that those who intrust
their orders to us will be satisfied
in Fit, material and make.

290 & 292 CONGRESS ST.
>»2w
ju3

CAPE ELI'/AKETII Tax Payers who u§«
cement pipe for their drain* or wells can obtain better prices altorwards, for their Real Estate.

mySOdtt

THE PBE8a
MONDAY

MORNING,

8.

JUNE

1874

THE PBKM
May be obtained at the Periodical Depot# of Fe#pcnden Bros.. Marquis, Robinson, Brunei! & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Glendepning, 'Joses, Hendertrains that run ont of
son, and Chisholm Bros., on all
the city.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At Waterville, of J. s. Carter.
At Bath, of J. ftjBhaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
I,ew A.vertiaemeMU To-Day.

|
|

KIN DERG ARTE If

Interesting

very popular with school
teacher* and other eduoator*.
Saturday afternoon the room of the Committee was crowded

get their small children into the schools.

primary school

Postmaster.
Cniar Clerk

to 8.30 p m,Sundays exempted.
open for Carriers and General Delivery
am

a m.

Arrival and Departure of Mails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.35
and 10.30 p m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.40 and 9.00
m.

Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.50 and 10.00 p m. Close at

8.30 a m and 2.40 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.55 and
10.30 p m. Close at 8.30 a in, 2.40 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12 m.
Augusta aud connecting routes. Arrive at 9.05 a
xn anu 3 pm.
Close at 12 m and 5 pm.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and tne East. Arrive
at 2 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12 m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. B. Arrive at 3 pm. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 9 a
xn.
Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.05 a ns, S and
7.15 pm. Close at 6.15 a m, 12 m, and 5 p m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermadiate offices. Arrive
at 10.10 a in, and 3 pm. Close at 7 a m. and 1 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. A O. R
R. Arrive at 11.40 a m, and 5.10 p m. Close at 7 a
m and 1pm.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
8.30 am.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6 a m.
Close at 5 pm.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespcrt and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 ft ra.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edwards Island. Arrive
Thursday at 9 a m. Close Saturday at 3 p m.
Foreign Malls, via New York, day previous to sailing oi steamers, Close at 2.40 p m.

Brief

Jottings.

Clearing weather.
The Aged Brotherhood are invited to attend
the funeral of Brother George Warren this af
o'clock at No. 72 State street.
ter noon at
Henceforth the Monday morning temperance
meetings will be discontinued, and meetings
will be held instead .every Monday evening at
Y. M. C. A. Hall.
Saco boys amusa themselves by playing base
ball in the old grave yard.
It is said that they
nse sculls for balls and thigh bones for bats.
Meanwhile the people are going orasy over the
Fourth of July celebration.
The tent of Lent’s circus was damaged by
fire at Saco, Saturday.
The damage was trimug,

auu tae

eaieriaiumeni.

aero

10-aay

win

be as good as usual.
The visit of inspection to Little Sebago Dam
shows that no danger is to be apprehended.
The dam at Lake Sebago proper must be rebuilt.
Martin Hinds was arrested Saturday for stabbing Martin Conley in the neck, narrowly missHinds appears to have been
ing a vital part.

acting in self denfense. The quarrel was over a
game of cards and took place in the Stafford
block.
There was a large amount of shipping in the
lower roads yesterday.
The State temperance gathering at Gardiner
on Thursday is announced in another column.
The yacht “Minnie” has been purchased by
Mr. C. K. Monroe, and is to be repaired and refitted. The name will probably be changed to

Waverly.
The Eastport Sentinel says that tbe Rev. C.
G. Harward, of Eastport, has received a call
fiom the Free street Baptist Society in this
city at a salary of $2500 a year.
There was one family in the city that went
without their usual pot of beans yesterday.
The beans were liying on the sidewalk on Free
street.
Lent's circus is stopping at the United States
Hotel.
The fire alarm Saturday night was caused by
a gas leak in the harness room of the stable of
J. W. Robinson on Green street. The firs was
extinguished before the steamers arrived.
A telegram from Loudon, Eng., announces
the appointment of Mr, Sergeant, Manager of
the South Devon Railway, as successor to
Brydges in the management of the Grand
Trunk Railway of Canada.
There will be a strawberry festival at the Allen Mission Thursday evening next, for the
benefit of the poor.
the Allen Mission
temperauce meeting this evening. Miss. Gifford of Winthrop, is expected to be one of the
speakers. The public are cordially invited
A full house is
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Miss Gilford of
evening was very interesting.
Winthrop, gave powerful exhortation. Several
persona came forward for prayers.
A son of Capt. Shuttock about 10 years of age
living iu Deering,left home Saturday and came
into this city. He is now missing.
Tun Industrial Exhibition.—All day Satwere carried into City Hall, and
the loDg tables begin to make an excellent
show. If from the wares already placed in position we are to judge of the two hundred ex-

urday goods

one of which
It has bePortland cannot fail to be proud.
come quite evident, from the entries made,
that the show will be more extensive and more

hibitors, the exposition will be

the interests of the city

truly representative of
than was anticipated.

and Chandler’s

baad-Uj^Srft^-wsek,

so

there”

lack of good music.
All parties who have heretofore applied for
the same assigned
space and have not yet bad
to them by the Superintendent, should not delay presenting their goods later than to-day, as
for space now being received
the
no

applications
may displace those who, by prior application,
seem to hare the best right, but may lose the
opportunity by neglect.

Arrest of Counterfeiters.—Porous-plaster manufacturers in New York found that
their sale fell off $9000 last month, and, further, that two men named Jordan nad been manufacturing duplicates of their wares iu Portland, disposing of their wares iu this city. The
counterfeits, though put up exactly like the
genuine, were of exceedingly poor quality, and
were sold at a less price than the actual cost of
the genuiue article. Mr. Deputy Chief Quiun,
..on

__

lt:__

ii_..e

vice, arrested the brothers Jordan on John
street Friday, and they were both held in $5,000 for trial.—Boston Transcript,
Jordan, we understand, is the travelling
agent of Mr. Nathan Wood of this city, who
has, with other parties, been making a "porous

plaster” which
piasters claim to

the
be

run

with

There
is not a school.
It is a garden of children; they
are the plants; and the plan is not to stuff
them, but to direct and qnicken their powers of
Three years of age is a good
obssrvation.
time to enter such a school, children cau remain with profit until seven. In this time the
perceptions of the child are clsarly defined, his
observation is better; consequently, it has proved that th* Kindergarten scholar makes great
er progress in other studies when put
to them.
Bythis mode of instruction the scholar reads and
books.
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plainly

ever,
such

that one can read it.
There is, howclass for reading in that school.
For
school rooms of ordinary size can be

no
a

used for

pupils.

teacher can instruct more than 24
There is no special need for grounds

no

It will
outside, bat they are very desirable.
require six mouths for ordinary teachers to acquire sufficient skill to tezch successfully.
Miss Proctor then proceeded to give an idea
of Frobel’s system. The diztinct objects given
to the child for his amusement or developerather to take hia attention, ure called
“gifts." The first gift is six worsted balls,
three of primary colors and three secondary
These are given to the child when it
color*.
In the colors ia seen
eomes to consciousness.
the law of contrast and the contrast of the
secondary ones the connection.
The second gift consists of a sphere, cylinder
The contrast is in mateand cube of wood.
The
rial, connected by the form, a sphere.
cube makes a contrast in the gift itself, united
to the sphere by the cylinder, which hat a likeness to each.
The third gift is a cube, making a connection
in this point with the second gift.
This cube
besides being larger, is divided in eight small
cubes, forming a contrast.. A differene comes
between one of the parts and the whola in size,
while the form of them is tlje same.
The form of a cube is still kept in the fourth
gift, which being also divided unites it to the
third gift, while the difference in the manner
of tha division, makes the opposite. There are
eight oblongs of wood, the material connecting
the parts to the whole.
The fifth gift is a larger cube divided in two
different way- making the law apparent, the
connection being in the form of the whole and
parts. The difference in the divisions make
the contrast in the gift itself, while the relation
of these parts to the whole form the connection
as well as material.
Number six is alike in form and material to
the preceding gift, but is opposite in divisions.
These last two gifts are progoeasion of the third
and fourth.
From the solids, the child considers the surfaces or planes in the eight gift. These surfaces are of various forms in parcels or boxes like
toys. They repeat the forms of the solids in
ment,

or

proprietors

an

of

Alcoek’s

infringement of their

expresses perceptions clearly and acquires a
rare degree of skill in the use of his syts and
hands.
Miss Riggs, one of the sity teachers, expressed her faith in object teaching. As far as
tried by her in her school it had been unusu-

ally

successful.

Dr. Dana being present was called upon.
He said be came in because he was interested
in the subject. He said the error with ths
present system is that we overlook the natural
law of development The faculties should be

developed; first,'the perceptive; second, the conception; and third the reflective. The first is
the basis of all true knowledge. One of his
children once attended a Kindergarten school
and he was satisfied that the instruction he received was of the most useful character because the child was taught to observe and did
observe better than other children of his age.
Rev. Dr. Hill said that hs was satisfied that
the idea of the Kindergarten system is correct,
and gave illustration. He said that Boston
burned in 1872 because the steamer atto play on the
top of the building
wiiere the fire originated instead of going into
it and playing upon ths base of the fire which
would make steam to extinguish that on the
was

roof. He said the teacher played too high.
Rev. Mr. Buck, J. M Palmer, Esq., and
Mr. Haines of the Park street school advocated
some change in the present system.
In closing, Mr. True of the
committee'
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how far the system could he applied to our
primary schools.
The meeting was adjourned to next Saturday
at 3 o’clock.
Personal.

Dr.Torsey, the Principal of
layan Seminary, is expected

the Maine Weshome from the

South in two weeks.
Hon. J. J. Eveleth of Augusta,who has been
travelling for more than a year in Europe, Is
expected home in a few days.
Mr. Francis

Murphy

lectured very acceptably to a large audience at Dunstan Corner
Scgrboro’, Friday evening. Hon. Seth Scammon

days.

Professor E. S. Morse has been engaged by
William’s Lecture
Agency for a course of lectures in San
Francisco, and left on

Thursday

land Catholic Union at the Cathedral, entitled
“Ths Holy Father,”
He remarked that he
should be able togivo hut a brief sketch of the

Lieutenant Irish of the revenue
service, formerly attached to this station, has been promoted to a captaincy.
Holt

Father.—Bishop

evening delivered his lecture before

life of

Bacon last
the Port-

great man, a Christian hero, who
faithfully did his duty. He then portrayed ths
birth, life and career of the Pope in very fitting words. He cited incidents of his life and
labors, and closed with a touching remark upThe Cathedral was
on the
Holy Father.
crowded to its utmost capacity, and all listened
very attentively. The proceeds go to the funds
a

of the Union.

The

and to
to tlie interests of the church, to news
is of a high orgeneral literature. The paper
of a
der of merit, and seems eminently worthy
oitiseuc.
Catholic
our
argo circulation among

press urder sealed orders for some one of the
islands. As the boat left the wharf a salute
was fired from a small cannon which was on
board.

Little Chebeague soon proved to be the objective point, and the wharf at the island was
soon
reached.
The companies formed into
line and marched to the grove. The sky, which
had been overcast all the morning just then
began to blacken and the rain to fall. But
this state ef affairs did not daunt the gay excursionists, and when the roll was called for
breakfast the ranks were full. The breakfast,
which was furnished by Messrs. Jenks and

Boardman, was excellent,
to enjoy it.

and all

hands ap-

peared

After breakfast the company divided np into

squads and began piayiDg different games.
Base ball, foot ball, target shooting and looking over the island all received proper attention. After some time spent in this manner
the roll call was sounded and the companies
formed into line and marched to the scene of
the contest at target shooting, for the prizes
There were three targets arranged; one for
the actives of the Infantry, one for the honoraries, and a third for the visiting company.
The firing lasted for some time and resulted
as follows:
Honorary members—first prize, a ring, H. T.

Cook.

Second prize,

Somerby.
lnatViar

The

prize

ma^ol tnH

silver cup, Charles E.
for the poorest shot was a
a

warn

iwnn

Kw

ney, Esq.
Active members—first prize,
D. A. Avery. Second prize, a

Tnaanli

Bfielr.

ring, Private
gold ring, Corporal Herbert Jackson The third prize was
awarded to Private J. A. Day for the poorest
shot, five feet and eight inches from the target.
liiddeford Light Infantry—first prize, a gold
badge, to Corporal Henry J. Land. Second
prize to Sargent J. Locke, and the leather
medal to Albert C. Manson.
The prizes for
this company are at McDuffee’s where they
will ba inscribed, and then presented, Tbe
others were presented oa board the boat coming up.
After the target shooting dimer was served
a

As at the breakfast table the ranks were full
and tbe food disappeared rapidly.
After dinner the men roamed abont the
island until four a’clock when the bands struck
up a tnne and air and started for the steamer,
which was puffing and blowing at tha wharf.
The sail up the harbor was short and pleasant.
The Biddeford Company raturned home by the
6 o’clock train
Tha best feature of tha whole affair was the
fact that there was no ona present who wanted
to bore the company with long dry speeches,
about “our anniversary,’’ ete., but on the contrary ail did just as they pleased and all enjoyed themselves hugely.
This island, Little Chebeagne, as has already
been stated,has been sold to Messrs. Jenks and

Boardman, and there has been fitted up a first
class boarding-house.
Man; of the rooms
have already been engaged for the season to
parties from New York, Washington, and
Providence. The steamer “Little Chebeague,”
which is building, will run from the city four
trips

day,

to accommodate visitors.
The
free for any one to use for pic-nic
parties at all times without charge. A pleasant feature of the establishment is that there
is to be no bar kept iu tbe bouse. Tbe formal
a

is

occurs next
THE

Examination of

week.

“ANNIE

O

’’

Charles T. Robbias

Charge

of

oa

a

Piracy.

The first witness Saturday morning was Dr.
Fraoklio B. Ferguson, called by tbe defendant, who testified that he resided at Deer Isle
and had always lived there. His age was 12
and he had been ia practice 22 years. He
says:
I hare known the prisoner since he was
twelve years old. His character has been good
in all respects. Last June 1 was passing bis
father’s house about four o’clock in the afternoon, and was called in to see Charles, who
they said had had a fall from a wagon. I found
him ou the bed with several holding him, aud
he seemed to be very wild.
I noticed some
scratches on his face and run my hand over his
head, thinking there might be a depression or
fracture of the skull, but I found none. There
was a slight wound on tha left side of the head
and a slight tumefaction on the right cheek
under the eye. which had begun to turn dark.
He was quite furious and I prepared a dose of
morphine for him and tried to get it into him,
but did not succeed because he sp t it out. He
talked incoherently during this time.
He vomited once while I was there.
I detected no signs of his having been drinking intoxicating liquors, although as I did not suspect that I was not looking particularly for it
At: oue time he got up and atat the time.
tempted te play upon an organ which stood in
the room,and which I ordered removed for fear
he would injure it. 1 left shortly after, having
left medicine for him composed of morphine
and bromide of potassium. He appeared to be
I knew that Thomas Pressey, an
deranged
own cousin to the prisoner’s mother, had been
sent to au insane asylum and died there.
A
sister of Thomas, by the name of Rebecca,was
also insane, but she was never sent to the asylam. The maiden name of the defendant’s
mother was Pressey.
Other witnesses testified as to good charactThis closed the case for the defence.
er.

George
called by

W. Davis of Monhegan Island, was
the government.
He testified to
meeting a man on the island on the 24 h of
May, who told him he belonged to the Idella
Small, commanded by his brother, Capt. Rob-

bins, and that going out after a mackerul gib
got knocked overboard in a scuffle, and he Lad
missed his vessel. The testimony was not finished when the court adjonrned.
Reap Estate Transfers.—The following
real estate transfers recorded in this city
during the past week:
Lot of land on southeast side of Gray street,
from Samuel Waterhouse to Joshua W. Watare

erhouse.

Consideration $0000.

Piece of land on India street, from Francis
Southworth to Josiah "Nickerson.
Consideration $15.
Lot of land with buildings thereon situated
on westerly sid; of Parris street, from E. L.
Lemont to George Humphrey.
Consideration

83500.
Lot of land with buildings thereon, situated
on south side of Deering street, from Simon H.
Consideration
Libby to Charles P. Kimball.

$10,500.
Lot of land, from Mary M. Connellan to
James Connellan. Consideration $300.
Lot with granitefronl store thereon, situated
near Galt block on Commercial
street, from
Charles Perry to Sidney W. Thaxter.
Consideration $10,000.
Lot of land with buildings thereon, situated
on southeasterly side of Vaughn street,
from
Josiah P. Wescott to Frank G. Patterson
Consideration $7ti8.
Lot of land with buildings thereoD, situated
on

northeasterly side Chapel street, from Emi-

ly S. Morse to Thomas Wildes. Consideration
dollar, and other valuable consideration.

one

Parcel of land at coiner of Cumberland and
Preble streets, from Almira Merrill to Henry

Consideration, one dollar.
Parcel of land on northerly side of Oxford
street, from Rebecca C. Means to William H.
Burnham. Consideration $300.
Leering.

presided.

Charles H. Scott, of this city, formerly First
Lieutenant of the 11th Maine Infantry, bas
been appointed Superintendent of the National
Cemetery at Louisville, Ky., and will leave for
his new post in a few

The

company were reeeived and the

visiting

comapnies marched to the Preble House,
where the honorary members and other guests
joined them under command of Captain Mat
ocks. They then marched directly to Custom
House wharf where they embarked on the Extwo

opening

trasted in power. These staffs are from oDe
five inches in length and by their relation iu
material connect contrasting lengths.
Gift nine is a box of brass rings, larga and
small, with halves of each size. The embodied
curve in contrast to the line; a change in ma
terial in itself has the opposite iu the size of
tha rings and whole aud broken parts. Drawing, which is called the tenth giftand follows the
use of the embodied line and nroures, ive curve.
The work is permanent, contrasting it to that
done bjr the staffs. Tha lines art, of the same
comparison to each other in length and combine to form contrasting forms.
The eleventh gift is pushing a needle having
a handle, far enough through thick paper to
raise the surface. This paper is first covered
with ruled paper to direct the eye which with'
the hand acquires accuracy ana sail! by this
occupation. The idea of a point is to be
drawn
This of course makes the opposite to
the other gifts.
Paper of a greater thickness with various
colors of worsted Is the twelfth gift, which is
called sewing. The forms worked are lines
and connections. Aside from other lessons
taught, it gives skill to the hand.
The thirteenth gift is catting paper into various forms beginning with simple and proceeding to complex. Two or more colors are
used.
The weaving of strips of paper af different
colors into the divided surface of the same
material is the next gift in order, the contrasting of colors.
Passing over one or two gifts the nineteenth
is using the staffs of gift tight in making
skeletons of various kinds by the use of peas
for connections.
The twentieth gift is clay modelling.
Simple as these lessons appear and useless as
they may seem to the practical mind, it is
claimed that under the guidance of a skillful
teacher the child’s mind is developed in a wonderful degree, so that he perceives correctly,

Ward’s Varieties —The Ward variety
John
troupe offer a stunning hill this week.
Thorpe and bis clarionet are coming back, the
Marionettes will be brought out, tbe Orrin
brothers are retained; and Jennie Belmont,
Burton Stanley, the Cawthorne brothers, and

Leader.—Mr. J. C. Connell is now
canvassiug this city for "The Leader,” a liberin Boston, devoted
al Catholic paper, published

The

to

evening.

good cards are engaged. A benefit to
those old stand bys, J. H. Cummings and J.
H. Cooke, is announced for Friday, July 3d.
These geutlemeu are favorites with tbe publie,
and will be welcomed by a rousing bouse.

guests, the Biddeford Light Infantry, Captain
Andrews, accompanied by the Institute Band.

island

patents. It is said that the manufacturers have
been doing a thrifty business and Lave literally
The
spread their plasters over tha country.
New York fellows are evidently intent on putting a plaster of disagreeable adhesive power
upon the Portland parties. Plasters will draw.

other

Seveniy-First An■ iremary af the Portland
Light Infantry.
Saturday being the seventy-first anniversary
of the organization of the Portland Light Infantry, the company decided to celebrate the
occasion in the old style by “going to the
islands.’' Accordingly, at 8 o’clock the company were in line aud marched directly to the
Boston depot where they met their invited

pictures.
The eighth gift is called the embodied line.
This is composed of staffs of wood, connected
by mateiial with what has been given and con-

tempted

The exhibition formally opens to-morrow
evening with an address by C. P. Kimball,
esq. Gov. Dingley and other invited guests
will be present.
The Portland Band has been engaged to furnish musie for the first week of the exhibition,

—IriB'Se

over

Kindergarten, she said,

Office lloum.

p

are

of it, the Committee have invited Miss Frooter
to explain it.
Miss Proctor did not attempt to lecture on
the subject, but sitting in her chair gave in a
conversational manner, simply and clearly, the
The
outline of Frobels’ Kindergarten system.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

Sundays

rooms

small scholars; and so long as a large majority
of paronts insist on sending children of five
years of age to school, we must devise some
means to absorb their attention,for they cannot
study. In view of this people are asking about
the Kindergarten system and to get some idea

are no

from 9 to 10

becoming

with teachers aud the friends of education to
hear Miss Jenuie D. Proctor of the Kindergarten Normal class of Boston explain that system
of instruction.
Hon. Geo. F. Talbot, chairman of the committee in introducing Miss Proctor said tbal
one of
the questions which the Committee
found most difficult to solve was: "How shall

The

MAIL ARRANGEMENT*.

From 7.30

School Com-

The regular sessions of the School Committee are

to

$2000—For Sale.
New Portland Industry—D. Urah.
Lumber Wharf to Lease—John A. Easton.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Mrs. Manchester.
Help or we perish— Souodont.
Tho Vienna Exposition—Walter Baker & O#.

....

the

uiillee.

we

Catarrh Hicks & Co.
For Sale—Job Jenness & Son.
Notice is hereby given—Edward Huston.
A Store on Congress Street for Sale.
Boston & Maine Railroad.

...

of

Session

The Cominstruct our primary Bchools?”
mittee,bad given more attention to this than to
11 other questions. Parents ar* very anxious

AUCTION COLUMN.
Oil Palntings-F. O. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Portland Indnetrial Exhibition—City Hall.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
The State Temperance Convention.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
To Let—W. W. Whippie «£ Co.
Lillies—Wm Morton & Son.
Tenement to Let.
Proposals for Military Supplies.

C. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

INSTRUCTION.

Lincoln Park.—Under the special management of Councilman Brunei Lincoln Park
is kept as a park should he. It is about the
only grass plot that hundreds see and it is a

great pleasure to have it neatly
mod.

mown

and trim

Deceased.—Mr. George Warren, one of the
oldest merchants in Portland, died at his residence on State street Saturday mormug, in the
82d year of his age.
Mr. Warren was a successful business man,
was long and favorably knowb among the
Thongh never in 00merchants of this city.

and

litical life, he became known throughout the
State by his extensive business operations, and
held many positions of honor and trust in the
financial institutions of this city. He leaves
two sons and three daughters. The sons Alfred
and William are engaged in business in WorThe daughters are Mrs. Calvin Cram,
Mrs. Charles C. Hall, and Mrs. E. P. Oxnard.

cester.

Police Notes.—A man made complaint at
the station
yesterday that he had been robbed
at the house of
Henry Stoob on Commercial
street. Officers Mosby and Lawton arrested
Stoob and his wife for tho
of the
larceny

same.

Officers Crowell and York arrested four
young
fellows on the corner of Centre aud

yesterday, for

Congress

affray.
John McMauuman, Mary McDonough
Sohn Hawley were arrested yesterday for
shop on the Lord’s day.

streets

an

aud

Lbnt’s Nbw York Circus.—The following
extract from the Boston Journal is part of a
lengthy notice given Lent’s New York circus
during its recent stay in that city:
“The celebrated New York circus, now upon
its twelfth annual tour through the country, remains upon the Coliseum grounds only two
days lonaer. Its exhibitions have drawn large
audiences, and the afternoon entertainments
especially, have been attended by large numbers of ladies and children. The performances
have given tbe fullest satisfaction and tbe fact
that the troupe will compare favorably with
Mr. Lent’s companies in former years, is praise
enough. There is a large corps of performers of various kinds
and the entertainment is
both brilliant and varied.”
ft will be remembered that the show exhibits
in this city to-day.
A hbw insurance firm has just keen started
this city, that of Barnes’ Brothers,the members being B. Barnes, jr., and D. H. Barnes.
The former gentleman is widely known in
our
community as a citizen, journalist and
■

man.
He needs no introduction
here. As “Sidney” of the Boston Journal, he
For some
is familiar throughout the state.
time past he has been in the insurance business, and has proved himself a careful and

insurance

successful underwriter.
Tbe other member,
Mr. D. H. Barnes,lately of Winchenden,Mass.t
and formerly of Boston, is a careful and experienced underwriter and stands high in insurance circles.
The firm has hung its banners
on the outer wall, and believing that the insurance

conducted

business should be

on

sound

desirable riska at adequate rates, and looking carefully to the moral
hazard, has published a platform embodying
these principles which will be found in our advertising columns. Their location at 28 Ex-

principles, seeking only

change street, is one of the very best in the
cily, being the commodious and convenient
office recently occupied by Loring & Thurston.
The office is large, ia admirably fitted np for
business facilities, and has been refurnished
and decorated in a manner very pleasing to the
eye.
In order to form a strong, consolidated agency the insurance business of Mr. J. E. Jenks,
me wen Known

unuerwruer,

nas oeen

oougnt

out, comprising such strong and favorably
known companies as the Westchester and the
St. Nicholas of New York, and the Clay of
Newport, Ky. For the present a branch office
will he sustained at Mr. Jenks’ old place in
This comFluent Block, opposite City Hall.
bination gives the new firm superior facilities
for placing large lines of insurance in a splendid list of first class standard companies, representing 810,000,000 assets, and well known
and popular with Maine insurers, among them
besides
the above named companies, being the Girard of Philadelphia, the Merchants of Newark, the Atlas of Hartford, the
Allemania of Pittsburg, the Globe of Chicago,
the Farragut of New York and the Citizens of
Newark.
The Messrs. Barnes are also general agents
for Maine of the Johnson force pump and fire
extinguisher, said to be the best invention of
its kind in the United States, and endorsed by
the U. S. government, Boston board of fire underwriters, asd business men throughout the
country. Insurance is taken at low rates
where these pnmps

are

used.

A Good wharf property in East Cambridge,
is offered to lease on favorable terme.
See advertisement.

Mass.,

9USCILLANCOCS ROTICII.
Help or We Pebish.—This is what nag
lected teeth would eay if they could remonstrate with their owners; and mark this, the
teeth cannot perish or become black or yellow
if the Sozodont is used daily,
d&wlw
Mrs. Manchester, the well-known physician, will be obliged to remain in Portland till
June 15th.
d&wlw
For machine

use

Eureka Spool Silk is best.

The Vienna Exposition awarded the medal of merit to Walter Baker & Co., for the
superiority and excellence of their Chocolate
and Cocoa preparations, the highest prize and
only medal given to any American manufacturers of these goods.
These preparations
have received prizes and medals at the princi
pal exhibitions of the world, and stand unequalled for their purity aud highly nutritious
qualitiei.
Bines & Robertson have just received large
additions to their stock, which they are selling
cheaper than ever.
jufieodtf
Harper's Bazab.—This
weekly
the
a welcome visitor to
parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall and D. Wentworth, 337 Congresa, corner of Oak street.

publication is

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Weaton No. tf.
Concord, June 6.— Geo. F. Avery of Boston,
attempted to walk 100 miles in 22 hours here
to-day and failed. He walked 85 miles in 19
horrs and 32 seconds. He began walking at two
o clock in the
morning and stopped at 32 seconds past 9 this evening.
No Cable Nhip Yet.
Portsmouth, June 7.—No news of the cable
ship yet. The fishermen who reported Saturday at the custom house that they saw the
Faraday off the coast, now state that the fog
was so thick they could not distinguish whether
it was her or not.
Another despatch says that
these parties mistook the cutter
Woodbury for
the cable ship.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Exciteneat at Boaioa Custom House.
June 6.—Officials in the Boston custom house are considerably exercised
by the
action of Collector Simmons in reducing
expenditures. The offices of several weighers, gaugers aud measurers have J»een
merged under the
head, materially reducing this force, besides
which the services of some twenty-four clerks
are dispensed with.
Stabs a Brother.
In Lynn to-night, Chas. H.
Carswell, who
works for his brother, J. W. Carswell, in the
grocery business, without apparent provocation,
stabbed his brother in the breast with a dirk
knife and fled but was subsequently arrested.
The wound is dangerous. The assassin was
partially intoxicated. The wounded man is
highly respecten and a prominent member of
the Maeonic fraternity.

Boston,

_I

ju7smw

C.rw_L__-Ar.

colors, just
jufieodtf

nr*A

received.
Kinks & Robertson.

Lost!
a seal and Dart of a gold
chain. The fiuder will lie rewarded by leaviug
it at Atwood’s, 27 Market Square.
ju5d3t

Thursday evening,

Go to Burleigh’s

nishing goods.

for your

The best place to buy
89 Middle street.

leigh’s,

gentlemen’s

clothing

is

fur-

at Bur-

Blessings brighten as they take their
flight—If you have a good head of hair take
care of it; once gone and we realize its loss far
more than we appreciate
its presence. The
Bearing is taking the place of all other hair
dressings, because it is healthful to the hair
and delightful to use.
ju3d&wlw.
a

Flour at Lower Prices.—We make a reduction of 50c to *1 per bbl. on all our flour
C. A. Weston & Co.
from June 1st.
21 & 23 Free street.
N. B. We claim to have the best flour in
the city.
je2 lw
_

Stereoscopic Views.—We offer a large and
fine assortment of European and American
Stereoscopic Views at only 50 cts. a dozen. The
best bargain ever in this market.
Schumacher Bros.
juSdlw
—

Job Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 109
Wm. M.Marks.
Exchange St.
Does Advertising Pat?—There Is no instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality in advertisi ng. ”—Bonner.
T advertised my productions and made money.” —Nicholas Longworth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
prelude to wealth.—Stephen Girard.
“He who invests one dollar in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business.’
—A. T. Stewart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
the most complete faith in printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—Barnum.

“Advertising has furnished

petence.”—Amos

me

with a com-

Lawrence.

Heath.
June 8.—Aim us White of
iustautly killed Saturday mornfrom the roof of a bouse on which

Springeield,

Mouson.

was

ing by falling
he was at

work._
NEW YORK.

Fire and
mf Life.
New York, June 6.—A fire broke out in •
two story frame house, No. 29 Little street,
Brooklyn, this morning. The second floor was
occupied by Thomas McEntire.his wife and five
children. When the family were awakened
they found all means of escape cut off except
by the windows. McEntire first lowered his
wife and four children out of the wiudow and
theo jumped out himself, forgetting that there
was still one of the children
asleep in bed.
After the fire was extinguished search wag
made an! the boy Patrick was found burned
to death in bed.
Anather Senaatiun in Wall street.
The Tribune says Wall street is about to
have another seusation in a litigation between
John Steward of 5th Avenue and Commodore
Vanderbilt, growing, out of stock and othej
monetary operations, wherein the latter it indebted to him for a considerable sum. The
trouble is reported to have originated in the
famous Vanderbilt Erie litigation when enormous gums were said to
have been spent at
Albany, ft is also said that in the liquidation
out
of
the
growing
adjustment of these transactions there was a considerable balance
which Steward claimed but which Vanderbilt
would not allow.
▼nrinne matters.
Four hundred and eighty-nine deaths in New
last
week.
York city
A poor girl was allured by an advertisement
from Patterson, N. J., to obtain work in a
Charlotte, N. C., cotton mill. She failed to get
the offered price, and after working eight
mouths for 12.50 per month and board, walked
al! the way to Baltimore, whence she was sent
home by the police.
Two regattas this week—that of the Atlantic
Club Wednesday, and the New York Yacht
Club on Thursday.
The steamship City of Mexieo was seized
ydsterday before her departure for Havana for
carrying petroleum oil in violation of act of
Congress, being a passenger ship.
Homer Franklin, ex-Collector of Internal
Revenue, died yesterday.
Henry Hiram, a resident of Williamsburg,
was dragged from his home Friday uight by a
New York policeman and put in a eell of a
New York police station because he failed to
appear and prosecute a thief who had stolen a
blanket from his wagon.
Tw# men Killed and Others Injured.
Syracuse, June 6.—A boiler in the Ashton
salt mills at Geddes, near this city, this moru
ing, exploded and John Calahan and one
Gleason were instantly killed.
Jabob Rowe,
the fireman, was badly scalded,cut and bruised,
and Augustus H. Richards was iniured internally Both of the men killed had just commenced work in the mills,
Beavy Thunder Inns.
Troy, June 7.—There was a heavy storm of
thunder, lightning and rain this afternoon.
During its continuance one span of the new
iron bridge across the Hudson to West Troy,
was either blown dowu or struck by lightning
and failing into the river sunk four canal boats
at the docks under it.
There were fifteen per
stflis in the boats.
All are supposed to have
escaped. The boats were loaded with iron ore.
aiio»jj;4u

ui

$40,000,

tuo

uriujje

was

£a\j ieec

long.

±jo»§

_

WASHINGTON.

Protect your vines with Bate’s folding vine
You can fine them at Kendall &

Resignation of Indian Commissioners.
Washington, June 6.—R. Brunt, R. Campbell, N. Bishop, W. E. Dodge, J. W. Farwell
and G. H. Stuart, Indiau Commissioners, have
sent a letter to the President to-day resigning

their positions, as under the new law requiring
them to attend t their official duties in the city
of Washington, they find it impossible to reside
there.
They took occasion to commend the
President’s peace policy and advocate making
tbe Indian bureau separate and independent of
the Interior department.
The Frceident’s Plan Criticised.
The opnions among the Republiaan members
of the House of Representatives, as far as can
be gathered, is with very few exceptions, adverse to the policy recommended by the President in his recently published memorandum.
Speaker Blaine is very outspoken in his opposition to tbe suggested repeal of the legal teuder
act and tbe forced payment of taxes in gold.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today Currency,$10,548,965; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of

deposit, #57,810,000; coin, $82,999,908, including
coin certificates $32,413,600; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
Status af Appropriation Bills.
Washington, June 7.—The fortification, naval, military academy and consular and diplo-

matic appropriation bills have become laws:
the army bill, executive, legislative and judicial
bills and Iudian appropriation bill are in conThe deficiency appropriation bill has
ference
been reported back to the House on disagreeing
The pest office appropriation
amendments.
bill and river and harbor appropriation hill
have passed the House, but not yet considered
in the Senate. The pension bill has passed
both Houses and is now with the Committeeou
Appropriations on a Senate amendment.
The omnibus bill has been reported to the
House. It appropriates #23.605,613. The bill
of last year appropriated 832,186,000.
The appropriations for public buildings under supervision cf tbe architect of the treasury
fur construction, paving, grading, vaults, safes,
furniture, fixtures, pay of custodians, janitors,
etc., $7,670,000, or about $2,500,000 less than
was appropriated last year.
Senators Carpenter and Edmunds were
yesterday and to-day going over the callendar
of tbe Senate with view of selecting such bills
as is necessary to act upon during the. present
session and throwing out those which can go
Besides the remaining genover till tbe next.
eral appropriation bills there are others of an
character
requiring action, inimportant public
cluding a bill for the distribution of the Geneva

award.

Vartans HI altera.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The Ohio Democratic State Convention will
be held August 26th instead of July 15th.
The colored beetle has appeared in the states
north of the Ohio river, and in soma places the
cbiucn bug has appeared, But as jet tnej nave
not dose much damage.
The report of the crops show that 1,367,733
more acres have been sown in whsat this year
than last, and the present crop is very promising for a full average production.
The horse Walter S. was instantly killed by
an accident at Prospect Park, uear New York,
Friday, and Central Bay badly injured.
Rochefort anc his companions sailed for Europe Saturday, his children being reported
sick.
Rumors are again current that Jay Gould,
through the aid of McHenry,has obtained control of the Erie railway.
It ts now stated that the papers transmitting
the Narragansett Steamship Co. to tbe Old Colony Co. were completed Saturday and that the
transfers will take place to-day.
Mercantile Hall in Patterson, N. J., was
burned Saturday. Loss $11,000.
The internal revenue receipts Saturday were

$321,000.

The steamer Providence ran into the schoonJ. B. Hart, off Point Judith, in a fog, early
Saturday morning. The schooner has since
been spokeu needing aisistance, which has
been sent from Newport.
Base ball {at Chicago—Bostons 8, White
Stockipgs 2.
Reports from the South are more ener

couraging.
English educated physicians are not allowed
to practice in Chili, upon the ground that they

as
are not so well educated
home made doctors.
Ex-President Baez, of San Domingo, has
sailed for Porto Rico.
The pork house of A. Meddeshut of St.
Louis, was damaged $10,000 by tire Saturday.
Two cooper shops in Cleveland, O., were destrowed by fire Sunday. Loss $30,000.
Geo. Kahaler died at Baltimore yesterday
from the effects of the heat.

Arrest

of as

Thief.

Hartford, Ct., June 7.—Richard Boyle has
been arrested in Litchfield for breaking into
the Catholic convent in Waterbury recently. A
watchman at the convent was stabbed by the
He gave
burglar and is now in a critical state.
evidence which led to Boyles arrest.

Fatally Baraed.
Cincinnati, June 7.—Mary Ann Vanderburf
lire towas mortally burned while kindliug a
There were ten arrests for drunkenness yesnight. Her father, mother and husband weri
1
off.
badly burned tearing burning clothes
terday, and fourteen lodgers at the station.
open

BY TELEGRAPH.

& C«., and Henry Clewes & C#., as the United
States fiscal agents abroad.
Some very high officers are said to be implicated and if the exposure is made it will be another national scandal, nnd lead to a congressional investigation.

For tj-Third Congress—First

heesmie the

The committee of conference on the currency
bill came to no conclusion to day. Theie was
not a full attendance and questions at issue
were discused only informally.
The Senate Finance Committee to-day heard
various delegations in regard to the tariff duty
on plates, liquorice and earthern ware spu rs.
Financial Oesslp,
New Yobk, June 6.—Washington specials
represent great dissatisfaction among the inflationists with the attitude of the President on
the financial question, and it is considered
dobtfui whether Congress can agree upon any
bill that the President will sign.
The Conference Committee will probably present a bill embracing, as far as possible, the
^residents views as

to

uw

uiue ui

u?uFmpnuu

of legal tenders. In conversation the President
says that the Republican party as well as himself, is committed to the policy of bringing
about speoie payment at the earliest possible
moment, and they could not afford to disregard

til |, dedge.

Tue Herald special says a gathering of leading Democrats was held after the adjournment
of the Senate and it is believed they are quietly moving on to a concert of action, which will
finally settle into a positive objection to anything passing which has not a full measure of
inflation in it.
The Democrats are looking more seriously at
the propriety of their ceasing to keep up a division in their ranks on the financial question,
and are disposed to take a party view, which
will make them stand together without regard
to the financial contest. The South wants increased circulation, and failing in that it will
withdraw from active cooperation with those
who have not favored expansion.
The agreement intimated, if resolved upon in
conference, will be reported respectively to the
The final reSenate and House on M onday.
sult of all this “gerrymandering” will prove
a
fiasco.
nothing more or less than
Western inflationists are greatly exasperated
at the President’s financial pronunciamento.
Republican Congressmen are also reported as
considering the President as having made a
mistake. It is said that Secretary Bristow endorses the President’s views.
(Syndicate ientsfien.
The Post special says there is to be thorough
overhauling of papers in the Treasury Department relating to the syndicate business, with a
view to ascertaining the truth of serious

charges.

suit has been begun by the partners of
Henry Clews & Co., In the syndicate and foreign fiscal agency business to compel them to
account for profits, and persons familiar with
the history of the matter say that there will be
disclosures of a startling character as to the
removal of Barmeans employed to effect the
ing Bros., and the appointment of Jay Cooke
A

matter

interested hie

Anas of Honduras is banished for five
years.
The Duke of Genoa, nephew of Victor Ernanuel, had a splendid recepliou on his arrival at
ln b's
frigate Garibaldi.
-pi
Ihe boundary question between Chili
and the
K?Pub*'C Will be settled by arbitrab®tween Chili *"d Bolivia
arra"«ed in “'e same wsy.
“'Ulster has complained to the
Chilian
in Fiiefish*nnmen- Mlat physicians educated
are al“«a‘ "ure ‘u
rejected when presenting themselves for exam
ination in Chili.
The Deau of the
faculty
pealed to by the government said it was apbi
cause medical education obtained
in England is
much inferior aud less thorough thau at home
Mexican News.
Havana, May 6.—Advices from the City of
Mexico May 31, state that a pronouncement
agaiust the government is considered inevitable. lu the State of Morelas three persous
charged with being leaders in the movement
were sent to
prison. The government forces
sent from Tepic dispersed Lermas' band.
Numerous bauds of Indians have
appeared near
the frontier settlements of Cohabiula. They
burned a number of ranches and the people
were terror stricke*.
The ruins of a large city,
probably Tolvque, in a good state of preservation has been discovered near
Tenosique, state
or Tobacco.
Chicopee Falls, who has been missing for several days was found iu Chicopee
river to-day.

Session.
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ii exneil!.Ad.,3VUt®

ieiefmd
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Dbp’t, Office Chi bp Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.t

June 8, (1 A. If.))
Rnsl.nd,
rein, followed by cl..ring weather, aontheit to
louthwest winds,
riaisinj; temperature and
itatiunary or falling barometer daring the day

FINANCIAL AID COiUlTICRCIAL
Portland Wholesale Market*.

Saturday, June 6. The markets exhibit but little change. Sugars hold their own, though they are
not quite so firm. Corn is quoted at 88 '& 90c, oats
at 68c 'si 70c, sherts at $32. Potatoes range from 80
@ 90c.

bad fallen away from him so that be stood alalone, being able to rally only six votes
on his side, and now he (Holmau) had assumed
the prophesy foretold that all on the Republican side of the House were going to the dogs
and would soon lose their seats, while on the
Democratic side there would also be a general
eleariug out and only six of the present members left besides himself
If such things were
done in the green tree what should be done in
the dry.
The v irions amendments were disposeH.of
and a conference committee ordered.
The House than took up the bill reported
from the Committee on the Mississippi levees
providing for a commissioner of engiueerg.
Mr. Willard of Vt., offered a substitute and
proceeded to address the House iu explanatory
and iu advocacy of it.
The bill provides for the appointment of a
Commission of two officers of the corps of engineers and make full report of the best system
for permanent reclamation and redeniDtiou of
the alluvial basin of the Mississippi, which report the President is to trsnsmtt to Congress at
its next session with his recommendations
thereon.
The civil members of the Commission are to
receive 83000 a year each and travelling expenses, and a secretary is to recsive $200 a
mouth.
Mr. Willard’s substitute is to have all members of the commission engineer officers.
The debate was continued by Messrs. Sypher,
Morey, Lewis of Tenn., and Stanard in support of the bill, and Mr. Crocker of Mass.,
against it.
The number of civil engineers was fixed at
two instead of three.
The substitute proposed by Mr. Willard was
rejected aud the bill was then passed.
Mr. Cannon of 111., from the Postofflce Committee, reported a bill for the prepayment of
postage on printed matter. It provides that
on all newspapers and periodicals mailed from
a known office of publication or
news
agency
and addressed to regular subscribers or uews
agents, the postage shall be on newspapers issued weekly or more frequently than once a
week, which includes dailies, of one and onehalf cents for each pound or fraction thereof,
and od those issued less frequently than once a
week, three cents a pound or fractiou thereof.
On their arrival at the mailing office they are
to be weighed in bulk and postage paid by

on a
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Terrible

Tornado

Twenty-One

in

Dwellings

Illinois.
Totally

Destroyed.

SEVERAL PERSONS SERIOUSLY
INJURED.
Tampico, 111, June 7.—A terrible tornado
(faancu
com

UTCl

»uib

uj-nmj,

pie wreck of it. No lives were lost,although
a number of persons were injured, several seriously. Twenty-one dwellings were totally destroyed and every house more or less damaged.
Two elevators,one containing about 12000 bushels of grain and the other 500 bushels, were destroyed. The depot of the Chicago, Burlington
and Quincy Railroad was badly damaged. The
most serious casualties were J. C. Gates, leg
broken in two places; Maria Barnes,jaw brokeu
and dangerously injured on the head, recovery
doubtful; Mrs. Gales, seriously injured; Mrs.
Peasall, badly iujured; Mr. Gales, shoulder
broken; Granville Couuor, badly hurt about the
head; Mr. J. G. Gates, bruised dangerously. A
number of others were injured but not seriously. The amount of damage cannot be estimated yet. The people are busily engaged in gathering up the remnants. The tornado struck
the village at seventeen minutes Dast eleven
and was accompanied by rain, thunder and
lightuing, and lasted but a few minutes. A
special train furnished by the railroad authorities brought physicians from Meodota.
Marine Disaster.
Schooner S.
Providence, R. I., June 7.
D. Hart, from Philadelphia for Portsmouth,
which was run into by steamer Providence off
Point Judith Friday night lias reached Newport, having received considerable damage to
rigging and hull. One man badly hurt.
—

V O K K 1 GJ- N.
Cathalie Schism.

Vienna, June 8—The Catholic Episcopate of

Bohemia has determined to resist the ecclesiastical laws. Passive opposition has already
commenced with appointments to vacant liv-

ings.

Pork and

lard

Spanish News.

Bayonne, June 7.—Don Carlos has issued a
decree authorizing the provinces now occupied
by his forces to elect meiuliers of a coundil
winch is to personally attend him in Spain.
The Carlist troops are concentrating at Budela
to save Estella.
Gen. Concha is marching to
attack them.
Madrid, June 7.—It i« rumored that the
Carlists have been routed at Gangei with a
loss of 150 killed and w ounded.

very tirm.
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quiet.

ffi“un:?2V^e?3X«nhv* zv
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au! s^tswsrasfc

Barlevl. dal" a£d n'n.InXI

nally; No 1 at 88c
No 2 Spring at 1 30;

No J Spring *2C.
Prartsiou. am
quiet. Pork at 17 50. Hants in pickle at 11
l>rv
•altcl meats—shoulders 6*; boxed middles at 94 ii
1 ^
11
Lard
»*c.
<S 11*.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Owego
9*.
Receipts—5,000 bbis dour, 158,000 bush wheat. 0 * 000

hogs.
Shipments- 4,000 bbis flour, 270.000 bush wheat.
Uinoijuati, June 6.—Provisions— Pork is qaist;
Country 17 50 at interior paints; City held IS 00. Lard
issteady; steam 10* ® 11; kettle 11* ® life. Ro.k
Meats in

good rtemaiid and firm: shoulders at He:
9* on spot; 9§ hu.sr July; clear aiu©s
i >h°iiM®rs higher at 8f elear Mb
sides 10*c; elear Miles 10*. Whiskey
firm it 05c.
J un® fc-w*** is
156* :N© i
clear rib sides

1
^’orn is
Wfltw
i8 ^ 1
Lake Freights—To
Oswege, 0 @ 6.

*t«ady at

l»n".*lV^*TO"’J"11® t:o“on Is dull; Middling op
mpliJdVwic"’ J“n" ‘-C®llon "ominal; Middling

»U«Je!LI5’JUn*®’_COUOn‘lai,ti Mi<nMn*

Steamer Chesapeake, from Mew Tore.—33
dry hides, 80 bales paper stock, 10 do wool, 6 do burlaps, 150 bbls flour, 10 do pines, 10 do cement, 25 do
glass ware. 16 tea tobacco, 2 hhds tobacco, 230 kegs
spike* and belts, 60 crates onions, 1400 half chests
tea, 100 bags coffee, 300 bdls paper hangings, 400 boxes tin plate, ftO do cheese, 75 do tobacco, 40 do saleratus, 100 do window glass, 25 do hard ware, 50 do
drugs, 20 do clocks, 5 mirrors, 4 pianos, 200 pkgs of
sundries.

PareiRa Experia.
BEAR RIVER, MS. Schr F P Ladd-17 bbls flour
30 bags meal, 50 galls oil.
HALIFAX, MS. Steamer Falmouth—1300 bbls of
192 pkgs cordage, 6040 lbs tobaece, 25 cases boots and
shoes, 9 organs, 23 ( kgs butter, 40 bdls paper, 2000 ft
lumber, 225 pkgs merchandise.
ST. JOHN, MB. Steamer (ilenden—400 bbls flour,
100 do oat meal, 1800 bush oats,30 tons feed, 1200 galls
spirits ,800 do whiskey, 80 sewing machines, 7 > pkgs
cord ge, 34 do lard, 363 do merchandise, 28 cases
boots and

shoes,

450

Mldalinr
*

_

IHarksi.
Havana. June S.—Sugar is irregular; Hot loto
12 d s 10* (g 20* rs per armbe; Nos 13 ro 25 at 24 Sh
SI rs: Molasses Sugar at 15 fj$ 17 rs; Muscovado Sugar, inferior to common 16* «; IS* rs; fair to goed
refining at 17* (g 16* rs; grocery gravies 22* $ 22*.—
Molasses nominal. Stock of Sagarin the ware houses
at Havana and Matanza* is 345,306 boxes and 22,555
hogshead; exported 33,400 boxes and 7700 hhds. including 15,500 boxes and 7600 hhds for th© United
States.
firm—loading at Havana for the
Freights quiet and
United States
box Sugar 75 (g 1 00; & hbd Sugar
*ml orders 32s 6d £ 37s 6d; 7p ten
i!)Si^Falmnnth
bhd Sugar loading at other port, on north coaat of
y
Cut'* forth* United Stale, 4 75 & 8 00: to Falmouth
aad order. 37> 8d * 40..
Exchange quint »nd rak; on U. S. 6fl| day. eurreney 115 * 118 »r»m; »hort .lght 1 18 ® 1 21 pram:
on London l 85 ® 1 8* prem; on Pari, at 1 40
® 1 41
pram; Spanish (old 241 ® 215.
■■rasa

■ ar.p...

Ikarbela.

Lonnots, June •—12.30 P.

v_I'...!.

Ml m.

y/f
money and account.
London, June 5—12.30 P. M.—American security®*—U. S. 3 20§, 1865, old, 108$; do, 1867. 110$: U. 8.
16.10b 204$ new 5b 105. Erie 30$ @ 30$.
ror

Liverpool,June 8—12 30 P. M.—Cotton quiet und
unchanged; Middling uplands at Sfl@8$d; do Orleans at «fd; sales 10.000 hales, including *000 bales
tor exjmrt and speculation.

AUCTION SALE8.
F. O. BAILEY A

CO.,

AUCTIONEERS
—Aim—

Commission

Receipts

of

Fleer.

GRAND trunk r.

r.

Consignees.
Bbls. Consianees.
Bbls.
King & Gilman.100 Morton & Chapman. .208
G Cecil.100
Total.400

Receipts

el

grand

Grain, Ac.

(Offirr 15 Knh»(e Strrct.)
O. BAILSY.

F.

Rackland Lime Market.
Rockland, June 5. Common, 90c @ 1 00; Casks,
20 @ 25c; Wood, 4 00 @ 4 50.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise

Saturday

every

salesroom,

at

176 Fore street,

com-

ocSdtt

Norton Bros. Sale of Plants
AT
On

AUCTION.

Tuesday, June 9th. at
o’clock, at Salesroom,

lO

shall sell Hardy Perpetual Bourbon and Tea
vv
Roses, double and single Geraniums, Fuchsias
double and single in yariety, baskets of Verbenas
and Pansies, choice kinds, a good collection of bankets of mixed
Plants, Pelargoniums, Petunias,
Heliotropes, and a general collection of Bedding
Plants from tbe favorite Conservatories ot Norton
Purchasers at Norton
Bros., Dorchester. Mass.
Broe. previous sales will remember their plants us
stock.
very superior

F. O. BAILEY Sc CO.,
laclieBecN.

•m

m.

n

utn
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OIL PAINTINGS

6.1

A. T

Boston and Maine Railroad.
Eastern Railroad...
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad
Second board.

ALLS5.

mencing at 9 o’clock <*. M.
Consignments solicited.

Consianees.
No. cars. Consignees.
No. cars
G W True,corn.9
By water conveyance 1,000 bush cornmeal to Geo
W True & Co.

ISaie*

c. W.

ju4d5t

trunk r. r

Bsaiea Atsck Mat.
at the Broker** Board. June

Merchants 1

Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

pkgs paper.

DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

uplands

Orleans, Junes.—Cotton dull;
■plaids at 17|c.
Nrw

Rallreade and Ateaoafcaals

Receipt* By

52e.

Receipts -1,000 bb!s flour, 8,000 bush wheat. 1.000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Hour’l °-000 bush wheat, 1,500
wo bu»h
corn. 5,MK> l>u»h oat».

rising market.

A.TT CTION.

Third Annual Auction Sale

Eastern Railroad..

♦ Vin

sack containing them. Single copies to subscribers within the county where printed are to
go free but not be delivered by letter carriers
unless postage is paid. Exchange newspapers
and magazines are also to go free in single
copies. Publishers and news agents are to
make affidavits that they will not send th ough
the mails any copies of their publications except to regular subscribers or news agents, or
as an exchange, without prepayment
of post
age at the rate of one cent for each two ounces
or fractional part thereof.
Refusal to make
such affidavit is to be deemed a misdemeanor,
punishable by a flue not exceeding #1000 for
each refusal. The wilful mailing of any matters without prepayment is also to be deemed
a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not less
than #100 or more than #1000, or imprisonment
for three years, or both. Mailable matter of
the third class, such as books, Ac., are to be
limited to four pound packages and are to pay
oue cent for each two ounces or fraotion thereof.
After a speech by Mr. Cannon in explanation and advocacy of the b'U he moved the
previous question which cut off ail the amendments and debate.
The bill was passed, yeas
108, nays 73.
Mr. Packer of Pennsylvania, from the Post
Office Committee, reported a bill to prevent
what is called ‘"show bids” for carrying the
mails. He also reported a bill for adjusting
salaries of post masters.
It fixes ths salary of
the New York Postmaster at #6000 and divides
all others into four classes. Those whose salaries are not more than #4000 nor less than
#3o00, not more than #3000 nor less than #2000,
not more than #2000 nor less than Sl'iOO, and
those whose annual compensatiou is less than
#1000. The postmasters of the first three
classes were to lie appointed or removed with
the consent of the Senate. Those of the fourth
class an to be appointed or removed by the
Postmaster General. The bill was passed.
Mr. Sener of Virginia, from the Committee
on
Expenditures in the Department of Justice, made a report in regard to expenses, disbursements, and general management oi*the
west judicial district of Arkansas since its
reorganization in 1871. The testimony covers
300 pages. The committee finds that the expenditures hare been extaordinarily large and
not in all cases supported
by appropriate
vouchers. The judgment of the committee is
that the great measure of Arkansas is the
abolition of the district itself and its aunextion to the eastern district at that there shall
be but one district aud one judge for the territory now embraced in both districts. Thev
therefore unhesitatingly recommend the abolishment o(,the present western district, the
annexation of its territory and the transfer of
Us business to the eastern district and that the
whole district as thus reformed shall hereafter
be known aud called the District of Arkansas,
with one Judge or District Attorney and one
Marshal. Adjourned.

lisas^aras jsr-

Wmr New

propriations.
Mr. Cox of N. Y., declared that the great
body of the people was with Mr. Holman.
Mr. Garfield of O., was remiuded by Mr.
Holman of the boy (who stood on the burning
deck whence all but he had lied.)
His own
beloved young Democracy which had got the
fresh virtue aud the dew and brightness of hops

utimnii tn

twbntv-foch

War

district, had worked for that item, and had
importuned members to support it, and jet he
lectured the Houle by the hour and month upon every little appropriation or increase of
ap-

arlhpflivA

next

thb

HO CM*

and

mpoial

„VrBr3,t,®S

Pinnnclnl Dlallen at Havaaa.
The Spanish bank yesterday sold
gold to
merchants for payment of duties at 4.20. The
exchange officers are neither buying or selling
gold. The Captain General has required them
to put up bulletins daily of the
buyiug and
selling price. The proprietors refuse and declare if the order is not rescinded
they will
close business.

fitsta

earn

attempted

Costa Rica failed.
The Congress of Honduras has confirmed
oeiv3 as provisional
president. Ex-President

HOUSE.
Wsshinoto!*. June fi.
The Honse took np the Senate amendments
to the legislative, executive and judicial appro
priation hill.
A loug discussion resulted in an item in regard to official reporters.
Mr. Holman of Xudianna made a speech in
favor of economy and against the salaries fixed
for reporters, arraigning the Republican party
for extravagance in raising salaries.
Mr. Garfield of O., replied that Mr. Holman
must have extraordinary cheek to make such
charge in the face of the fact that this deficiency bill appropriates only three million as
against eleven million last year and against an
amount three or four times, and in one instance, seven times as great as in previous years
aud in the face of the fact of an anuual reduction of expenses to the amount of thirty million dollars, and yet the gentleman (Holman)
got up and sang the old everlasting song about
raising salaries and increasing expenses.
A number of private bills that were considered yesterday in the Oommitttee of the Whole
were taken up and passed.
Also a bill that
was before the House at the
adjournment last
night for the sale of Kansas Indian lands in
Kansas.
The House also passed a bill removing the
political disabilities of Geo. 3. Shryock of St.
Louis, and then proceeded to the consideration
of the Senate amendments to the deficiency
bill.
Mr. Holman of Ind.
again got the floor in
connection with another item and read a lecture to his own side of the House for its
apathy
aud for its willingness to vote with the majoriHe spoke
ty in all measures of extravagance.
for nearly a hour surrounded by members,
many of whom joined in the colloquoy that
was at
times amusing but not particularly
noteworthy, the discussion having drifted into
reference to the harbor and river appropriation
bill.
Mr. Conger of Mich., reminded Mr. Holman
that the biggest item of that bill was a million
and a quarter to pay an old debt on the Louisville & Portland canal, and that Mr. Holman,

The conference committees on several ap
upon reports to be

propropriatiuii bills agreed
presented Monday.

S«ntb American new*.
29.—A revolution

Panama, May

in

Sales at Auction.

Eastern Railroad.
Boston Sc Maine Railroad.
Eastern Railroad....
Portland City Sizes, 1894.

—OF—

Bank Sfatmeat.
New York, June 6.—The following ia the weekly
bank statement.
Decrease in loans.$ 631.800
Decrease in Specie. 1,135,300
Increase in legal tenders. 434,100
Decrease in deposits. 491,000
Circulation Increased.
36,500
Decrease in reserves.
587,575

Tsrk Stack mmd Meaey Market.
Tore. June 6.- G^ld has declined to 110}.—
Sterling Exchange is steady and unchanged at 4.88}
4.91}. Money i* easy ae 3 @ 4 per cent.
The European steamers sailing to-day take out in
specie $42,276 and the total export for the past week
amounts to $1,200,000 coin, and $485,000 in bars. The
stock market hae been excessively weak an l lower,
and quotation for the leading shares have declined
to the lowest points of the week. But few speculators are down town to-day, many being absent to attend the opening ot the spring races at Jerome Park,
which takes place to-day.
Government bonds are comparatively steady and
in moderate demand. Railroad bonds are dull and
lower.
lhe following were tne quotation! of Government
New

Hrw

securities:
United States coupon 6*s,1881,.
121}
United States 5-20’s 1862.114}
United States 5-20’s 1864.116}
United Stwtes 5-20*s 1*65, old.
1174
United States 5-20’s 1865,newex-int ... 1194
United States 5-20’s 1867,.. 120}
United States 5-20*8 1868,.129}
United Slates 5’s, new.!14}
United States 10-40’s.,ex-interest.
....114
Currencv 6’a.’..
114}

|

The following
Stocks:

were

the

closing quotations

Fine Oil
—

to

llsufitie Market*.
New York, June 6—5 P. M.—Ashes are quiet and
steady at 6 75 for pots. Cotton dull and nominal and
}c decline; sales 77 bale*; Middling uplands 18}c.—

Receipts of flour 13,214 bbls; the market is dull and
10,500 bbls at 4 80 ($ ft 35 for
State; 5 75 ($ ft 30 for common
to good extra Western and State ;6 35 @ 6 60 for good
to choice do; 6 60 ($ 7 00 tor common to good extra
Ohio; 6 15$ 1100 for common to choice extra St Louis; market dosing dull; Southern Flour unchanged ;
sales 650 bbls common to fair extra at 6 15 (g 7 00;

buyers favor; sales
superfine Western and
in

good

te choice 7 05 &11 0
Rye flour steady; sales
bbls at 4 85 ($ 6 00. Corn Meal Is qnlet: sales of 4000
bbls at 4 00 '$ 4 40 for Western: Brandywine 4 87.—
Wheat receipts 95,864 bash ;market 1 ($ 2c lower with
a fair business doing for export at a decline; sales
121.000 bush; 1 44 ($ 1 45 lor No 2 Chicago; 1 48 No 2
Milwaukee; 1 40 @ 1 50 for ungraded Iowa and Minnesota Spring; 1 50 ($ 1 53 for No 1 Spring; 1 64 for
White Western. Rye quiet at 1 05 & l 19. Barley is
nominal. B;irl«y Malt in moderate request without
material change in price. Corn—receipts 82,017 bush;
market heavy and declining; sales of 88,000 bush at
78 ($ 8l}c for new and old Western Mixed : 81 ® 84c
for Western Yellow; 88e for common to White Western. Oats receipts 20,500 bush; market scarcely so
firtn; sale* 36,000 bush at 62 ($ 63c for Mixed western ; 67 ($ 69c fbr White Western. Hay ia unchanged at 110 £ 1 15 tor shipping. Hops firm at 10 <$ 20e
for l ow te fair; 25 ($ JOc for good to choice. Coffee
—Rio
16} ® 19}c for ordinary to prime, other
grades in fair jobbing demand at foil prices. Sugar
for fair to good refining: 8}c fbr
c
Nic
®
firm; 7}
nf

1 V.K hhHa

At

71

71i» fnr UnUotai

paintings nre from the etadlo of J. B. Sword
New York, nnd will be on exhibition on and after

The
of

day of aale.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

June 12th to

dtr

jut

C. P. KIMBALL,
PORTLAND,
1

Chicago, June 6.—Fionr is dull and unchanged:
Western extra Spring 5 50. Wheat opeue<l
dull and closed firm; No 1 Spring 1 22} @ 1 22}; No 2
Spring at 1 19} cash: 1 19} seller for June; 1 171 @
118 seller July; seller Aug 1 12 ® 1 12}; No 3 Spring
1 15; rejected 1 09. Corn is firm and in fair demand;
No 2 Mixed at 57} cash or lor seller June; 57|c seller
July; 58} ® 59c seller Aug; high Mixed 57} ® 5Mc;
No 2 at 45} ® 45}c
rejected 53} ® 54c. Oats
cash or seller tor June; 42} ® 43c seller
Rye is
dull and lower; No 2 at 16 ® 89c. Barley is dull and
is
at
17
00
cash
Provisions—Pork
or
nominal.
Lard quiet and weak
seller June and seller for July.
11
seller
for
at
sales
at 11c cash;
® life
July. Bulk
Meats are steady 6} loose on spot; short rib middles at 9} on spot loose; no sales. Whiskey is steady
at 95c.
Lake Freights—Corn to Buffalo 4}; Wheat to do
at 5.
Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 95,000 bush wheat, 261,000 bush com, 64,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 1.000
bush barley.
Shipments-5,000 bbls flour,*272,000 busb wheat, 365.000 bush corn, 55,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 1.000
bush barley.

steady;

July.

steady

aOLBDO. June 6.—Flour Is qniet and unchanged.
Wheat is dull and lower; No 2 White Wabash at
1 53; No 1 White Michigan at I 47*;
4n>^,r Michigan
at 1 38; 1 38 for teller July; No 1 K«1
i
do 1 33* ® 1 3«; No 3 Ued 1 *>. ''"r!'
VV' a
shade lower; high Miied a'
f
seller for Aug at »6c; eeMer
No 1 at
cd .4 £ S2c; no grade Sflic. Oats steady,

‘''j''1'

«c.

prepared

to

ME.

offer tbe

—

OF

—

CARRIAGES
Ever Exhibited in Maine,
—

AT

—

Extremely Low Rates
With a determination to more than ever merit the
reputation so generally accorded me for building the
STANDARD CARRIAGE, 1 hare added new and
improved facilities to my factory and shall continue
to Improve the quality of my carriages in every possible way. Long experience of myself and workmen
enables us to build cairiages unsurpassed in the U.
S. for BEAUTY and DURABILITY, at low

price*.
shall continue
specially.
Call and examine whether you want to purchase or not.
name
are
my
bearing
B3T“AII carriages
in addition to my very
to make the Kimball

therengbly

large stock

I

Phartsa

a

warranted.

C. P. KIMBALL.

sj>28TuHiAStf

KINGSBURY A JORDAN

Counsellors
83

at

Middle

Law,

Street,

Oppw.il. Canl Bank.

PORTLAND,
BINJ.

MAINE.

KINGSBURY, JR.
Q.

LEONARD

JORDAN,

(Notary Public.)

sprlleodJro

J. R. HOOPER,

UPHO L8TERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
HAND*ACTUNBB

OF

Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
BrBssssgk Palest Bod I,aasgm, la.
Suit*.

Pnrlor

awa.leri Chair., Ac.
gT~ AII kinds of repairing ueatly dime. Fkrnttuts
soxed and matted.
oct5-’6fTTAStt

A

Desirable

Residence

Country
For Sale,

Paris. Me., known as the Widow Morse
property The house Is in good rspalr, has IS
watar on 1st and -d Doers, and
bathing-room,
rooms;
itcurix’ted and furnished throughout. Two stables,
and barns on the premises, and a young orehard ef
10(1 trees. Tbs lot contains t acre# and is bssntiftilly
situated on the LiMle Androscoggin River, within
ten miuutes walk ot lbs depot ami in tbs immediate
vicinity of churches and schools. Price low and
terms easy. Apply In pawn or by lettm to F. 0.
Patterson. Portland, or O. W. Bent, South Farii,

At

Sonth

Me.

«y2»eod*w

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Snbecribhaa been duly appointed Executrix of the

NOTICE
er

w

ADA B. WORTH, late of Portland,

in the
persons
Cea/led
persons

decexsed,*nd has
Connty of Cumberland.

haying demands
to ClulWt

arrt

rAullircd

tnp

BATOt*,

''*,7
“bj,
And All

called npon to
tadebSd said estate
make payment
toyDIA c KILGORE, Executrix.
Portland, Juno Z, 1874._Judlaw3wTh»
to

are

OTICE Is bereoy giyen, that the suoscrlber has
been duly appointed and taken upon him sell
of the estate of
the trust of Administrator
MARY A. CONNOR, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and giyen

bonds as the law directs. All persons haying demands upon tho estate of said deceased are required
to eihtbit the same; and all persons Indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to

BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,
Pori land, May 19, 1874.

J&.,Administrator.

J u4dl awawTk*

ARTIFICIAL LEG*.

Cl. r. PINORBR, nsnifMlnm, SS Tenpie Ik. Per tin ad, Tie.
Statnpocstloa of amputation and rend for (1*ndull—Whsat To Bnflalo at * * 3*; to > Ion,
wSudt

for5e^

*0Lahe>Freights
Oswego 8J ifll

am now

Largest and Best Assortment

gar; 8

choice

Manufacturer,

Carriage

an_

(g 8}c for good to print; 9c for Centrifugal;
refined firm at 9}c tor extra C White. Molasses it
Rice ie
quiet and without decided change In price.
quiet and unchanged. Petroleum heavy and lower;
sales ot 1000 bbls crude 5c. Tallow quiet at 8} ® 8}c
for prime city.* Naval Stores—Rosin firm at 2 65 (gg
2 70 for strained. Spirits Tur;>entiae firm at 39c. Eggs
8 00 for Anthracite &
are Arm.
Coal Arm at A 00
ton ftcargo. Leather Arm; Hemlock sole, Buenos
Ayrss and Rio Grande light middle and heavy
weights at 27}® 30c; California 26 ® 28c; Orinoco at
25} ® 27}c. Wool firm; Domestic fleece at 43 & 68c.—
Provisions—Pork heavy; new mess 18 00; prime mess
16 00 ® 16 25; extra prime 15 00 ® 15 25; new mess
seller June at 17 90 ® 17 65. Beer is quiet at 9 60 ®
12 00 for plain mess; 11 00 ® 14 00» for extra. Beef
Cot meats
Hams unchanged. Tierce Beef is qniet.
Lard is dull
quiet; middles are qniet at 10} @ 10|c.
and heavy at 11 7-16& 7}c for prime steam; seller
for July il|; quoted at 11} ® 11 9-16; seller August
quoted at 11 11-16 ® }c. Butter firm at 20 A 28c for
Cnee*e is
new Western: 26® 31c for new State.
steady at 12* ® 15c for common to prime. Linseed
inactive. Whiskey is quiet and unchanged.
Freignts to Liverpool are heavy and lower; Cotton
per steam at 3-16d; Corn per steam at 8}d; Wheal
steam at 8}d; Flour 2s 6d.

commence

and continue until sold.

steady;

nrlai.,

—

Thursday Evening, June 16, 1874,

Hudson River consolidated.... 97
Erie. 33}

The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacifit bonds. 92}
Union Pacific do. 85}
Union Pacific land grants.774
Union Pacific income bonds... 80}

FROM

Deering Block, Portland, Me,,

5

49*

Northwestern.38}

—

Schumacher Brothers,

of

Erie preferred.
52
Union Pacific stock..
24
Illinois Central.
02}
Chicago Sc
Chicago Sc Northwestern preferred.544
Chicago & Rock Island. 85}

AT

LANCASTER HALL,

Western Union Telegraph Co. 71i

Pacific Mall.
54. Y. Centra’ and

Paintings

—

ifo't'ii

W. C roaB, Nm.'IN nnd SOPmtl Slwel.
On direct route between New Custom
House and I*owt Office, near the Market.

I lie amid
green grass,
Whose whispering is too line lor sound.
And watch the coupled outlines pass
Of bird and bhadow on the ground.

Booksellers and Stationers.
1IOYT, FOGG Sk, BltEED,No.Vl Middle

Oh, blithe bird, home from alien shores,
What romance can you trill for me—
from the

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printer’.
Eicha.gr, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMAI.U & 81IACKFORD.No. 33 Plum

love-lav,
Pipe rao a strain of
Such as the grave Greek sweethearts sing.
not
will
lie
stay
But no! farewell!
warm

his

me

upward soaring w

ing.

1833.

Lard,

Coach,

STONINGTON LINE!
FOR

Sperm.
Machinery,

Polishing,

Kerosene,

Loom, Harness

Whale,

and

and blue Azores,

seas

Neats Foot

Shellac

and

Varnishes

Street.

single pearl of liquid song
Drops through the dark blue heaven above;
tilting, low and long,
The echo of tho sigh of love.

Confectionery.

I hear it

U.

X. PERKINS manufacturer
and inucy Candle., 9ST

ITah! halt the day has sauntered by;
A snake winds through the billowy moss
Beneath my head, and on the sky
The crossed and Lent birch branches toss.

Dye-House.

Mayor

and

holstering

A true

copy:

Attest.
ju4

H. I.

dour

M'llU

WU1UI

auu

uvuutv.iv

lummuiujj

dred and fifty feet southeasterly.

S. DANA.

W.

Respectfully yours,

uuu-

hearing on the foregoing petition be bad on WEDNESDAY, June 10th, 1874, at
the head of Merrill’s Wharf, at 4 o’clock, P. M., and
that the above petition, together with the Order
thereon, be published daily for seven days previous
to the hearing, in two of the daily newspapers published in Portland.
JACOB McLELLAN, (
Wo„w

ORDERED, That

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
by S. YOUNG,

ju2td

CITY OF PORTLAND.

TAXES.

NOTICE

H. W. HERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.

ju3dt20

J.

ORDERED,

limits.
Approved April 21,1873.
1 hereby give notice that the ‘‘City Ordinances”
relating to the deposit of rubbish in any Street,
Lane, Alley, Court, Square, Public Place or unoccupied lot within the city limits, except the lots designated in the foregoing order, will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

Carpet-Bags.

|

J. It. DC RAN A CO., 171 Middle and
IIS Federal Wlreein

Masons and Builders.
N

E. RE DI

ORDERED,

J

May 18, 1874.
a

duily papers this city, for three weeks
successively, that this Board on WEDNESDAY, the
third day of June next, at 5 o’clock P. M., at the
Aldermen’s Room, in City Building, will hear all
parties interested in the petitions for Sewers in the
following named streets:
High street, from Congress to connect with sewer
near Spring street.
Deer street.

Danforth stroet, from High through Maple to York

Munjoy street, from Wilson to Congress street.
Cotton straet, from Free to Fore street.
Salem street, Emery to Orange street.
Pleasant street, from near foot of South towards
Maple street.
Congress street, from Washington street up about
four hundred feet.
And that thereafter this Board will determine and
adjudge if public public convenience requires the
construction of Sewers in said streets.
Read and Passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
*nyl9

_d3w

DYER
on

of

and have taken the stand formerly occupied by

ROGERS,

No. 100 Commercial Street,
HEAD OF UNION WHARF,

Silver and Plated Ware.
ARNER UOffEU, 155 Middle

WATERS’ Philharmonic Vesper
& Orchestral ORGANS

HOTELS.

in UNIQUE FRENCH CANES, are among
the best made, and eombiue PURITY of
VOICING with great volume of tone. Suit-

dtf

ap2

Copartnership Notice.
CO

the

carrying

on

the

COAL AND WOOD DEALERS,
No.

103 Com 311 eroial St.,
keep on hand a full supply ol the beat
grades of
and intend to

COAL AND WOOD.
S. SHUKTLEFF,

inyl5dlmO.

S. WAKKEN.

Providence Tool

Co.

LEWIgOUTEB & PHILLIPS

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Not Co
READING BOLT AND NUT WORKS.
W. GIFFORD & Co.,

A

Manufacturers of

Heavy Hardware
road
Marine

and Rail-

Supplies.

Hardware

&

Ship Chand

lery.
THE “PROVIDENCE’’ CLOTHES
WRINGER
«I. H' WORK, Agent,
44 Broad Street,
Ju21deowlyr

Manufacturers & Dealers In Portable & Stationary

II IDDAD

Him
H1A,

Engine Lathes, Planers, Upright
Drills, aad all kinds ot Wood
& Iron Working machinery
We alee have for sale, one 2nd hand “Chase” Lever
Set Circular Saw Mill, with 30 horse power Portable
Engine,Shaft ing, Belting, Saw and fixtures complete
and in perfect order.
One surface Planer with
Matcher, one excelsior Planer, ond Kollstone Planer,
and a large stock of second-hand Shafting, Hangers,
mc25«13m
Pulleys, Belting, &c.t &c.

TkDODDm
X/JUMXVXU

«»•»• in a..,

L]

OCEAN
CAPE

ELIZABETH

°f tite
ri a
VTilfiri A A JCj Hi JlLUNITED STATES

KIRKWOOD ROUSE

This is the ONLY QUALITY of White
Lead that we hare made for the

OAK

HILL

St., New York.

182 Front

PaJLS, 12$, 25 and 50 ibs. each.
KEGS, 25, 50 and 100 lbs. each.
CASKS, about 200, 300 and 600 IbB. each.
CASES, containing four 25ft). TIK PaILS.
12$ ib. Wood and 25 lb. Tin Pails $c in advance.
WOOD

From Jnne 16 to October 1, 1874.

ap22__

Boston.

MUSIC

REDUCTION.

In order to meet the wishes of the Travelling Comwe have this
reduced the price ot Board
for our upper, medium-sized rooms to $3.00 per day.
The House contains Passenger Elevator, Cafe, etc.,
and will continue to be kept as a First-Class Hotel in
furnished
every respect. The large and
rooms will be $4.00 per day. Those with bathing ami
water conveniences adjointng $1.00 per day extra.
IJ WI8 RICE & (SON.
niyOdlm

munity.

day

excellently

ue an

mat

is

Trustees Hartford, Providence & Fishkill R. R. Repair Shops.
Hartford, Conn- Feb. 18,1873.
New Britain White Lead Co.:
Gentlemen—We have given your white lead a very
thorough trial, and are satisfied Liat it Is equal to
any now manufactured.
Your 1: ulv
V. 1' PERRY
Master Car Builder, H. 1*. & F. R. it.

Sole

WHIPPLE At | O.,

Agent., 31 Market Square,

fe23PORTLAND, ME.eodly

PALMER KNOX.

This fast trotting and perfect Stallion is nine years
old, dark brown, 15} hands, weighs 1100 pounds; Sire
Gen. Knox. Dam of Palmer Knox w as by the Robinson Horse,” he by Bucephalus. Palmer Knox is
half brother to Plato, record 2.27, Gilbreth Knox,

and many
other last horses. He won the two best purses oil
two succeedings days at the State Fair in Bangor,
1873, trotting the full mile iu 2.38 without skip or
break. The next week at Portland he won the best
purses on iwo succeeding daysin three straight heats,
making but one break in each day. Shortly afterwards the Fair at Saco awarded him the first premi urn for the best stock horse, also the best purse for
the best aud fastest trotting Stallion. This Stallion
will stand at Coffin’s Stable, on South Street, in Portland. Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays
of each week, and art McKenney’s Stable in Biddeford the rest of the time.
Terms $50 season, cash or note at time of first service. Season from May 1st to August 1st. For particulars see posters or address E. II. McKENNEiT,
Biddeford, Dr M. G. PALMER, Portland.

ap27eod6w

condition,
stock, and

is wen equipped with first-class rolling
is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
83T*PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice f given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
Portland Sept. 12, 1873.

PORTLAND &

imnan

/\n

——

Trsn

r»~

T.

^VlOl

Song

For
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

1

juvav

Wells’

n
UUUUULII

UVUUUI

PORTLAND k ROCHESTER RAILROAD*

Dramatized. 50

Liwington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Comer and Dam’s
Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsield

ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK for the best and cheapest Family Bi
ble ever published, will be sent free or charge to any
book agent. It contains over 700 fine Scripture
Illustrations, and agents are meeting with unprecedented success. Address, stating experience, etc.,
and we will show you what our agents are doing.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Phila., Pa.

The
all its

strength;

Assignee’s feale.
Subscriber will sell at Public Auction on
TUESDAY, June 16,1874, at 9 A. M., all the real

THE

True House.
Also the right of redempt ion of thirty acres of good
mowing land, with barn thereon, on Wolfe Point in
said Yarmouth.
Also five acres of land in N. Yarmouth, on Royal’s
River, adjoining the homestead farm of George York.
Also brickyard and wharf, on
Royal's River, with
riuht of way to the same trorn the County road. Said
wharf has been lately built, and has a
frontage on
tide water of about 400
feet, by 150 ieet in width.
Also 150,000 bricks in kiln on said
wharf, with 5
brick machines, moulds,
wheelbarrows, and tools
used iu brickmaking.
Terms made known at time of sale.

FREEMAN, Assignee

a
t
a
L. TruMxm
A.
LORING, Auctioneer.

Yarmouth, May

15,1871,_

A. S.

my21td

JLYMAN’S

The best and Only Reliable Oae in

is indispensable to Butchers, Provision dealers,
ITHotel
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will

than its cost
every Summer. Butchers
in its best form, will soon find their meats
recommended by their customers. The internal arlangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
save more
who use it,

LIVINGSTONE IS DEAD.
For 30 Vears Millions have intently watched
perilous yet heroic struggles, and grand
achievements, and now eagerly desire the Complete Life History oi this world-renowned hero
and benefactor, which unfolds also the curiosi-

hiB

ties and wealth of a wild and wonderful connit I? jusi rtauy.
try.
£,vvv u'jenis wanted quickly.
One agent sold 184, another 196 one week. For

particulars, address
either Phila., Boston

FOR MAINE,

No. 80 Middle St.,

A SEW IDEA.
want

a

few

of

men

finest
WE ders for the Will

good address to solicit
work

published;

MEN

or-

FOR SAFE,
FLOORING

SOUTHERN
BOARDS, in lots to suit purchasers,
close

a

my28tf

consignment.

BROi,,
ju2d4wf

WOMEN, to sell our Sewing Silk, Linen
Thread, Pins, Needles, Golden Pens, and Pictures,
and Writing Paper. LARGE WAGES SURE. Ap!
ply to I). I. GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord. N. H.
or

Ju2

4wt

Highest Medical Authorities of
Europe Bay the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

It arrests

RAILROAD.

.

decay

Bystem,

ju3t4w

AGENTS

W A. N T K D

for

“TELL IT ALL”

Mrs. T. B. H. Stenhouse, for 25 vears wife of a
With an introduction l,v
Morniou High Priest.
HARRIET RE EC HER STOWE. Two
years ago the author wrote a pamphlet on Polvgamv
which excited the Mormon newspapers to sneerinalu
invite her to write a book and**Tell 11)111.” Lniinont men and women uiged her to accent the ri,.,i
lenge, and “Tell I« All” is the result. It is (/fe
only book on this subject ever written by a real
Mormon woman. 025 pp. superbly illustrated and
bound. It outsells all other books three to one
it
takes like wildfire. S^“100.000 will be sold.
Our
now iB your opportunity.
1,1,1
terms. <kc., sent free to all. Address, A. D. Wurth!
1NGT0N A CO., Hartford, Conn.

ju3d4wt

and STEP
for sale low'

RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 161 Commercial Street.

CAM]

TkTiTi

The UNIVERSAL MEDICINE
For the Household.
PRICE PER BOTTLE, 25 CENTS.
REUBEN HOYT, Proprietor,
203 Greenwich St., N. Y.
For tale by all Druggists.
Ju3f4w
TRY

IT.

Freight taken at tow rates.
J. R. COYI.B JR.. General Agent.mch30t

AND

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington

at 5.00 P. M.

Boston for Portland at 3.50 P. M.
JAS. T. FURBER,
General Superintendent, Boston.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
June 1, 1874.
tf

ftu-auisnip Line.
Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston
Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and
.BALTIMORE.

Air Line to all
in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Balt. A Ohio R. R. to Washington and U

points

planes West.
Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accommoeations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15 0»
time 48hours; to Baltimore $15, time05 hours
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

Brunswick, Capt. E.

B. Win-

Chester, will leave Railroad Wharf,
State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
Eaatport

tor St. Andrews,
Bobbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John lor ltigby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentviile. Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Am-

Maine

on

days of sailing

until 4

A. B. STUBBS. Agent.

COMMENCING JUNE 1, 1874.

further notice

run as

Leave Franklin Wharf,Portland
MONDAY and THURS’DAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier
38
East River, New York, every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 4 P.M.
The Franconia, leaving Portland on
THURSDAYS,
is fitted up with fine accommodations for
itassengers,
making this the most convenient and comfortable
route tor travellers between New York and Maine
Passage in State Room *5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Qnebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the
days they leave
Portland. For further information aprlv to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
every

r_-___

Passenger trains

lean Portland daiPortsmouth and Boston, (Snnat *2.00 A. M. t9.10 A.

for

F-w«'“'wi?3days eicepted)
■

■■"’M..H3.15 P. M.

Leave Bangor tor Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M„ *7.45 P. M.
Leave Boston tor Portsmouth at 7.30 A. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 18.15

A.

M.tl2.30, *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth,

Nnnltnn

Colnia

nnJ G4-

loh,.

Portland,
Bangor,
On D 74

Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at ||8.15 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at flO.28, A. M.:
112.55 P. M., *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *8.2.3 P, M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Auusta, Watervllle and Skowhegan, at 17.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington .Watery file and Skowhegan at tl-05 P. M.
Leave Portland tor Ball].

—

ap22

dtf
HAIL,

LINE

Conway Railroad.

The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland In season for passengers to take tho cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train tell Boston cunnects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and

all parts of Canada East.
tickets

Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Haiitax, Dover, Foxcrotit, Rockland, &c.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B.
Tills
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday
morning.
t Accommodation train
|Fast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
are

sold In

Manager.
MEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me
Junl

EASTERN RAILROAD
—

AKD-

PORTSMOUTH & DOVER R. R.
Commencing Monday, Jane 1,1874.
Passenger trains leave Portlnud
PortMiuouth ami Hover daily,
-(Sundays excepted,) at 9.10 a. m. and

,,---_

.-*3J5 p. m.
Leave Hover for l*ort»niouib and Portland
at 8.30. 10.50 and 5.00 p. m.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth dailv.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
junl

General Manager.

Notice.
Proposals for building abridge across tbe
Androscoggin river from Lewiston to Auburn,
according to plans and specifications made by Read
& Moore, will bo received until June 9tli, 1874.
Said plans and specifications can be seen at the

SEALED

office of Read & Moore. Lewiston City Building.
By oorder of tbe Building Committee,

Ju3dtd

JAS. DEMPSEtf, Chairman.

Hotel,

Proprietor.

DIRECTI

■

—JB^— malting connections with the Intercolonial Railway, for Windsor, Trnro, New Glasgow and Ptctou, and steamers for Prince
Edward
Island; aleo at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s
Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamer
for St. Johns, N. F.
after 10 A.

M.

ing.

on

on

TUES-

day ol sail-

For further information apply to J. B. COYLE.
*

Jr., Franklin Wharf.
oct28dtf

DA9VILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, W. W. Clark. Proprietor.

BANGOR

&

PUBLISHING CO.

DIXVIELD.
J. Jackson, Pro-

prietor.

PORTLAND, ME.

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan Sc Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins A Sons, Props.
EOXCROET.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. 91. Jeffords, Proprietor.
GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

THE

nARTLAND.
Park Honse—R. I.. Williams, Prop.
Hartlaud Honse—I. R. Littlefield, Prop.

Portland Dailv Press
la—

LEWISTON.
House, Wnterhonse A Meilrn

LINERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro-

Two Trips per Week.
The Steamer LEWISTON.
Chas. Peering, will
leave Railroad Wharf toot of
State St., eveiy flTneaday
and Friday Kveuing.nl
lO o’clock, or on arrival of Express Train from
Boston, commencing May 19th, 1871.
For Rockland, Castine, I>oer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
West Harbor (Mt. Desert), Millbridge, Jonesport and

Capt.

__

leave Machiasport every
morning at 5 o’clock,touching as

Monday

Thursday
above,
arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains for
Boston.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert,) each trip from dune 19th to Sept. 18tli in addition to her usual landing at So. W. Harbor, during
which time the Lewiston will leave Machiasport
at
at
^
4,30, instead of 5 A. M.
The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt.C. Kilwill leave Railroad Wharf every Monday
auil Friday Kv< uingN, at IO
® eloc'lcyor on arrival of
ExprcseTrain from Boston,
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, BelFast., Searsport, Sandy Point, BucXsport, Winterport
Anti Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, at G o’clock, touching
by,

Wednesday

it, the aliove named landings, arriving in Portland at
5 o’clock fi, m.
For iurther particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,

Portland.

CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
my!8tf
Portland, May 1874.

The largest nml fullest daily paper
published to
Maine, and In the future a& in the past, the Publish
ra propose
Itc^iuake It Ley cud <juc*tic9 'lie

LITTLE I ON, N. H.

Thayers Hotel, U. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
9IACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

Best Newspaper in Maine.

9IECHANIC FALLS.
Vnloa Hotel, P. R> Cobh, Proprietor.
9IOCNT DESERT.

Rockaway House, T.

L.

Roberta, Prop.

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemasket Honse, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

By making all Its departments fuller and more val
table.
The growing importance of Portland as a distributing

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, O. H. Green, Prop.
Main
St. W. W. Whilmarsh
House,

Elm

NAPLES
Elm Htfuse, Nathan Church A Sons, Proprietors.

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Dnulorth House, D.Danforth. Proprieto
NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown A Hilton, Propri
etors.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean Honse, B. Scary, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C.
Staples,Proprietor.

Maine. and its increasing wholctn
daily paper impeiativelj necessary
carefully prepared daily account of th» Portia
centre lor

trade make

a

lull

Wholesale Market will be given.
An extended report of
Sunday services in the city
presented each Monday morning.
Exhaustive reports of political, educational and
religious conventions and meetings in the State are
a prominent feature ol the
paper.

will be

Whit a larger Editorial corps than any
paper in
Maiue, with unexcelled facilities for collecting news,
and more space to devote to
the
Publishers
details,
will make every exertion to render the Daily Press
fuller and more complete paper than it has
hitherto

a

been, and

in

every respect

A FIRST CLASS

NEWSPAPER

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C' S. Bailey A Co. Proprietors.

or.

(

onjrfi, and Gnn St.

Martin, Proprietor.

Fnlmnnlh Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Pronrietor.
Preble Honoe, Congress St.

Ribson&Ce.,

Proprietor-.

St. Julian

Hotel, Cor. middle and Plant
'Jor“, Proprietor.
of Congrroo and Prd.
®*.J"nc,,°"
era! fU«. E.t

The Publishers congratulate themselves that tbeli
to make the Press acceptable to its
patrons
are apprectnTflMl iin I la
that, without special efl'orts, Its list uf sul»cril>ers
haalnSSBSli-——
constantly and largely during the past year.
As an advertising medium the Daily
pRESgstands
first among Maine journals,
having the largest an
best circulation east of Boston.
Terms: Eight Dollars a leaf. To mall subscribers Seven Dollars a Year it
paid In advance.
Hf”Orders groin News Dealers promptly filled.
Address

.efforts

ramito.,

Proprietor.
Walker Honae, Opp. Boatou
Depot, Ren.

Bridghatn Jr., Proprietor.
Commercial Uonae—L. O. Sanborn &
Co.,
Propurtore.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union Hoaae—W. T. Jonea. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.

Hubbard Hotel, U. Hubbard, Proprielo

Portland

Publishing

Co

Book, Card and Jol

PITTSFIELD.

MACHIAS

Steamboat Company.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Machiasport.
Returning, will

Address

PORTLAND

Androscoggin Honse,

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

PORTLAND,

®^A Loca Agent wanted in every town In
State

CAM DEM.

Hnlcl, f

Tlie Steamship FALMOUTH,
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Portland every Saturday at 5.30
P. M., for HALIFAX,
direct,

DAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
No freight received

Simpson.

Bay View House, E. H. Demnth, Prop.

J. K.

RETURNING will leave Halifax

D.

Proprietor.

With connection, to Prince C4w.nl I..
land, Cape Breton and St. John., N. F.

and

CALAIS.
W.

International

American House, India St. J. H. Dodge,
■
PrAiiriPlfiP

gusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bancor at

1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland lor Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.50 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.45 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at 18.00 A. M.. returning at 5.35 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains ftom
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through bv either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives In Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River
Stoningtou and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

Now is the time to subscribe.

PlSP

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple SI. Charles Adams
—«
Proprie tor.
Albion House, 117 Federal St. J.G Perry*

TO

Halifax Nova Scotia.

lewfiktou, Itockland, Au-

We intend to make a- paper for
sensible people, and make it worth
8‘i to each subscriber lor the yeot
1874.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

Proprietor.

Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia
Will until
■follows:

CHEOMOS.

We offer no pictures to*make the value of tie
Press up to its price.

A

Steamship Co.

TRAL RAILROAD.

NO

Proprietor.

etor.

8 K MI-WEEKLY LINK.

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

No efforts will be spared to make the Maine Staxh
Press more acceptable to its patrons. Indeed, the
Publishers will not relax their efforts to make the
paper ^necessity to those who have been accustomed
to read It.. We pledge that during the year 1874 the
Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPAPER than
ever, so that the family that thoroughly reads the
paper will have all the current events of the day.

BRCNSWICK. HE.
P. A K. Dining Booms, W. B. Field,

prietor.

-—

herst.
ty Freight received
o'clock P. M.
mc4dtf

during the next year

Proprietors.

foot of
at 6 P.

at

v

BOLSTER MILLS.
Hancock House,—M. Hancock, Prop.

Dr Wilt

Onand afterMenday March 9th
the Steamer City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike, and the Steamer

days.

with

prietor,

ARRANGEMENTS.

Connections made

Pro

Bethel Hours, J. P. Bardin, Proprietor.
Chapman Boose,—Andrews A Record,
Proprietors

Jaha, Oigby

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK:

same

subscribers,

Mt. Cutler Honse,—Hiram Ration, Pro-

Windsor and Halifax.

•New

new

IIIRAM.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
St.

five

Special club rates may be obtained by applying to
the Publishers.

Co., Proprietors.

5.1 Central Wharf. Boston.

and

copy of the Weekly Press

us

$10.

BOSTON.
Parker Honae. School St. H. D. Parker A

Steamships :—

Lawrence,” Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Rlackstone,” Capt. Geo. H. Hallctt.
•‘John Hopkins," Capt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight fprwardcd from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. A Tents.

Trains leave Pnrtfor Boston at 6.15, 9.10 A.M.

FREIGHT TRAINS LEAVE

Providence

extra

prietor.
Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

BETHEL.

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to ana
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points rcacluMl oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R»s., and to all
tine principal citiets in the Sout h and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO„ Gen*l Managers.
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
Janll ly

an

sending

Proprietor.

tore.

etor.

Iron Line of Steamers!

SPRING

M.

er,

Tremont Honae. Tremont St. Bingham
Wrisley A Co. Proprietors.

PHILADELPHIA.

Rnetport, Calais

OFJ’ER

ALBURN

Heyere Honae, Bowdoin Square,Bn Iflnch,
Bingham, Wrisley A Co.. Proprietors
St. Jamoa Hotel—J. P. H. Stetson, Propri

PORTLAND

to any person

Haan, Court. St. W. R. &A, Ifonng,
Proprietor..

BATH.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, earn,
days at 7 P. M. Fare Sfl.fiO.
Through Tickets to New York via the varion.
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced rates.

iune2tf

AN

Elm

Sagadahoc Boom, John S. Hilliken,

A.T 7 O’CLOCK V. M.

William

Because its literary matter is of
very high character, consisting
oi stories, poems and other matter
original or selected lrom the best
authors.
Because it comments with rigor
and independence on all cureen
topics iu Mate and Natiou
a

ALFRED.

Proprietor..

WHARF, Portland,

Running between

Because It presents all the Telegraphic news ol the week care,
fully digested into readable paragraphs and set specially for the

Alfred Home, R. M. Coding, Proprietor.

Franklin Honae, Harlow St., R. Qninby,
with M D McLaughlin A Son., Prop.

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

PasRenger

Through

of vital forces, exhaustion ofthe
restores vigor to the
debilitated,
cleanses vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on the Liver and Spleen.
Price at
a bottle. JOHN Q. KELLOGG,Now fork.
nervous

contains

myl3__lm*
l’INE

Gin., O.

Agents
Descript,vepomp

give employment for two
engravings.
veers: paving from 8120 to §240 a month.
Address
DOl'Ctl.AH A- ihyebh,
‘minedlately,
117 Jobu Hired, New York.

tf

HUBBARD,

or

500 AGENTS WANTED--

By

to whom all applications should be made, and who
has lull power to settle infringement#.
nach4eodtf

to

;

“EBEOGRAPOY** A new book on the art of
Writing by Sound: a complete system of Phonetic
Short-Hand, the shortest, most simple, easy, and
comprehensive, enabling any one in a short time to
The Lord’s
report trials, speeches, sermons, &c.
Praver is written with 49 strokes of the pen, and
140 words per minute. The unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mail 50 cents.
Agents
wanted. Address T. W. EVANS & CO., 139 S
7th St., Phila., Pa.
my26t4w

cases.

isno

The

JURUBEBA

the Market.

or

aroma.

The

Patent Pure l)ry Air Refrigerator

No. 2 Park Stmt

retains all its nutritious

best thing ever ottered. Price $9, sent to any address. Call and see it in operation or send for illustrated circular. Territorial rights tor sale. DEWITT
C. BROWN & CO., 678 Broadway, N. Y., myl9t4w

>

property

4wt

great American coffee
POT distils Coffee as clear as amber; extracts

WINNER’S BAND OP FOUR. $1.00
1st and 2d Violin, Cornet or Clarionet, and Bass.
Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO.
Boston.
711 B’dway, New York.
my21
d&w2w

MAINE

DIRECTORY,

BANGOR.
■nrrimnm Honae, J.E. Hnrrimna A Co.

Clyde’s

i

plete.

We will send

HOTEL

BROOKS AND FOREST CITY

FRANKLIN

matter thun any other.
Because it is thoroughly a NEWS
PAPER.
Because it has a larger editorial
force than auy other paper in
Maine.
Because its Market, Marine, Congressional, Legislative and other
reports arc fuller than any other
paper in Maine.
Because its State News is the
most carefully collected and com-

HOTELS.

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will cun alternately, leaving

oc6tc

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS

myl9

JOHN

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

AN

WINNER’S NEW SCHOOL for Piano, Cabinet Organ, Guitar. Banjo, Cornet, Accordeon, Fife,
Flute, Flageolet, Clarionet. Price of each Book 75 cts.
RIVER OF LIFE, 35 cts. Best Book for Sabbath
School.

estate and personal
assigned to him byjosepb
Gooding, of Yarmouth, and in trust for the benefit oi
bis creditors, viz: The 3 story dwelling house, ell,
and large stable attached, known as the Wm. N.
Stockbridge estate, with 6 acres of land appurtenant,
well stocked with Iruit and ornamental trees, at the
lower village on Royal’s river, in Yarmouth.
Also the right of redemption of one-half the dwelling house and lot adjoining, known as the David

Tablets.

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

Best Sabbath School

35 cts.

Carbolic

Sat’U’y'

BOSTON.

Cony Home, C. A. & H. Cony. Proprio

u. i.

Passenger trains leave Portland
or Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine aud Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winuipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland lor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham tor Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standisli, and No.

Boston for Portland at 8.15 A. M., 12.00
and 6.00 P. M.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.25 A. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 11.20 A. M.
Portland for Dover at 6.00 P. M.
Dover for Portland at 6.40 A.M.

A

STREET,

SUPERIOR SEA ISO
IVG STEAMERS

»«kIIIE

JfilBK

mm.

&

WedVy

WASHINGTON

Al'Gl'RTA.
Angnatn Rone, RuttRt. Hnrriaon Bnk

y/JI-lliAf-jH

BOSTON

121

FOR BOSTON.

FA-IjIIj arrangement,

urdays)

ATRIEDANB NUKE BEIKEDT
Sold by Druggist*,
myl9t4w

Song Book.

TAYLOR,

“Alii, not gold lint gliller..”—CEMENT
PIPE does not glitter much, but it is as good as
gold tor the purpose for which it is made, viz. drains,
Bowers, &c.
juldbt

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland. Get. 18, 1873.
aug30ti

Portland for Boston everyday (except Sat-

Use

cents. Immensely popular.
Father Kemp’s Old Folks Tunes,
40 cents. Much enlarged. Sung everywhere.

ITS COJiSlEIMIUi, STREET,

mHE above reward will be paid for information
A leading to the conviction o! any person tor letting out the water from my tanks on Cross street, an
W. H. HALL,
Merrill’s wharf.

for

Boot.

A<2ENT

$25.00 Ueward.

Hnnart.

_
..
...

Embracing the leading Hotair tn the Stata, at which,
the Daily X’kess may always be found.

Summer Arrangement, June 1, 1874.

Cash Only.
Special Terms to
CLUBS and DEALER9.
myl9|4w April, 1814.
Florence, Mass.

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

dtf

Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridjton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. B. arrive and

forward, or to right and left.
Simplest—Cheapest—Best.

Sold

For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to

LOWEST LAKH PRICES

The 1.30 train from Portland and 8,15 from North
will have the following Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Fails and

Conway

J

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
Uuited States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

Wharfage.

—

tached.

.V.

Locke St
Jones, Toledo Blade.
o

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. HAJIPNON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.
Jn23-ly

R. R.

aTU* after Monf,ay, Oct. 20,1873,
until further notice trains will
^~,7*^55leave, as follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.
M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car at-

backward

sews

06DENSBURQ

inn

D. It. Locke,

DODD’S

Steamship Line.

MAINE

weekly.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

PHILADELPHIA

CHANGE OF TIME.

and

REED ORGANS, PIANO AND VIOLIN.

teen

Locust Treenails.

jilt_

THE GRAND TSDNK RAILWAY la In aplendli

FLORENCE, which alone ha*
Monopoly of High Prices.

Is the ONLY machine that
dtf

Clarke’s Dollar Instructors for

2.28}, Lady Maud, 2.22}, Camors, 2.20},

POKTLARIIJ, ME.

J C. FCTRNIVAL Agt.

LOCKE,

--

—AND—

Leave each port every

A

PARK ROW, NEW TORN.

RoaT n tvt

all poloti In the

and

The New FLORENCE

ciaimeu

State Assayer’s Office, 1
20 State St., Boston.
)
Gentlemen:—I have analyzed and examined the
White Lead manufactured by The New Britain White
Lead Company, with resuL s as followsThis white
lead is entirely free from adulterations or makeweights of any kind, and is ground in pure linseed
oil. It is fine, very dense, has good covering power,
and is in every respect of standard quality.
S. DANA HAYES,
Respectfully,
State Assayer and Chemist, Mass.

W.

in favor of tbo
Broken the

JBOOKS.

CANTATA OF E9THEB.

it, and is guaranteed fully equal to any in the
market.
It is strictly pure, containing
nothing but fine
white lead and the best refined linseed oil.

IV

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaa.
kec. Cincinnati, SI. I.ouix, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Cake City,
Denver, San Francisco,

To

34

C>..... 1 «...

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.nr*
From Pine Street Whart, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

BATES

Newspaper Advertising Agent.,
J. II. Bates, late of
S. M. Pettengill St Oo.

ap25<13m 49 1-2lACH.CICK RTBEET

STo

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

,

ADVERTISING AGENT*

formation apply at the Company’s office, New York,
to the New England Agents, C. L. BARTLETT &r Co., 16 Broad St., BonImu- Rufus
Hatch, Vice Pies, and Managing Director. Agents
in Portland,

stations

AMD

AGENT!,

GEORGE P. HOWELL A CO

or

74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

ADVERTISING

State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for
Advertising in all
Newspapers in the Cniied States and British Prov-

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
AVOIDING ANY EXTRA CHARGES.
elegant, iron Steamers with magnificent I
Dealers in Printing Materials of every description,
passenger accommodations. Take this route to San
slype, Presses, etc.
Francisco and avoid the snow and cold ol the OverOihcc No. 41 Park Row, N.w York.
land Route. For Freight and Passage and full in-

Offices

Passenger

Attractive, Useful, and Very Popular COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

RIVER OF LIFE.
cuuckucu uj

train noin uoruaiu aim liuermeuiare

daily.

<1...

$250,000

Priced

Low

dim

HOUSE,

man

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,
ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

New and

w. D. LITTLE & CO.,

IN

No. 5 Washington
Building,

clude SLEEPING ACCOMMODA
AND
MEALS THEREBY
TION8,

!

BEST WEEKLY PAPER

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

ine».__

Passage Rates: Cabin $ lO O,
Steerage $50. These rates in-

and after Monday, Sept. 15th,
will run as follows:
Mail train for Gorham andaccommofttion train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^stopping at all stations*, i
Island Pond.) connecting with night mall train for
Quebec, Montreal amt the WeBt.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.

Ih finally decided by the
Supreme Court of the United Staten

SOLD BY

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
!M Morkee Square, Portland.

WILL BE OPEN FOB GUESTS

AMERICAN

Thn I.Anaj>nnlmtaJ Unit

FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE CO.
against the Singer, Wheeler & Wilson,
and Grover & Baker Companies, involving over

PACK ACES

GLEJV HOUSE, IV. H.

myl94wt

& FLORENCE ®*

iOHN JEWETT & SONS,

ME.

This favorably known and popular seaside resort is
open for the reception of Guests for the season
of 1874.
OTIS KAF'ER &-801V.

M

& McOURDY, Springfield, Mass.

Inst sixteen years.

SCARBORO BEACH,

L.

NO. 60 COMMERCIAL STREET,
mc4
OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.
U

No book has ever been published of such universal
interest to the American people. It appeals to no
particular class alone, bnt to all classes; to men and
women, oi all professions, creeds and occupations
and political opinions—to Farmers, Lawyers, Business Men, Mechanics, Physicians, Politicians, Teachers, Students, Manufacturers, Salesmen, men of
learning and men who can only read, to old and
young. All want it as a book of constant reference,
and to preserve for their children and children’s children as the only complete and reliable work, showing
the gigantic results of THE FIRST ONE
HUNDRED YEARS OF THE GREW.
EST REPUBLIC! THE WORLD EVER
SA W. It is not a luxury but a necessity to every
well-informed American citizen. Agents make $100
to $300 per month. Send for circular. ZIEGLER

CU&MBEBLAIN, Prop’r.

Comfort;

On

centennial

for the

ju3tf_

AT

HcALLISTER,

a$ae^e“d

BEACH,

White Oak k Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

RANDALL &

HORACE WATERS A- SON,
4S1 R road way, New York, Rox 3307.
4wt

This well known and popular Hotel having been thoroughly repaired during the
past winter will be opened for the season on
SATURDAY, June 6,1874.
J. P.

Scale

MUMIC

myl9

HOUSE,

—ALSO—

ing.

PIANOS

New

other Route.
Safety
and Ecouoniy Combined.

18 TllK —-

c. J. WHEELER,

No. 10

Great Redaction in Freight and Passage
Rate always Lower than by any

ARRANGEMENT,

8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 2). m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

—

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted In any
paper in the Unitcil States or Canada* at publishors’
lowest prices. Send for estimates.

Steamship Company

TO CALIFOKNIA.

rams

LOGUES MAILED.

House is pleasantly located, cool, airy, and
agreeable. Table abundantly supplied with good
substantial fare. Good Fish and Boating. Accomodations for ninety people.
T. CORD ROBERTS.
ju4dtm*

150.000 best Sawed White Oak do.
40,000 best quality tnuadn Knees.

"fft*

or

WATERS’

Tliis

100.000 best Rift Locust Treenails,

3000 Tons Coal must be removed
irom Maine W’barf in order to
repairs.
sl 1 i n g to purchase large
or small tots will
do well to call
and get our prices before
purchas-

able for PARLOR, CHURCH,

have great power and a flue singing tone,
mth all modern improvement., and are the
BEN I PIANOS HADE. These Organs
and Piano, are warranted for 0 years.
FRICKS EXTREHELV LOW for cash
or part en.h and balance in
monthly orquarterly payment.. Second-baud instrument,
taken in exchange. AGENTS WANTED
in every County tn the U. N. and Canada. A
liberal discount to Teachers, -Ministers, Churches, Schools, Lodges, etc. ILLUSTRATED CATA-

Steam Engines & Boilers,

miles East of St.

It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in purity of color.
It is Of EXTRAORDINARY FINENESS.

CDABLEg F. BOUND*.

Organs

HALL.

OF TRAINS.

ALTERATION

WINTER

Because || Rim more reading

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

100

S. SI. FETTENGILL A CO.’S

Pacific Mail

Wednesdays ami Fridays.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OP CANADA.

The Maine State Press

T. C. EVANS,

Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent
for New England, No. 3 India street, Portland, Me.
ISTMighl Sterling Check* issued for £1
au«l Upward*.
my27dtf

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
▼ille, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston tor St. George daily.
At Warren tor Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson aud Whitelltld, Mondays

its IMITATION of the HUMAN VOICE is
SUPERB. Terms liberal.

Albans.
Mineral water and baths. Pure air. Excellent Table.
Write for Circulars of terms and rooms.
Address Dr. S. S. F1TCI1, 714 Broadway, New York,
25 Tremont Street, Boston, or at Congress Hall.
Board very low.
Open May until December.
apr6
eod5mo

from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

Northwest, West and (Southwest

d3w

are the most beautiful in style and perfect in
toue ever mude. The CONCERTO STOP
is the best ever placed iu any Organ. It is
produced by an extra set of reeds, peculiarly
voiced* the EFFECT of which is MOST
CHARMING and MOinL-STIRRlNG.ioAife

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

Eight

ADVERTISING AGENTV & PRINT.
EKM’ WAREHOUSE,

U. S. currency.
Passengers booked To and

P. M.

Qiinorinl-DH.IflTit

J. IV. A II. H. MCDUFFEE, Cor. Middl
A Colon Sts.

iciiu it nuw

WILMAH U. DVEB,

SPP1AR

Waters’ Concerto

A FTER ample experience in practical U6e, this

HHl'BTLEFF &

St., Boston,

Stair Builder.

PURE WHITE LEAD

COAL AND WOOD.

within four

EXTERMINATOR.
By the use of this valuable preparation, every household infested with Moth, Roaches.
Spiders, Crickets and other destructive insects, will
save many times its cost, and in some cases perhaps
many hundreds of dollars. It will not only repel
these insects, but will absolutely destroy them
and their eggs. Especially adapted to the protection
of Carpets. PRICE 25 CENTS.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
Prepared by P. J. G RANT & CO.*
mh9-3n?
260 Fore Street, Portland.

R. F. LIBRY.Uo. 353 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Deleno’s Mill.
«• l. HOOPER, Cor. York A
Maple
Streets.

Sheldon Springs, Sheldon Vermont

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail trom Quebec
every Saturday UIoruiuR,
for Liverpool, touching at

Ocean

Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this lino
sail trom Halifax every other Tuesday, commencing May -, for Liverpool, touching at
QuceuMtown*
The Glasgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct.
Passage—First-class—$50 to $100 gold, or its equivalent, according to accommodation. Third-class $30

—

At Waldoboro’ for North Waldoboro*, Washington
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily aud freight taken at ,ow rates!
Jv29dtf_C. A. COOMBS. Snn’t.

AGENT.

Voyage.

SERVICE.

_

Diroc rail route to Wiscasset. New
st le,
Dainar scotta,
Waldoboro,
""2W“5Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland
and Rockland.
SI earners leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macnias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and l>ix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 ▲. m., and 1.00
...

MHTTI
lliv/ A AA

Street.

for

copartnership for

Mass.

CO.,

Ja5dly

supply of the best

grades of

a

33 Haverill

Rooters.

NEW BRITAIN

have formed

29, 31 &

W. & C. R. KILLIKEX, Propr’s.

hand a full

W. T*

J. N. McCOY A CO., 38 Sprin„ Street.

my30

on

tf

8. L. HOLT &

Street.”

the business of

Coal and Wood Dealers

completed

may 25

Street.

_ju32w
FAVORITE SUMMER RE80RT.

Copartnership Notice.

and intend to keep

CO.,

myl3

now

COPARTNERSHIP.

copartnership for the carrying

-Agents

W. F. PHILLIPS &

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

street.

JOnW T.

Wholesale

Photographers.
A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J.H. I.AMSON, 153 Middle St.,cor. Cross.

DID

City Clerk give notice to all
ORDERED,
parties interested, by publishing copy of this
order in two
of

a

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Pattern and Model Maker.

Rockaway House,

1MJAHU UX JKLAYOU AND AI.DERMEN I

be

All bids must be accompanied by a penal bond of
two responsible persons in the sum of Two Thousand Dollars, ($2,000.) that the bidder will accept
and perform the contract if awarded him, the sufficiency of the security to be certified by the United
States Judge, Clerk of the United States Court, or
the District Attorney of the District wherein the
bidder resides.
The Department reserves the right to reject any or
all bids if it be deemed for the interest of the government to do so. Every bid must be made on the
printed form to he obtained at this office, and must
conform in every respect to the requirements of this
advertisement, or it will not be considered.
Proposals will not be received from parties who are
not themselves engaged in the manufacture of
Wrought or Cast-iron work, and who have not the
necessary facilities for getting out the work.
Proposals will he enclosed in a sealed envelope,
endorsed “Bid for Iron Work,” and addressed to

caused by sourness or acidity of the stomach or bowels. Its action as a laxative for children is superior
to any other preparation, requiring no persuasion to
induce them to take it, and is peculiarly adapted to
A sure prevention
females during pregnancy.
against the food of infants souring on the stomach.

J. 1. BARBOC R, 350 Fore Street, COr. o<
Crows, Porllaud.

City ol Portland.

have formed

HEADACHES

OS, 333 1-3 Cou«rr» St.

CONGRESS HALL,

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, I
May 18,1874. j
That all petitions for Sewers to be
built in this city during the present Municipal
be presented on or before the first MONyear must
DAY
of
July next, as after that date all petitions
for Sewers will be referred to the next City Council.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H, 1. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
my!9dtw

must

date of acceptance, or as required
by the Superintendent and the progress of the work.
Payments will be made monthly, deducting ten
per centum uutil the final completion of the contract.

d3m

ROUNDS-&

the whole work
months from the

and

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

CITY OF PORTLAND.

That the

I)YSI'EPSIi,

A. KEITH.

A. MERB1

the aggregate.
The whole of the Rolled Beams and Cast-iron Columns of First Story and the Beams ot Second Flour
must be delivered and set in position within two
months from date of acceptance of proposal, and

SOUR STOMACH,

watches. Jewelry, and silver Ware.
J. A. MEBRIUl. A CO., 139 Middle St.

S. YOUNG, No. 109 Fore Street.

In Board of Health, March 13, 1874.
that until otherwise directed, we do
hereby designate the dump at the foot of Hanover street (City Stable lot) and the dump at the foot
of Franklin ana Smith streets as the places lor deposit of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, saw dust,
ashes, cinders, scot, hair, shreds, manure, oyster or
lobster shells, or any other matter of any kind (except dead animals) which may be removed from any
hou so, cellar, yard, or other place within the city

XJS

lp

Sign and Awning Hanging.

CITY OF POKTLAm

mbl4

Indorsed and prescribed by all the leading physia* the greatest Antacid
public.fill iumiediate-

cians throughout the country
vet presented to the medical
and certainly relieves

A RIVER EOWEItli, 155 Middle Street.
Azculs for Howard TVntch Company.

Plumbers.'
JAMES NILIiER.No. 91 Federal

is hereby given to parties owning real estate on which tne taxes for the year 1873 remain
unpaid, that the time required by the Statute previous to the advertisement tor sale having expired,
such estates will be advertised for sale, unless suen
taxes are paid previous to June 20, 1874.

application

HEARTBURN,

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

a

Portland, June 2,1874.

for in the Schedule.
Copies ot the Drawings, Specifications, and Schedule may be had on
at this office.
All scaffolding required by the contractors to put
the work in place will be furnished by the Government free of charge, but will be erected by the contactors.
Proposals will be made by the piece, lineal foot, or
weight, for the various items of work, as called for
in the Schedule. The work will not be subdivided
among different bidders, but will be considered in

Done the cheapen! nnd beat
at No. lO'i Fore St.

Portland, May 29, 1874.
Gents.—I would request permission, as one of tiie
of
owners
“Merrjd’s Wharf,” to extend said wharf on
the southwesterly side, commencing at the present
U1

SEALED

Up-

F.

Office, )
J

Superintendent, May 22, 1874. )
PROPOSALS will be received at the
Office of the Superintendent until 12 M of the
13th day of June, 1874, for furnishing, delivering,
titting, ami putting in place the Wrought and Castiron Work, comprising the Rolled-iron Beams ot
First and Second Floors, the Cast-iron Columns of
First Story, and the Staircase, all as exhibited on the
Drawings, described in the Specifications or called
Office of

order._

to

S. Custom House ant) Post
Rockland, Maine,

(J.

done to order.

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.
SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’a Bloc It
Cougre.a Street, oppo.ite Old City Hall.

X.

To tbe Harbor Commissioners ol
Portland Harbor.

11UU

Kockland, Maine.

DAY9 D W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
Ali kiudw ofl'pliolv ci'iuguud Rcpaii iitg

Clerk.
d3w

ROBINSON, City

Magnesia.

Furniture and Upholstering.

H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.

Attest,

Milk of

for
and CastIron Work for file United States
Custom-House and Post Office,

Proposals

Old Fowl Office,

A. F. IIOYT, No. II Preble Street.

ORDERED.

ADVERTISING

1-8-7-4.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers of
all cities and towns of the United States, Canadas
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

Shortest

a

Portland, Me,

Office 20S Fore Strect4..

I Street*.

HOOPER Ar EATON,
Exchange Street.

OTHEKI,

KNOX & LINCOLN BALLBOAD.
& WOOL OILS,

mar2-fim

_

Aldermen, )
June 3,1874.
f
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order In two daily papers in this city, for three weeks
successively, that this Board on MONDAY, the sixth
day of July next, at 7$ o’clock P. M., at the Aldormen’s Room in the City Building, w ill hear all parties interested in the petitions for Sewers in the following named streets:—Carroll Street, from Thomas
iuto Neal Street, about GOO feet; Brackett Street,
fiom York to Danforth Street; Temple Street, about
100 feet between Middle and Federal Streets; Congress Place, from Congress to Deering Street; Brown
Street, abont 30 rods between Congress and Cumberland Streets: Brackett Street, between Spring and
Spruce. And that thereafter this Board will determine and adjudge if public convenience requires the
construction of Sewers in said Streets.
Bead and passed.
of

ALL

'tills is the only inside route Avoid]
ing Point Judith.

checked through.
'rickets procured at depots of Bcston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads aud at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49§ Exchange St.
D. S. BABCOCK.
L. W. FILKINS.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.
dlv

IN

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ, A DAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed*
era

allan_lTne.

S. K. NILES,

SUMMER

Monday,

FULLER,

DEALER

AND

IS Free Street.
UEOKRE A. WHITNEY, No. 50 Exchaugr St. Upliolwteriag of ail kind*
done 10 order.

City of Portland.

AGENCIES.

many.

WAI TER COKEY & A O., Arcade, No.

ADVERTISEMENTS

P.

OF

YORK,

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Deoot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always in advance of all other lines. Baggage

MANUFACTURER OF VARNISHES AND JAPANS

Furniture—W holesale and Retail.

arc

In Boaicd

Japans.

AUG.

FOSTER’S Dye Iflouwe.24 Union Street.4

sensuous

CITY

Oils.

WHITNEY Ar JIEANS»Peai,I Street, oppowite Park.___

summer dreams, and sweot
scent and s:»ng of June,
And dear the brook’s brawl through the heat—
The perlect re6t and hush of June.
The

and

Carpenters and Builders.

From leaf to leaf a tumult croeps,
A coolness drops upon my face,
And down the west a light rain sweep*—
A mist as tino as ladies’ lace.

Aye! dear

Wool
of plain

NKW

AHEAD

_

A

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

Furniture,

Street.

To our barbarian Tappan Zee (

For

"established

Bakers.

Drowsing.
the short

Brought

miscellaneous.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

POETRY._

I.nney Honae—Fletcher
tor-.

A

Rule, Proprie-

_

PHILLIPS.
Honae, Adana &
Froprirtora

Bardea

PRINTING

Robbinaon,

SACUARAPPA.
Central Houae-Alrin

Allen, Proprielo

SKOWHERAN.

Tetor*‘r Honae,

W. R. Heaelton, Propel.

Elm Honae, M. H.
HUton, Proprielo

109 EXCHANGE STREET

VINAL HAVEN, I.ANE’S ISLAND.
Ocean Honae, F. N. I.ane,

Proprietor.

WILTON.
Wilton Honae, N. U. Rreeu. Proprietor.

BLACK

DIAMOND.

This beautiful and noted young Stallion
make the present season at the sub
stable in Cornish Village, Black
* -1 /
»
iti imnwii was sired
by Penobscot Boy; he
Black Diaa Messenger mure.
from
Old
Drew
by
mond has trotted a three in five race during the last
best
mile in
his
ease
and
with
makiug
year, winning
2.51 without fitting. He is eight years old, sixteen
hands high, weighs eleven hundred pounds, of black
brown color and has tine natural trotting action.
WM, H. WARREN.
Terms—To warrant $23.
apl5eod3m
Cornish, April 13, 1874.
if\

7J—will

y^-V-l'scriber’s

notice;
given that I shall apply to the
and Aldermen at their n0xt
t uvoting lor |*riniB»ioii to eroct a wooden staple on
1 : seal Street, 14 x 20,1J story.
L. It. WAltiiKN.
ju5d3t*

\T0T1CK
LN Board

Daily Press Printing House
Every

description

oi

Work

promptly and carefully executed
and at the Lowest
Prices.

WE

M.

MARKS,

is hereby
of Mayor

MANAGES.

4

